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Abstract
This dissertation spans three distinct methodological contributions to the econometric and analytic modeling
literature. The first chapter is motivated by the challenge of estimating the impact of a customized multitreatment coupon campaigns on visit rates for a large panel across a two-year trial. Prior literature has
highlighted the necessity for both detecting and mitigating the issue of endogeneity. In response, I first
develop a novel robust Wald test for idiosyncratic endogeneity in the presence of individual heterogeneity and
a time-varying endogenous regressor of restricted range for a nonlinear, unobserved effects model. Building
on a prior working paper, I extend the results to tackle the identification of idiosyncratic endogeneity in the
presence of time-constant endogeneity for unbalanced panels. I propose a two-stage estimation procedure
that tests for positive covariance between time-varying unobservables and a time-varying, binary endogenous
variable that completely controls for the latent, time-constant heterogeneity for count responses. Simulations
suggest endogeneity detection for both unbalanced panels scenarios mirrors the balanced panel benchmark
closely using metrics of rejection rates, nominal size, and statistical power given proper instrumental
variables. A nonlinear, instrumental variables GMM procedure is proposed for parameter estimation given
positive endogeneity detection.

The second chapter studies the estimation of a nonlinear (generalized

additive) mixed effects models for count data containing parametric factor smooths. These models are further
extended to estimate Poisson responses generated from both stationary and non-stationary conditionally
serially correlated AR (1) processes. Simulation studies are used to verify the accuracy of these models in
a range of scenarios. The models are then applied to the problem of estimating a carryover effects of a
promotional campaigns after promotions end. The final chapter seeks to extend the forecasting combination
model of Granger and Ramanathan by approximating the optimal conditional mean solution with conditional
quantiles. Useless forecasters at arbitrary quantiles of the response are discarded via a LASSO penalty. The
final combination forecast outperforms the equal weight combination benchmark as well as a variety of other
combination models in terms of out-of-sample predictive power and other significant performance metrics at
the expense of marginally increased forecast variance.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1

The purpose of this introduction is to provide a brief background associated with each chapter as these
three chapter are quite distinct. This introductory component is not meant to replace or supplant the
chapter-specific abstracts nor any of the content therein; it is simply to offer background and a brief, highlevel overview of the all chapters’ backgrounds and general objectives. Please note that throughout the
dissertation, the notation used within each chapter is unique to that chapter and that notation may change
meaning across chapters. Finally, the fifth chapter provides chapter-dependent limitations and future research
questions.

1.1

Background and Motivation

Over the last 100 years, the need to develop relevant statistical models for both macroeconomics and
microeconomics has been the primary motivator for the development of a large family of statistical methods
known as econometrics ([1], [2]). Two specific features that have shaped this development and differentiate
econometrics from other statistical methods are the frequent presence of data that evolves in time (i.e.
time-series) and the need to analyze observational data (i.e. data that are not collected in experimental
setting). This dissertation presents several methodological innovations useful for special cases of data with
these features.
Time series data are common in economic studies and have a long history of interest in the study
of macroeconomic dynamics ([3]). A basic time series data set is usually characterized by a moderate
collection of univariate measurements taken over a regular time grid. Longitudinal data, or equivalently,
panel data, are also an extremely common and often powerful tool for a variety of methodological and
modeling techniques in the realm of statistics, econometrics, and data mining. Longitudinal data are formed
from the union of the cross-section of subjects measured over time. They can be viewed as a group of
time series, each measured on a separate subject in the sample and brought together to analyze subject or
treatment level effects in a population. Longitudinal data sets will also often contain static data such as
treatment indicators. In comparison to designs containing only cross-sections (e.g. a standard regression
model) or only purely temporal observations (e.g. a standard time-series model), longitudinal data designs
allow the study of the temporal dynamism while simultaneously being able to account for cross-sectional
differences, or heterogeneity, among the entities ([4]).
In this dissertation, we will develop statistical methods that analyze both longitudinal and standard time
series data in order to address applied statistical questions in micro and macroeconomics. In particular,
Chapter 2 & 3 will focus on a microeconomic study of a quasi-experimental dataset generated by a grocery
store loyalty program while Chapter 4 will develop and evaluate an improved forecasting method and apply
this method to a time series data set based on the inflation gap.
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1.2

Understanding the Impact of Loyalty Promotions on Customer Visits

Loyalty reward programs have been of significant interest for the grocery retail industry for many years.
Current retail technologies require members to scan a loyalty key card, typically containing a barcode, at
the time of checkout. In return for the inconvenience, customers usually receive instant savings including
direct discounts, points or other rewards ([5]). From the retailers point of view, collection of this data allows
for the microscopic assessment of customer-specific transaction data over time by differentiating between
personalized incentives and general discounts. Industry pioneers who believe that loyalty cards are a primary
knowledge management tool for customer transaction and/or behavioral shopping trends are incentivized in
tailoring their reward system continuously given the increased competition from other chains ([6]). In terms
of participants in the grocery retail space, recent studies have shown that approximately 62% of consumers
belong to grocery reward programs. Of these consumers, 75% of the visits to their specific grocery stores
where they participate in the reward loyalty programs which indicates a high-level of customer loyalty ([7]).

1.2.1

A Review of Key Literature

The first two chapters of the current dissertation are motivated by a proprietary data source licensed by
Kroger’s 48.51 subsidiary (formerly dunnhumby USA) called the Complete Journey and made available
through an online portal. This scanner-panel dataset contains the results of 2 years of scanned charges
for 2,500 households, with 1,584 of the households participating in a quasi-experiment designed to test the
impact of customized coupons on customer visit frequency and retail expenditures.
Several prior works used this data to analyze a variety of marketing and microeconomic questions. We
review the two most relevant works to this effort here. This first work, [8], performed the seminal study
of this data. These authors sought to understand the impact of customized coupon campaigns using three
outcomes (trip incidence, trip revenue, and customized coupon redemption) while controlling for a large
variety of demographic and behavioral variables. The authors devise a sophisticated Bayesian model to
capture the outcomes of customer i in week t using a Type III Tobit model that handles the three simultaneous
regression equations corresponding to the associated responses. The results indicate, unsurprisingly, that the
mere exposure to a customized coupon set contributes positively to weekly trip revenue, trip incidence, and
redemption of customzied coupons. These authors find that the exposure effect of these customized coupon
campaigns contributes more positively than actual coupon redemption to these correlated responses related
to household behavior. The work finds that “customer surprise” generated by irregular distribution times
of personalized campaigns as well as the larger impact of discounts offered per coupon sets are positively
correlated with their effectiveness.
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In a separate and complementary work, [9] estimates the differential impact of campaign types (both
customized and targeted) received during the test period after accounting for endogeneity for customized
coupon distribution. “Spillover effects” from personalized and targeted promotions were also quantified. The
author creates control functions to help mitigate the endogeneity arising from targeted coupon distribution
in a specific week t to predict the likelihood a household i has received at least one coupon during the testing
time frame. Via the use of a Heckit model (two-step approach), this study claims to achieve consistent and
asymptotically normal estimators of covariates in the final model, identifying that weekly sales contributes
significantly to retailer revenue of household i in a week t.
Before delving into our specific research objectives and hypotheses, we note major differences that
distinguish our approach from the two works just described. First, our response of interest is the number of
visits in a period. Visit rate is a primary target for retailers; with a fixed budget, increased visits indicate
that a retailer is winning a larger share of customers’ overall expenditures. In fact, we note that little to no
existing research is exists assessing the marginal impact of treatment effects on limited dependent variables
such as in-store visits in an unbalanced panel format. The clear benefit of focusing on a single variable,
discrete integer-valued visit counts, as a response, is simplicity. Other benefits for modeling the conditional
mean of a discrete response include the availability of easy-to-apply parametric and semi-parametric models
to measure impacts of the exposure effects, direct interpretations, and ease of reproducibility. Secondly,
although the previous works do focus on exposure and redemption effects after treatment distribution of
customized coupons, neither of the studies take into account the simultaneous receipt of campaigns and
what the marginal impact of this simultaneity may actually be on their response variable(s) of interest
during the promotional phase of the loyalty program. Perhaps the biggest oversight in these prior works
involves the issue of endogeneity. While both works attempt to mitigate endogeneity of personalized rewards
in both a Bayesian and strictly parametric frameworks, they fail to apply a formal, robust statistical test
in order to empirically validate the claim that endogeneity is indeed present. Both authors rely on the prepromotional spending behavior1 as an indication of a higher likelihood of personalized rewards. However,
without a formal test, such a modeling approach could result in an overly complex model for mitigating a
verisimilitudinous claim of endogeneity for the personalized campaigns.

1.2.2

Application I: Promotional Loyalty Marketing Program Selection-Based
Endogeneity For Unbalanced Panel - Quasi-Experiment

Within the quasi-experiment being analyzed, 30 separate campaigns are planned for distribution to a distinct
subset of households. The campaigns are then mailed at varying intervals throughout a 16 month promotional
test cycle and represent our principal covariates of interest. Each campaign has a respective start day and
end day for which the product-specific coupons from distributed campaigns are redeemable. The span of
1 The pre-promotional spending behavior refers to weekly spending patterns prior to the distribution of the first promotional
campaign. Equivalently, this refers to all tractable customer behavior in each respective household’s baseline periods.
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days between the start and end days represents the duration of the campaigns effects. In many cases, after
completion or ending of a campaign, an individual household, for example, may revert to a period of nonpromotion within the test cycle while another household may immediately receive another promotion. We
rely on quantitative tracking measures of individual-level household expenditures, items purchases, campaign
durations and descriptions, and other measures to assist in our modeling approaches. The promotional
loyalty program spans a two-year time period in which days 1-223 serve as the control period in which
no campaigns are received by any household. The test period lasts from day 224-720. However, not all
campaigns containing the promoted coupons begin at day 224. The baseline period will be a householdspecific period in which no promotional campaigns are received prior to the first campaign received. Hence,
every household’s baseline contains its respective control period.
Regarding the treatments of interest, we begin by defining the exposure effect. The exposure effect is
the main treatment effect of interest in which households are exposed to one of three types of customized
coupon campaigns via mail. The primary categories/levels of exposure are labeled Type A, B, and C. The
Type A campaign contains a set of personalized coupons specifically tailored to fit the customers purchasing
behavior based on an established, transactional buying profile. The Type B campaign denotes a set of
coupons that were sent to households that offer discounts on products during specified time frames where
items are typically bought in conjunction with one another. Lastly, Type C denotes those coupons sent to
households that offered discounts on standard products. We note that, in line with prior work, the Type A
campaign coincides with the personalized rewards (P) whereas Type B and Type C campaigns are targeted
(T). We also note that there are no restrictions on the simultaneous receipt of campaigns in the promotional
cycle of the study, so the treatment effect can also be defined jointly as the combination of the single campaign
types (e.g. Type AB, Type ABC, Type AC, Type BC). Table 1.1 gives more detailed descriptions of the
categories [10].
The dataset used for modeling is composed of totals or aggregates of all time-varying, numeric, householdlevel features for both our response of interest (in-store visits) and relevant explanatory covariates (e.g.
expenditures)2 Additionally, we capture time-invariant covariates per each row-level aggregate.

These

household level totals are aggregated for each campaign exposure’s period as well as any periods representing
intermittent cycles of non-promotion within the test cycle such that each household has a multi-period vector
of in-store visit counts and associated total expenditures.
For completeness, it is necessary to explicitly define the type of study that frames the data (and
loyalty promotional program) used in the majority of this thesis. The nature of this particular customer
promotional loyalty program in terms of our research must be treated as a quasi-experimental design.
A quasi-experimental design tests: “descriptive causal hypotheses about manipulable causes as well as
many structural details, such as the frequent presence of control groups and pretest measures, which
support counterfactual inferences about what could transpire in the absence of a treatment which lack
2 Further

details are provided in Chapter 2.
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Table 1.1: Campaign Type Descriptions
Campaign Type

Type A

Type B
Type C

Campaign Definition
A personalized set of ≥14≠16 coupons chosen for a household with a tag:
‘Thanks for being such a great customer!’
‘Please enjoy the savings reserved only for premier customers like you.’
Contains a combination of ‘$Y off Brand X’ and/or
‘$Y off Category X when spending $Z’
coupons
A themed pamphlet stating: ‘Wellness’, ‘Back to School’ (etc.)
plus ≥10 coupons for products related to the theme
(e.g., pencils and notebooks, health products and juice, etc.).
.
A single manufacturer sponsored booklet with ≥1≠6 coupons
and a free sample.

random assignment” ([11]).

Campaign Customization Level

High

Medium
Low

In essence, the quasi-experimental nature of a study design presents the

scenario in which treatments (or covariates of interest) are consciously allocated without randomization
to subjects for an intended outcome. In quasi-experimental designs, the extent to which one can reliably
estimate causal effects of interest is the necessity to remain conscious of internal validity3 . Such threats to
internal validity include biases resulting from maturation, experimental mortality (attrition), instrumentation
(change in measurement method on the outcome), history (current event forces change in outcomes, design
contamination (cross-sectional unit intervention which can degrade the outcome), and selection (crosssectional units’ differences that are unmeasured between treatment and control groups that are related to the
outcome) ([12]). The goal of employing quasi-experimental designs is to approximate randomized controlled
designs as closely as possible wherein empirical researchers presume that the primary distinction between
subjects for those who are exposed to a treatment versus those who are not is simply the exposure ([13]). The
issue of non-randomization of treatment exposures in this quasi-experiment is not insurmountable as studies
have been successfully analyzed by controlling for the variation of the treatment variable of interest that has
been contaminated by endogeneity ([14]). In certain cases, more advanced econometric techniques primed
for assessing causal effects in quasi-experiments can approximate randomization by mitigating the sources
of endogeneity for consistent parameter estimation ([15]). From an econometrics modeling perspective, the
most popular method for dealing with identifying causal impacts for a cross-sectional unit over time is the
traditional fixed effects model for panel data ([16]), which is what we will use as the basis for our modeling
approach. Lastly, the two studies previously explained prior provide evidence that personalized campaigns
(Type A) are distributed to specific households based on specific control period behavior. However, in
addition to this reasonable claim, we also suspect that the endogeneity associated with the distribution
of Type A campaigns are associated with time-varying characteristics realized in periods spanning the
promotional cycle. Therefore, the personalized rewards are likely allocated to the best customers in hopes
of inducing additional, in-store shopping frequency within the promotional cycle temporally at multiple
periods. The type of endogeneity is attributed to self-selection as these Type A exposures are specifically
designated to a certain subsample of the cross-section over specific sub-cycles within the test period. Failure
to adequately account for such a phenomenon in a standard longitudinal regression context violates the
3 Internal validity refers to the ability or likelihood in which a study, either a pure experimental or quasi-experimental design,
is able to establish causality ([12]).
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zero-covariance assumption between the contemporaneous errors and covariates resulting in highly biased
and inconsistent parameter estimates ([17]).
Lastly, for proper estimation of model parameters of interested in longitudinal settings, one should
carefully consider the cause of why a panel may be unbalanced. For instance, there can exist an underlying
phenomenon related to missing observations that could induce otherwise balanced panels to result in
unbalanced panels. We explore a complete-case (CC) approach by employing a selection indicator which
results in a scalar multiple indicator applied to the full covariate vector and response at each time t similar
to [18]. More details will be expounded upon in the body of Chapter 2.
The described application as well as missingness inspires our research direction in the chapter 2. The
principal research questions are as follows:
1. Given an unbalanced panel as a result of missingness, is it possible to derive a fully robust test for
endogeneity using a complete-case approach?
2. If endogeneity is present in an unbalanced panel, what estimation technique can be employed in order
to achieve appropriate inference?
In Chapter 2, we utilize a combined correlated random effects model with a control function approach to
develop a test for idiosyncratic endogeneity given a nonlinear, unbalanced panel data model with a suspected
endogenous binary covariate in the presence of time-constant endogeneity. If endogeneity is identified, an
instrumental variable, generalized method-of-moments (IV-GMM) approach is shown to be a solution for
estimation in the presence of endogeneity.

1.3

Estimating Generalized Additive Mixed Models

Generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs) can be viewed as an intuitive extension of generalized linear
mixed models (GLMMs) that offers additional flexibility of included model covariates as they can be
estimated via unknown smooth functions (f (·)). The traditional linear predictor of a generalized linear
model is replaced, or augmented, by a sum of smooth functions. The genesis of the model forms follow from
[19] and [20] in which the smooth functions are estimated via a scatterplot smoother using a local scoring
algorithm. Additionally, if an empirical researcher were interested in a smoothed covariate’s interaction with
a covariate in the parametric portion of a GAMM, then one can include factor smooths interactions. We
offer an exploration into GAMM factor smooth interactions as they have been rarely explored in previous
marketing studies. Moreover, in the case of estimating generalized additive mixed models, there has been
little investigation regarding the finite-sample performance of variance components with complex correlation
structures. While the estimation of variance components for traditional linear and generalized linear mixed
models have been explored, we seek to explore the joint estimation of variance components, unknown factor
smooths that vary by levels of the estimated smooth function, and parametric fixed effects in GAMMs
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under stationary and non-stationary AR(1) structures for longitudinal, Poisson counts. This finite-sample
performance analysis is the focal point for the principle contribution in this chapter. We construct simulations
in which we manipulate the test functions corresponding to the smooth functions, the coefficient associated
with the variance of the random effects, the coefficient associated with the autocorrelation parameter, cluster
size, and the number of repeated measurements per each subject in order to assess the sophistication of
GAMM models in proper estimation of parameters of interest. Additionally, we consider cases of misspecified
data generating processes where we assess the GAMM models’ ability to estimate variance components on the
boundary of the respective parameter’s space. Estimation will explicitly be employed utilizing a penalized
quasi-likelihood (PQL) approach after re-casting a GAMM into an overparameterized GLMM To summarize,
in Chapter 3, we explore:
1. Estimation of GAMMs re-parameterized as GLMMs with factor smooth interactions.
2. Simultaneous estimation and performance of GAMMs with factor smooths utilizing simulations for
estimation of the fixed, parametric component of the model as well as the nonlinear component as well
as all variance components in a variety of scenarios.

1.3.1

Application II: Carryover effect estimation into the First Intermittent
Cycle of a Campaign Exposures

Utilizing the data from Chapter 2, we estimate potential nonlinear carryover effects in the epoch immediately
after the end of households’ first campaign promotion in the promotional cycle. This epoch can also be
considered as the first intermittent period of non-promotion beyond the baseline periods for all households.

1.4

Extending the Granger-Ramanathan Optimal Solution via a
Penalized Approach

Combination forecasting models have been studied heavily in recent history with recurring consideration
given to linear forecasting combinations. We offer a brief review of the basic forms considered by the general
form of the “linear-in-weights” forecasting combination proposed by [21]. Following the form of [22], let the
variable of interest in forecasting, h-step ahead at time t, be denoted as yt+h . Let us also assume we have a
vector of forecasts, computed ex-ante and based on a corresponding information set Ft , of size N ◊ 1, that
is available and denoted as ŷt+h,t .
Consider the regression
yt+h = Ê0h + Ê h ŷt+h,t + Át+h
Õ

(1.1)

c
in which the goal is to choose weights (Ê0h , Ê h ) to produce a combined forecast of the form ŷt+h,t
=

Ê0h + Ê h ŷt+h,t .
Õ
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If we assume that yt+h and ŷt+h,t have a joint distribution, D(yt+h , ŷt+h,t )4 , then under the mean
squared loss function (quadratic loss function), the first two, finite moments are of significance and can be
represented as:
Q

yt+h

R

Q

µyt+h,t

R

b=a
b
Ea
ŷt+h,t
µŷt+h,t

Q

yt+h

R

Q

‡y2t+h,t

b=a
Vara
ŷt+h,t
‡ yŷt+h,t

Õ

‡ yŷt+h,t
ŷŷt+h,t

R
b

where the optimal weights (population valued parameters) of both the constant and combination weights,
‡ yŷt+h,t
Õ
ú
respectively, are Ê0h
= µyt+h,t ≠ Ê úh µŷt+h,t and Ê úh =
. If the forecast itself is linear in combination
ŷŷt+h,t

weights and under the presumption of quadratic loss (MSE), the weights will depend only on the first two
moments of the joint distribution of the vector of forecasts and the response variable of interest. This

equation is estimable by OLS regression where the response is the dependent variable and the forecasts’
vector along with a constant are explanatory covariates. This is the most general form with the inclusion of
the intercept, which does not require the forecasts in the linear combination composition to be unbiased as
any bias can be adjusted through Ê0h ([23]). The sample version of these weights is the usual least squares
estimates for the response regressed on vector of forecasts and a constant ([21],[23]).
Two other noteworthy considerations are
(i) yt+h = Ê h ŷt+h,t + Át+h
Õ

(ii) yt+h = Ê h ŷt+h,t + Át+h s.t. Ê h ÿ = 1
Õ

Õ

Consideration (i) can also be estimated by ordinary least squares with no constant, which mandates
that the forecasts from each model be unbiased. Also, (ii) is easily estimated by constrained ordinary least
squares. The restriction itself that the weights sum to 1 is employed to assure that the combined forecast
of unbiased forecasts is unbiased and that the forecast combination solution uses all available information
([24]).
In Chapter 4, we look to extend the Granger-Ramanathan (GR) solution to combination forecasting visa-vis an L1, LASSO penalty that discards useless underlying forecasting models while keeping those forecasts
that contribute positively to out-of-sample prediction at certain levels of a forecasting target. Following the
work of [25], under the quadratic loss function, the optimal solution to the Granger-Ramanathan form is
the conditional mean, which can be approximated by the aggregation of conditional quantiles. Given this
observation, a LASSO penalty can be applied on a quantile regression, which will be utilized as a tool
that aids in classifying underlying forecasting models into three categories: “strong”, “partially weak”, and
“weak”. The resulting combination of quantile forecasts yields a prediction equation that has a conditional
mean interpretation as in [21], but now the associated, estimated coefficients reflect the presence of “strong”,
“partially weak” and “weak” forecasting models.
4 We

surpress the joint distribution and the finite moments on past information Ft .
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1.4.1

Application III: Forecasting Combination Problem of Monthly Annualized Inflation Gap with Penalization

The principle forecasting target considered in our application is the monthly annualized inflation gap, which
is computed as the difference between two temporal functions of the consumer price index (CPI). In the first
phase of our forecasting application, we estimate the target utilizing 10 univariate forecast models, utilizing
a recursive forecasting scheme, and record the forecasts at various forecasting horizons h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}.
In the next phase of our forecasting analysis, these point forecasts over varying horizons are combined via

a penalized quantile regression method, where our proposed L1-penalized quantile forecasting combination
(L1PQFC) model is compared against other popular combination forecasting models. We compare these
models on a variety of metrics over a diversified range of forecasting horizons in order to assess our proposed
model utility in terms of forecasting accuracy, our proposed models’ robustness, and the tradeoff between
squared bias and forecast variance relative to an equal weight benchmark.
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CHAPTER 2

Quantifying the Exposure Effects of
Customized and Targeting Promotions on
Shopping Frequency in the Presence of Dual
Sources of Endogeneity
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Abstract
Endogeneity is a concern that must always be accounted for as its existence in any parametric model
completely invalidates statistical inference due to unrectifiable bias and parameter estimate inconsistency. For
panel data, this phenomenon is further complicated as it can exist in plurality as time-constant heterogeneity
as well as through time-varying unobservables non-zero covariance with an included endogenous regressor.
As the general objective for many studies is to rightfully overcome endogeneity in any form, there is a
lack of focus in overcoming dual endogeneity in the context of nonlinear, unobserved effects panel data
models with unbalancedness. Moreover, for endogeneity that manifests via non-zero covariance between
time-varying unobservables and an included endogenous regressor, little consideration has been fully given
regarding a discrete endogenous regressor’s form in an unbalanced panel context, which is the focal point of
this chapter. We seek to develop a fully robust Wald test for idiosyncratic endogeneity of a discrete regressor
using a combined correlated random effects/control function approach given panel unbalancedness. We even
give consideration for our proposed test using a complete-case (CC) approach as a protection against panel
unbalancedness resulting from a missingness mechanism. Utilizing simulations, we identify the rejection rates,
nominal sizes, and statistical power in our robust tests for identifying endogeneity of a discrete regressor
in the presence of an unobserved effect in multiple panel structures. If endogeneity is present, we propose
an instrumental variables, generalized method-of-moments (IV-GMM) approach producing feasibly efficient
GMM estimators under varying assumptions about the covariance matrix. We link the aforementioned theory
and estimators to a promotional marketing application in which there is suspected endogeneity associated
with the distribution of a particular campaign via selection bias in a promotional loyalty program for a sample
of household shoppers. We seek to properly estimate the impact of single and joint campaign exposure effects
on visits for households who participate in the loyalty program.
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2.1

Introduction

Nonlinear panel data models, in which the response covariate is of limited range such as (e.g. binary, counts),
are ever-present and of utmost interest to amongst econometric researchers. When the response represents
counts of a cross-sectional unit i across a designated time t is of interest, one of the most attractive model
estimator is the Poisson fixed effects (FE) estimator, fully explored by [1]. The most notable assumption of
this model is that it allows for any arbitrary correlation between the included, time-varying covariates and the
multiplicative (to the conditional mean function), time-constant, unobserved heterogeneity. Explicitly, this
signifies that any latent, time-invariant cross-sectional characteristics are permitted to be entirely correlated
with the time-varying explanatory variables. We briefly review the Poisson FE estimator here.
Let yit = 0, 1, 2, ... represent a count variable, xit is a complete covariate vector that can contain timeinvariant and time-varying predictors which also includes a constant for the intercept, — corresponds to the
parameter vector associated with the covariates, and –i be unobserved heterogeneity. Assuming conditional
independence of yit , yiu , t ”= u given (xit , ci ) and Poisson distributed counts, then the Poisson probability
specification is

P (yit |xit , ci ) = (µyitit exp(≠µit ))(yit !)≠1
where the conditional mean µit = –i exp(xit —) = exp(xit — + ci ).
Õ

Õ

To emphasize, the two necessary

assumptions for success in estimation are that the responses for a given i across t, yit , conditional upon both
the covariates and the time-constant heterogeneity, are Poisson distributed and the temporal independence of
the counts for each cross-sectional unit i at time t. Additionally, no restriction is placed upon the relationship
between unobserved heterogeneity and the covariates in xit (or E[xit ci ] ”= 0). Using a conditioning argument
Õ

on component sums, the method of attaining a FE Poisson estimator via a conditional maximum likelihood
(CML) approach is proposed.

T
q
As the sum of Poisson counts across time, si =
yit , is Poisson distributed with the specified mean
t=1
3
4
T
T
q
q
si =
yit ≥ Pois
µit , then the conditional joint distribution of the Poisson counts can be written as
t=1

t=1

P (yit |xit , ci , si ) =
where qit =

3
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and
qit = 1. The resulting log-

likelihood from the joint distribution is ¸(—) =

t=1

N q
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q

yit ln(qit ).

i=1 t=1
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t=1

This argument completely circumvents the issue of parameter inconsistency1 from traditional MLE as
the conditional maximum likelihood estimation (CMLE) approach is utilized to extricate the fixed effects
from the likelihood function. As a beneficial extension from [2], the authors derive an estimator, given the
first two aforementioned assumptions2 in the Poisson FE case holds, the parameter estimate consistency
remains achievable given correct specification of the conditional mean function with hardly any restrictions
on the (conditional) variance function. The resulting estimator is estimated via quasi-maximum likelihood
estimation3 .
Another popular panel data estimator is the Poisson random effects (RE) estimator, which, like the FE
case, maintains the same two assumptions regarding the conditional distribution of the response and the
temporal independence between counts (strict exogeneity). For a random draw of a cross-section i from a
population of interest and a conditional mean specification E[yit |xit , –i ] = –i exp(xit —) © exp(xit — + ci ), it
is assumed ci is independent of xit and exp(ci ) © ai ≥ Gamma(”, ”)4 . Parameters of the joint probability
distribution5 can be estimated by maximum likelihood estimation. The QMLE analog for this random effects
estimator for consistency holds true as well as long as the conditional mean is properly specified and the
strict exogeneity assumption holds. Similarly, either of these models can also be applied to unbalanced panels
without distorting theoretical asymptotics when any missingness occurs at random ([3], [4]). The primary
difference in the RE vs. FE model specifications is that, for the former case, the unobserved heterogeneity is
presumed to be completely uncorrelated with the complete covariate vector xit as it thought to be a random
variable specified with its own distribution. Explicitly, to emphasize in clear notation, ci is a random effect
with no correlation between it and the time-varying explanatory covariates (e.g. E[ci |xi1 ...xiT ] = 0.) ([3]).
Clearly, this differs from the FE estimator, which treats ci as a parameter to be estimated.

The most attractive benefit of a fixed effects estimator, particularly when applied to data from a nonexperiment, arises due to its ability to completely extricate a large source of bias resulting from controlling
for subject-specific effects, at the expense, however, of increased sampling variability due to the variance
attributed to the exogenous covariates, which vary both within and between subjects ([5]). The FE estimator
completely disregards any between-subject variability (and, thus, disregards information), which ultimately
can increase standard errors associated with coefficients relative to estimators or methods that account
1 The likely inconsistency is due to the “incidental parameters problems” in the case of the “Small T and Large N
asymptotics”. Assuming the time-constant heterogeneity, ci , for example, is a parameter that one wants to estimate via
maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE), if one has only T observations to estimate the time-constant effect for each i, then as
N æ Œ, ci remains stochastic or noisy, resulting in likely general inconsistency. The traditional MLE estimator cannot remove
ci and it does not dissipate as n æ Œ.
2 These two assumptions mandate a “strict exogeneity” presumption as we condition upon all observables including the
covariates at all time periods and time-constant heterogeneity, e.g. E[yit |xi1 , ...xiT , ci ] = E[yit |xit , ci ]. Therefore, once
controlling for the time-constant heterogeneity and the time-varying explanatory variables, xis exhibits no partial influence on
yit , s ”= t.
3 The estimator is known as the quasi-maximum likelihood estimator (QMLE)
4 The multiplicative heterogeneity exp(c ) follows a gamma random variable with parameters (”, ”) such that E[exp(c )] = 1
i
i
and Var(exp(ci )) = 1/”. Additionally, the multiplicative heterogeneity, need not follow a Gamma distribution, but it must
follow a parametric distribution ci ≥ N (0, ‡ 2 ) (which is the log-normal).
5 As x
it has an intercept, the normalization of the mean and variance of multiplicative heterogeneity results in no loss of
generality. Integration by parts can be utilized to obtain the joint probability distribution that is free of the multiplicative
heterogeneity [1].
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for both sources of variance. Also, a fixed effects framework assumes the cross-sectional units and their
corresponding within-unit variances are all identical. However, the FE specification will be completely
ineffective if there is little to no within-subject variability in subjects which will result in standard errors
that may be too large for any inference utility. Nevertheless, in most cases for which conclusions are essential
for the sample at hand, the fixed effects framework is preferred as statistical inferences are made conditional
upon the effects of interest in the sample ([6]). The random effects estimator, conversely, is most beneficial
when both time-invariant and time-variant covariates are of principal interest6 and statistical inference is of
interest to an entire population (instead of a sample). That is, in a random effects framework, the units i
are assumed to be a random sample drawn from a population, thus the variance between them is of primary
interest that allows one to claim inferences about a population. As an empirical test for practitioners, a
statistical test, known as the Hausman test, is often suggested as a viable statistical test to for RE and FE
ˆ RE and —
ˆ FE represent the RE and FE estimators, respectively, with the estimated
specification ([7]). Let —
variance denoted as V̂. Under the null hypothesis, the time-varying covariates are assumed to not be
correlated with the time-constant effect, and the test statistic can be computed as
ˆ RE ≠ —
ˆ FE ) [V̂[(—
ˆ RE ≠ —
ˆ FE )]]≠1 (—
ˆ RE ≠ —
ˆ FE ) ≥ ‰2 7
H = (—
K
Õ

a

where, if the null hypothesis fails to be rejected, the test indicates that a random effects specification is
preferred as it is both consistent and efficient relative to the consistent only fixed-effects framework8 ([8]).
Additionally, from a modeling perspective, much debate has been had regarding which estimator should be
employed in order to properly estimate an unobserved effects model, specifically when there is any likelihood
of covariate omissions. An unobserved effects model for counts can be explicitly represented as
E[yit |xit , ci ] = exp(xit — + ci )
Õ

where yit = 0, 1, 2, .... This model specification for counts is extremely beneficial as it can be completely
specified by the conditional mean, and, conveniently, it shares the conditional expectation structure for the
aforementioned Poisson FE and Poisson RE models. Therefore, to summarize from a practical perspective in
applied work, if one believes that there exists omitted variables that are time-invariant, then a fixed effects
estimation is the appropriate modeling choice given these two estimators.
Both variants of time-constant covariates, measured and unmeasured, are completely parsed out of the
likelihood function. If it is truly believable that there are virtually no covariate omissions whatsoever, or
whatever omissions that exist are likely to not be correlated with any included covariates in xit , then a
6 Relative

to the FE framework, the RE model does not ignore between-subject variability.
ˆ RE ≠ —
ˆ FE )]], which signifies this test statistic is asympotically chi-squared distributed
K denotes the rank of [V̂[(—
with K degrees of freedom.
8 As a point of clarification from [7], the FE estimator is consistent whether the multiplicative heterogeneity term is fixed
or random, but the RE estimator achieves consistency and will be efficient, or have smaller standard errors associated with the
coefficients, relative to the FE if and only if the heterogeneity term is truly uncorrelated with the covariate vector. The RE
estimator will be inconsistent if there is any correlation between the covariate vector and the multiplicative heterogeneity term.
7 Note,
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random effects estimator is appropriate as it will produce unbiased estimates of the coefficients, reduced
standard errors (relative to the fixed effects specification), and parameter estimates on any time-constant
covariates ([5]). However, if there are likely time-varying covariate omissions, which estimator is preferable?
Moreover, how is one able to detect the presence of time-varying covariate omissions? Additionally, to what
extent is the choice of either of these estimators (or any estimator) preferable if endogeneity is found as a
result in a non-zero covariance of a discrete time-varying covariate and time-varying omissions? To what
extent will the estimator choice be affected if the panel structure is unbalanced?
A primary contribution from [9] utilizes Mundlak’s projection as an attempt to unify the FE and RE
estimators for linear and nonlinear panel data. This model is commonly referred to as the correlated random
effects (CRE) model. Correlated random effects models can be thought of as a linked framework between both
fixed effects (FE) and random effects (RE) estimators. The intuition behind this model is to partition the
time-varying covariates into a portion representing the within-subject variability and a portion that represents
between-subject variability ([10]). CRE models are defined to relate the unobserved heterogeneity to the
observed explanatory covariates (or any distinct set of exogenous variables) by specifying some restrictive,
conditional distribution for the unobserved effect given the covariates ([9]). The approach explicitly models
the conditional distribution of unobserved heterogeneity given a set of observable covariates as a linear
function. The unobserved, time-constant heterogeneity itself is modeled as a linear projection on the averages
of all (time-varying) covariates which results in an error term that is completely uncorrelated and independent
of the explanatory covariates. Therefore, the FE assumption for correlation can be accounted for through the
group means of the time-varying covariates. Advantageously, this model will result in coefficients associated
with time-varying covariates that exactly mimics to the FE estimator’s coefficients, and additionally, will
simultaneously permit coefficients on any time-invariant characteristics via their respective time averages. In
terms of previous literature, this correlated random effects specification has proven to be indispensable in its
application to nonlinear, panel data models. These models have been studied in previous literature applying
to both linear and nonlinear (probit and tobit) panel models ([3]). Another recent work has employed the
ability of the CRE model to assess the appropriateness of the fixed-effects specification using within-family
variability by nesting the conventional fixed-effects specification via additional parameter heterogeneity ([11]).
This modeling approach has very recently been extended to estimating dynamic9 , nonlinear panel data
models given an unbalanced panel structure ([15]) using a minimum distance approach that is asymptotically
equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation. In addition to these empirical applications, both general
methodology and estimation strategies under various settings such as unbalanced panels ([16],[17]) have
been carefully considered. A summary of the primary assumptions, advantages, and disadvantages for the
FE, RE, and CRE models can be found in Table 2.1.
As a brief example illustrating the CRE model in a relevant framework, recall the conditional mean
formulation for a unobserved effects model for counts as E[yit |xit , ci ] = exp(xit — + ci ). We recall the
Õ

9 Dynamic panel data signifies that a necessarily included covariate is at least a one-period lag of y as y
it
it≠1 . See [12], [13],
[14], and [3].
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Table 2.1: General Advantages and Disdavantages for FE, RE, and CRE models
Panel Model
Fixed Effects
Model

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Removes potential
large biases associated
with time-invariant
unmeasured covariates

• No estimation on any
time-invariant effects

Assumption
ci is correlated with xit

• Relevant when inferences
about the observed
sample is of interest

• Useless if there is no
variation within-subject

• Generally consistent
under correct
assumptions
Random
Effects Model

ci is uncorrelated with xit

• Allows for estimation of
time-invariant covariates

• Primary assumption is
hard to verify

• Relevant when inferences
about a population is of
interest

• Results in inconsistency
if primary assumption is
not met

• Can result in smaller
standard errors relative
to the fixed effects
approach
Correlated
Random
Effects Model

ci is assumed to be linearly
related with xit

• Unifies the FE and RE
approaches
• Allows for estimates
of both time-varying,
time-invariant covariates

• The linear dependence
using a linear projection
on time averages
(Mundlak’s device)
can be restrictive

• The coefficients on the
time-varying covariates
are identical to the FE
estimates

assumptions of the unobserved heterogeneity in relation to the covariate vector are E[xit ci ] = 0 and E[xit ci ] ”=
Õ

Õ

0 for the RE and FE model specifications, respectively. Given the assumption of strict exogeneity, Mundlak
proposes a linear projection for the time-constant effect on the time dependent averages as ci = x̄i “ + ai
Õ

where the error term ai , is presumed Gaussian and independent for each i and is independent of the covariate
vector xit at all time points. The result signifies that the time constant heterogeneity can linearly depend
on the time-varying covariates via the time averages, and such an inclusion of x̄i into the conditional mean
function as E[yit |xit , ci ] = exp(xit — + ci ) © exp(xit — + x̄i “ + ai ), mimics a FE estimator with a notable
Õ

Õ

Õ

correlation between the time averages and time constant unobserved heterogeneity. As for the shared benefit

with random effects estimator, this model is flexible enough also to include and estimate time-constant
effects. However, as the strict exogeneity applies for the CRE formulation, then the time-varying covariate
vector xit cannot be correlated with any time-varying omitted variables across any time period t.
The propensity of an unobserved effects, nonlinear panel to be simultaneously prone to both sources
of endogeneity provides the basis of focus for this chapter. It would be very beneficial if there existed
a method that allows controls for time-constant, unobserved heterogeneity (or endogeneity that is time
constant) while isolating a test solely for idiosyncratic endogeneity (time-varying unobservables correlated
with included regressors) particularly in the context of unbalanced nonlinear panels. A starting point for
being able to handle these two sources of endogeneity would be a fixed effects instrumental variables FE-IV
approach. A notable work, [18], explores the allowance for the time-varying covariates and the time-constant
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heterogeneity as well as idiosyncratic endogeneity in the context of a correlated random coefficient (CRC)
model (linear panel case) employing this IV approach10 . Moreover, the conditions for which the FE-IV
estimator is consistent are derived as well for the CRC model with consideration for an unbalanced panel
structure due to selection. Using the CRE model in the context of a fractional response, a study of the log
amount spent on test pass rates for Michigan schools likely correlated with time-varying unobservables is
one of the first studies that allows for contemporaneous endogeneity of student performance in the pursuit
of estimating average partial effects ([19]). Two contemporary works from [17] and [20] further investigate
the previously unexplored CRE models in the case of both nonlinear and linear (respectively) unbalanced
panels where, specifically, the presumption of unbalancedness is a result of selection. Moreover, the latter
work investigates the result of a pure test of idiosyncratic endogeneity attributed specifically to the non-zero
correlation between the explanatory covariates and idiosyncratic shocks while permitting all explanatory
variables and instruments to be correlated with the time-constant endogeneity. We seek to explore the
analog of [20] with an exponential mean function most commonly employed for count responses.
As recognized in the working paper by [21], the contemporary literature states that a pure test of
idiosyncratic endogeneity has not yet been developed for a nonlinear, unobserved effects panel data model
that is unbalanced and in the presence of time-constant endogeneity. While [20] has recently explored this
case fully for linear panels with unbalancedness, we seek to explore the analog with an exponential mean
function most commonly employed for count responses. To our knowledge, this is the first work that will
utilize the CRE model with instrumental variables in tandem with a control function approach to provide
a fully robust test of pure idiosyncratic endogeneity with an unbalanced, nonlinear panel structure in the
presence of time-constant endogeneity using a complete-case (CC) approach. The panel’s unbalancedness
resulting from the selection process is unmodeled as the CC approach can be conditioned upon for valid
estimation, yet can be correlated with the time-constant endogeneity with no consequence. We will highlight
the utility of our proposed Wald test for valid and trustworthy inference on the coefficient that captures the
covariance between the unobservables and the suspected endogenous culprit with an adjustment for standard
errors. For estimating our constructed final estimating equation, the robustness of the final stage Poisson
QMLE is indispensable as it only requires the conditional mean be correctly specified. Moreover, we do not
even restrict the time-varying endogenous covariate to be continuous.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.2 will expound upon the definition,
causes, and remedies of endogeneity. Section 2.3 will highlight the methodology underlying our test of
idiosyncratic endogeneity as well as some theoretical background regarding our development for the pure
test of idiosyncratic endogeneity in nonlinear unbalanced panels. Additionally, we will provide the Monte
Carlo simulation results for the test of idiosyncratic endogeneity under a variety of panel structures and
varying parameters regarding the magnitude of endogeneity and strength of instruments. Section 2.4 will
10 The strict exogeneity condition for the usual FE estimator not only prohibits idiosyncratic endogeneity, but also lagged
values of yit or any other regressors that where any change in the idiosyncratic errors (unobservables) potentially affects changes
in future values of xi(t+h) , h Ø 1.
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describe our GMM approach for estimation and the development of three feasibly efficient GMM estimators.
Section 2.5 provides an overview of our quasi-experiment of assessing the marginal effect of campaign exposure
on visit rates in the test cycle and highlights the results from both our pure test for endogeneity and our
IV-GMM results. Section 2.6 will conclude our findings.
.

2.2

Endogeneity

Endogeneity, as a phenomenon, is most often represented as the instance when explanatory covariates
are correlated with an error term in a regression model. From a linear regression perspective, with an
equation represented as yit = xit — + uit , endogeneity occurs if E[xit uit ] ”= 0 (or Cov(xit , uit ) ”= 0).
Õ

Õ

From a modeling perspective, endogeneity manifests itself in a variety of different ways for both linear
and nonlinear cross-sections and panel data structures. Two well-explored instances of endogeneity are

measurement errors (erroneously measured explanatory variables that can distort parameter estimates in
a model) and simultaneity (explanatory covariates and response variable are conjointly determined) ([22]).
However, in this chapter, we focus on a form of endogeneity that is extremely pervasive (and arguably more
misunderstood) in econometric regression modeling: the unobserved heterogeneity/omitted variable bias.
Omitted variable bias occurs when there is a failure to incorporate a relevant predictor into a regression
equation, and these omitted predictors are then correlated with an included covariate in the model resulting
in endogeneity. Additionally, an omitted variable bias could also arise when a model has excluded functions
of explanatory covariates or if the conditional mean is completely misspecified, which is known as functional
form misspecification ([23],[3]). A succinct explanation of the bias resulting from omitted variable is the
difference between the true value of the parameter and the expected value of its estimator attributed to the
lack of inclusion of relevant explanatory covariates ([24]). In the case in which omitted variables are ignored
and ordinary least squares is employed, for example, the OLS estimator from linear regression is purely
uninterpretable as it is both biased and inconsistent11 resulting in invalid statistical inference. In more
contemporary literature, it is argued that omitted selection is an underlying subsegment of the bias resulting
from the omitted variables form. This case is quite common when researchers have observational data from
a quasi-experiment which most often is derelict of the proper use of randomization of assigned treatments of
interest. Without explicitly accounting for the underlying mechanism of treatment allocation or distribution
to subjects in quasi-experimental analyses, the endogeneity resulting from omitted selection is likely imminent
as differences between those experiencing an effect in a standard cross-section of observational data is likely to
be correlated with the response of interest. This is further complicated if treatments are allocated at varying
times temporally across the cross-sectional unit. In other words, we speak to a particularly noteworthy
endogeneity issue that plagues quasi-experiments frequently in attempting to quantify effects of treatments,
11 As

n æ Œ, the parameter estimate fails to converge in probability to the true parameter.
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distributed to or for a target base, wherein these discrete treatments are naturally endogenous. These
treatments manifest from decisions made by experimenters with intended, behavior consequences in terms
of measured outcomes of interest. This is known as selection-based endogeneity ([25]).
In marketing and management, selection-based endogeneity can further be parsed in two ways: sampleselection and self-selection. In the sample-selection case, the process in which subjects are in studied or
selected into the sample is dependent upon the response in a way that creates endogeneity due to correlations
between the included covariates and the errors. From a modeling perspective, the outcome variable is solely
observed for a subsample, resulting in a censoring mechanism observed in the study as all outcomes are
observed solely for a fraction of the true sample. For the sample-selection case, we refer the seminal, awardwinning work by [26] and expounded upon in [27]12 for which the proposed Heckman model is formulated
with two equations, the structural equation of interest as well as a selection equation that represents the
likelihood of subject selection, as well as a variety of other reviews, extensions, endogeneity considerations,
and critiques ([28], [29], [30], [3], [31], [32]). However, as relevant to our application, is the selection-based
endogeneity resulting from self-selection. According to [25], since there is no underlying censoring that
occurs within the sample, self-selection bias arises when the dependent responses are observed for differing
sub-segments of the population; however, there is a non-random element related to these dependent outcomes.
From a managerial perspective, this is done purposely by overseers for favorable outcomes. In essence, in an
attempt to enhance outcomes or responses, the treatments observed and allocated to subjects are a function
of organizational choices based on a variety of both observable and unobservable factors ([33]).
A clear contrast from which this self-selection bias differs from sample selection is that the response is
observed in all cases, yet there exists a non-randomness involved in the construction of the response due
to unobserved covariates. For an application study which we will analyze in a section 2.5, the potential
bias resulting from self-selection is most relevant to the quasi-experiment as the treatments allocated by
the designers of the loyalty program are specifically chosen, at designated temporal points across the crosssectional households, with the goal of stimulating the response of interest: visits. Failure to account for this
form of omitted variable bias represents both a hazard to internal validity of the design of interest which is
likely to affect both the likelihood to receive a treatment of interest (such as personalized campaigns sent
only to the best customers) over time as well as the performance outcomes (in-store visits) resulting in
endogeneity. Therefore, coefficients from resulting statistical models are uninterpretable and untrustworthy
due to statistical inconsistency.
12 The famed sample-selection bias case is the impact of education on the wage equation, wherein a sizeable subset of
unemployed individuals are included in the sample. As there is no information of wages (the response), these subjects cannot
be included in the estimating equation, and a researcher is left with a non-random, truncated sample.
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2.2.1

Conventional Remedies for Endogeneity

There have been a myriad of methods proposed from a variety of different texts and prior research that
mitigates the omitted variable bias resulting from endogeneity issue in both linear and non-linear crosssection and panel framework. Popular approaches for dealing with a single endogenous regressor are control
functions (CF), instrumental variables (IV), and generalized method-of-moments (GMM). We note that,
dependent on the authors or literature, there can be a bit of confusion regarding the class of estimators that
correspond to IV estimation compared to GMM estimation. The standard IV estimator is a special case of a
GMM estimator. That is, dependent upon a weight matrix utilized in the GMM estimation, minimiziation
of the corresponding objective function yields an IV estimator ([34]). Instrumental variables, in the case of
mitigating endogeneity, must exhibit properties of being (1) strongly correlated with an endogenous regressor,
yet (2) completely uncorrelated with the principal response except indirectly through its association with the
endogenous culprit ([3]), and, intuitively, should only be associated to the response variable primarily through
the relationship with the suspected endogenous regressor. As an illustration, we highlight the canonical causal
graph of an instrumental variable model in a regression setting in Figure 2.113 . These two aforementioned
properties are known as the relevance and exclusion restrictions, respectively, that enables the resulting IV
estimator to approximate randomization in terms of proper estimation of covariates or treatment effects. The
randomization of the treatment assignment absent in a quasi-experiment is approximated via the exogenous
variation of properly chosen instruments associated with the endogenous variables ([35], [36]). In quasiexperimental designs, the relevance and exclusion edicts associated with instrumental IVs are indispensable
if endogeneity is suspected as they can achieve consistent (albeit, biased) causal estimates.

Figure 2.1: Instrumental Variables Causal Graph
13 As seen in this Figure 2.1, the relationship between the covariate X and the response Y is confounded by an unobservable
‘ (as indicated by the dashed, bidirectional lines linking ‘ to both X and Y ), prohibiting the direct marginal effect estimation
of X on Y using a traditional regression model. However, given an independently determined instrument Z, which has a direct
effect on X as indicated by “æ” but not Y , then the figure shows that this additional variable induces variation in X that is
independent of the unobservable ‘. As this is the case, an auxiliary experiment can be performed utilizing Z that allows one to
estimate the effect of X on Y , traditionally, via a two-stage, instrumental variables regression.
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We proceed with a few pieces of literature that deal with endogeneity demonstrating these three
methods. Utilizing a carefully constructed control function approach, [31] provides bias-corrected estimators
for nonlinear panel unobserved effects model plagued with both endogeneity of invariant and temporally
dependent forms.

Seminal control function approaches involving the investigation of 2SPS (two-stage

predictor substitution) and 2SRI (two-stage residual inclusion) from [37] observes endogeneous effects in
two distinct simulation settings (duration models with endogeneous variables and an ordered logit) as well
as an application to a cigarette smoking application for a cross-section of mothers. Another work employs
a pure control function approach, which is an econometric method used to correct for biases that arise as
a consequence of selection observed for correlated random coefficients models ([38]). Regarding the notion
of traditional instrumental variable (IV) estimation, [39] surveys recent works employing IV methods and
walks through a very detailed process for understanding the assumptions under which chosen instruments
are appropriate as well as exploring these procedures through the STATA language. For prior studies
involving generalized method-of-moments, a cross-sectional application studying household data to estimate
the association between health insurance with other controls and the number of patient visits (outpatient)
to the distinct categories of providers is explored by [40]. These authors apply both a GMM approach
and a linear IV approach to correct for the potential endogeneity given different health insurance types
(private vs. public). These set of authors, [41], take interest in exploring the similarities and differences in
utilizing a control function approach versus a two-stage least squares approach (2SLS)14 as well as a combined
formulation of these two modeling approaches in an attempt at estimating nonlinear causal effects models.
A two-step, fixed effects instrumental variables (FE-IV) approach permitting arbitrary serial correlation has
also been well-established ([42]). In the case of discrete endogenous variables, [43] seeks to mitigate the
effects of endogeneous treatments utilizing data from a restrospective study has been considered using a full
information maximum likelihood (FIML) approach15 , requiring the joint distribution of the response and a
dummy endogenous regressor conditional upon a vector of instrumental variables. Lastly, a Hausman-type
test of a dummy endogenous regressor under a nonlinear least squares framework has been proposed by [47].
For panel data considerations, a study interested in modeling nonlinear panel data subjected to
asymmetric dynamics, simultaneity, cross-sectional subjects’ heterogeneity, and endogeneity existing in both
standard covariates and a threshold covariate is explored using first-differenced GMM as well as a firstdifferenced, two-stage, least squares approach ([48]). In a recent analysis studying a cross-section of firms in
the United Kingdom for expenditures related to research and design and time-invariant firm characteristics
14 As a noteworthy point, the methodology surrounding the notion of a control function approach versus a 2SLS can be
perplexing. While both of these methods involve two-stage estimation, the 2SLS seeks to parse variation in a treatment of
interest that is independent of unmeasured unobservables and use the variation to estimate the treatment effect, whereas
the control function approach partitions the unobservables into (i) a portion that is correlated with a treatment and (ii) an
uncorrelated portion of the treatment (a “residual”). This uncorrelated portion, or the residual, is included in the secondstage estimation and is taken to be the control function. The residual of the first-stage regression seeks to account for the
unobservables, and any effect of the unmeasurables is controlled for via its inclusion in the structural estimation ([41]).
15 The full information maximum likelihood (FIML) procedure results in an asymptotically efficient estimator for system
of simultaneous regression equations conditional upon normally distributed errors terms. Additionally, for models that are
nonlinear in their parameters, it is the sole known efficient estimator ([44], [45], [46]).
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on company performance, the dynamic GMM method is compared to traditional OLS and fixed effects
estimation for understanding endogeneity bias resulting from simultaneity in the response and several
explanatory covariates ([49]). Another advanced study springboards off of traditional GMM methodology
to their novel method of penalized-focused, method-of-moments (FGMM) in order to achieve dimension
reduction in high dimensions ([50]). In an effort to mitigate measurement error, omitted variable bias,
simultaneity, and panel attrition resulting in sample selection bias in a common setting, [51] builds off of
the techniques and methodology first established by [52] and [42] in an effort to appropriately study the
interconnectedness between health and wages.
Thus, in both cross-sections and longitudinal data contexts and under specific assumptions, these methods
can be utilized in order to mitigate endogeneity bias as well as achieve consistent estimation. However, all
estimation methods do have a distinct set of advantages and disadvantages depending on the data structures,
model assumptions, forms, and responses. Although we do not provide a complete survey of these for control
function, IV, and GMM methods (although we reserve a more focused discussion for GMM in Section 2.4),
we will highlight a few obstacles that plague both our test for endogeneity as well as parameter estimate
consistency in an unbalanced panel.
We now proceed with the methodological discussion in the next section testing for idiosyncratic
endogeneity in the presence of a time-constant unobserved effect for nonlinear, unbalanced panels using
a combined correlated random effects/control function approach.

2.3

Correlated Random Effects with a Control Function Approach
- Test for Endogeneity in Nonlinear, Unbalanced Panels

As alluded to previously in Section 2.1, arguably the greatest utility offered by the usage of CRE models is
that they can be unified with a control function approach for mitigating endogeneity in nonlinear models
that are subject to both time constant endogeniety and idiosyncratic endogeneity. We will argue it is
possible to both simultaneously conduct a fully robust test for idiosyncratic endogeneity in the presence of
unobserved heterogeneity and produce coefficients that are considered asymptotically consistent under the
main assumption of the integrity16 of the endogenous variable after a parametric correction of the standard
errors ([3]). Alternatively, this proposed procedure can solely test for idiosyncratic endogeneity regardless
of the limited nature regarding the range of values of the variable such as binary or count endogenous
explanatory variables. In what follows, we focus solely on the latter case as the nature of our endogenous
variable is binary and the parametric correction for producing consistent estimates will not apply. If the
null hypothesis of idiosyncratic endogeneity is rejected, consistent estimation of our parameters of interest
can be achieved via an even more robust method of estimation: the generalized method-of-moments (GMM)
procedure. We proceed with the development of the test.
16 The

method is appropriate for endogenous variables that are not of restricted range (e.g. continuous).
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2.3.1

Correlated Random Effects/Control Function Approach: Idiosyncratic
Endogeneity Test

We now outline the procedure for testing for idiosyncratic endogeneity (at least one regressor is correlated
with time-varying unobservables) while allowing for unobserved heterogeneity (at least one or more structural
regressor is correlated with time-constant heterogeneity) ([21]). We start with the structural equation
represented as a conditional exponential mean model, which is a log-linear17 model, with multiplicative,
unobserved heterogeneity (–i1 ) on the mean function and a single, binary endogenous regressor (yit2 ). This
form of a structural equation represents a nonlinear, unobserved effects panel data model.
The multiplicative heterogeneity term can be re-written algebraically in the additive sense. That is, we
write

E[yit1 |zi , yit2 , rit1 , –i1 , tit ] = E[yit1 |zit1 , yit2 , rit1 , –i1 , tit ] = tit exp(zit1 — + Ï1 yit2 + rit1 )–i1
Õ

= tit exp(zit1 — + Ï1 yit2 + ln(–i1 ) + rit1 )
Õ

= tit exp(zit1 — + Ï1 yit2 + ci1 + rit1 )
Õ

for i = 1, ..., n, t = 1, ..., T , with ci1 = ln(–i1 ) and E[zit1 ci1 ] ”= 0. This heterogeneity term under this
Õ

transformation of course can still be interpreted as a multiplicative effect, or more clearly, an additive shift
constant for the intercept and presumed to be correlated with the covariates in zit1 (thus, a fixed effect).
Also, here, we presume that zit1 contains an constant for the intercept. Note, the time-varying unobservables,
rit1 , are written inside the exponential function. Its specification within the exponential function leads to the
interpretation as unobservable, unseen covariates that affect the expectation of yit and treated symmetrically
to the observed covariates ([53]). The structural equation of interest, representing the conditional mean of
our response variable of interest for each cross-sectional unit i across time period t, is
E[yit1 |zi , yit2 , ci1 , rit1 , tit , hi ] = E[yit1 |zit1 , yit2 , ci1 , rit1 , tit ] = tit exp(zit1 — + Ï1 yit2 + ci1 + rit1 )
Õ

(2.1)

Before proceeding with other notational definitions, we define the selection indicator as

hit =

Y
]1, if (yit1 , zit1 , yit2 , tit ) is fully observed
[
0, otherwise

That is, hi © {hi1 , ..., hiT }, for each cross-sectional unit i, represents the series selection indicator. This

implies that if hit = 1, the entire row vector is observed, and time period t for cross-section i can be used
17 The

transformation using the log on the mean is linear in parameters.
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in estimation18 , representing the complete-case (CC) analysis. Formally, for the construction of our test, we
assume the following:
0,

Assumption 1 (Strict Exogeneity of Selection): E(rit1 |zit , ci1 , tit , hi ) = E(rit1 |zit , ci1 , tit ) =
t = 1, ..., T .

Therefore, the observed row vector in any time period t cannot be related to our time-varying
unobservables rit1 once controlling for our exogenous variables and unobserved heterogeneity.

As

properly formalized in relatively recent publications ([42], [17]), this assumption implies a few things.
Firstly, this assumption always holds true under the following two conditions: (I.) zit |ci is strictly
exogenous19 , and (II.) the vector of selection indicators, hi © {hi1 , ..., hiT }, is completely random such
(zit , tit , yit2 , rit1 , ci1 ), ’t = 1, .., T . It can also hold true if hi is a function of, as in our case,

|=

that hi

(tit , ci1 , yit2 , zit ). Lastly, this assumption does still allow selection hi at any time t to be correlated with
exogenous variables in the instrument vector (including the zit1 in the structural equation) as well as
unobserved heterogeneity ci1 . Another common name of this assumption in econometrics is the conditional
mean independence assumption.
For the remaining definitions, we have: yit1 representing the dependent variable of interest, zit1 represents
a set of strictly exogenous covariates to the structural equation that is of size 1◊K, — represents the associated
population parameters to be estimated, yit2 represents the time-varying, potentially endogenous regressor20
with Ï1 being an associated coefficient. The variable tit represents the offset variable, or the exposure
effect, multiplicative to the conditional mean function. The latent, time-invariant variable ci1 represents
the unobserved effect or the time-constant heterogeneity endogeneity for the cross-section of subjects, and
rit1 represents the time-varying omitted unobservables/variables that is suspected to be correlated with yit2 .
Lastly, zit represents the set of all exogenous variables with an additional set of instruments (e.g. zit1 ™ zit )

relative to the structural equation. In other words, the exogenous variables are zi = zit © (zit1 , zit2 ) where
the vector contains strictly exogenous variables in zit2 to be excluded from the structural equation. The

dimension of zit is 1 ◊ L, where L Ø K. Conditional on the unobserved heterogeneity, the regressors in
each time period are uncorrelated with the time-varying unobservables in each time period. We also assume,
as for a traditional fixed effects specification, that all exogenous variables including those excluded in the
structural equation are allowed to explicitly be correlated with the fixed, time-constant heterogeneity. This
leads to a second assumption of strict exogeneity of our instruments on the structural equation as well as a
third assumption traditional fixed effects assumption.
0,

Assumption 2 (Strict Exogeneity of Instruments): E[rit1 |zi , ci1 , tit ] = E[rit1 |zi1 , ..., ziT , ci1 , tit ] =
t = 1, ..., T . Although implied in Assumption 1, we formalize this assumption here. All instruments,

18 The

total number of periods for which each cross-sectional unit is observed can be defined as

N
q

r=1

hir = Ti

19 Strictly exogenous here is the case in which conditional on the unobserved heterogeneity, c , the time-varying unobservables
i1
are uncorrelated with all instruments ’T . This prohibits lagged responses in the instrument vector ([3]).
20 These methods easily extend to a vector of time-varying endogenous variables, y
it2 , but for simplicity, we consider a single,
endogenous case, yit2 .
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zi = zit , are uncorrelated with the time-varying unobservables rit1 in each time period ’t = 1, ..., T given
the time-invariant heterogeneity ci1 . Thus, the idiosyncratic, time-varying unobservables has mean zero
conditional on the time constant heterogeneity as well as all exogenous instruments for all time periods t.
Assumption 3 (Non-Zero correlation between all instruments and time-constant unobserved
heterogeneity as well as selection): E[zit ci1 ] ”= 0 , E[hi ci1 ] ”= 0. Again, this is implied by the conditional
Õ

Õ

mean independence, Assumption 1, but we explicitly state it here. We assume that all exogenous variables
can be correlated with the fixed effect and the selection
indicator.
5
6
T
q
Õ
Assumption 4 (Non-singularity):
E[hi zit zit ] is non-singular.

None of elements of the

t=1

instrument vector are assumed perfect linear combinations of each other (no multicollinearity).
Assumption
5 (Instruments
and Endogenous Covariate Sufficiently Related):
5 T
6
q
Õ
rank
E[hi zit yit2 ] = L. The instruments are correlated, at least partially, with the endogenous covariate
yit2 .

t=t

For the remainder of outlying the methodology in this subsection, we will represent the conditional mean
function multiplying through by the selection indicator hit as
E[hit yit1 |zi , yit2 , ci1 , rit1 , tit ] = hit tit exp(hit zit1 — + hit Ï1 yit2 + hit ci1 + hit rit1 )
Õ

(2.2)

where observations are only used for estimation when hit = 1.
Tbe endogenous variable yit2 , presumably, has a linear reduced form that is a function of the exogenous
variables including the additional instruments, zi , and the associated unobserved heterogeneity, as hit yit2 =
hit zit
Õ

2

+ hit ci2 + hit uit2 . Given we intuit a fixed effect associated with the linear reduced form for yit2

is present also, we assume a fixed effect specification as well as no idiosyncratic endogeneity issue (e.g.
E[zit ci2 ] ”= 0 and E[zit uit2 ] = 0 where complete cases are observed hit = 1) for the linear reduced form.
Õ

Õ

Following [21] and [17], the correlated random effects (CRE) approach specifies a model for the time constant
heterogeneity21 . We can specify a model for D(ci2 |(hit , hit zit ) : t = 1, .., T ). If we allow v to be a vector
of known functions of (hit , hit zit ) that behave as sufficient statistics, including time dummies and timevarying covariates’ averages, in each unit spanning the cross-sectional unit, (e.g. v i © (1, Ti , zi , z̄i ) where z̄i

necessarily includes the time averages of the time dummies for the complete cases) then this suffices as an
appropriate specification. Thus, D(ci2 |(hit , hit zit ) : t = 1, .., T ) = D(ci2 |v i ).

2
Following [9], the form hit ci2 = hit ”2 + hit z̄i „2 + hit ai2 , ai2 |zi ≥ N(0, ‡ai2
) applies with the Mundlak
Õ

adjustment, which projects the unobserved heterogeneity, ci2 , associated with the linear reduced form of the

potentially endogenous variable yit2 , onto a vector of time averages with an associated intercept and error
term with the time-constant errors assumed independent of zi for the observed cases. The equation for yit2
can be written as
21 A huge benefit from a modeling perspective is that the CRE approach allows the inclusion of the time-constant variables
in zi and at the same time delivers the FE estimates on the time-varying exogenous regressors.
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hit yit2 = hit ”2 + hit zit
Õ

for complete cases.

+ hit z̄i „2 + hit ai2 + hit uit2

(2.3)

Õ

2

Note, we displace the intercept constant from zit for clarity.

Thus, we have

imposed the Mundlak adjustment device to allow heterogeneity affecting the endogenous regressor, yit2 ,
to be correlated with all exogeneous variables zi via corresponding time averages the complete instrument
T
q
hit zit
vector z̄i . Time averages are computed as hit z̄i = t=1
. Also, for convenience, we define a composite
hit T
error term in (2.3) as hit ‹it2 = hit (ai2 + uit2 ).22 .
We turn to explicitly finding a reduced form for ci1 in the structural equation via the Mundlak device
as before for a pure test of idiosyncratic endogeneity (or time-varying explanatory variables be correlated
with idiosyncratic errors/time varying omitted variables). We now project the unobserved heterogeneity
in the structural equation ci1 onto both (z̄i , ‹¯i2 ) via Mundlak’s device as the goal is to isolate the source
of endogeneity purely attributed to the time-varying unobservables rit1 . Following the same convention
for the CRE approach for the time-constant heterogeneity ci2 associated with the linear reduced form for
the potential endogenous regressor, we specify the time constant heterogeneity as D(ci1 |(hit , hit zit1 ) : t =

1, .., T ) = D(ci1 |g i ) with g i © (1, Ti , z̄i1 , z̄i , ‹¯i2 ) © (1, Ti , z̄i1 , z̄i , ȳi2 ). We construct a linear reduced form of
ci1 as

hit ci1 = hit ”1 + hit z̄i „1 + hit
Õ

¯i2
1‹

+ hit ai1

2
where ai1 |zi ≥ N (0, ‡ai1
) for the complete cases hit = 1. This projection is crucial. It is clear that the

term ai1 (remaining error) is now completely uncorrelated with yit2 and zit , ’t = (1, ..., T ). That is, given
the Mundlak device on the form of ci1 , we now have Cov(zi , ai1 ) = 0 as well as Cov(yi2 , ai1 ) = 0.
Recalling that ‹it2 is the composite error associated with yit2 , it easily follows that
hit ‹¯i2 = hit ȳi2 ≠ hit ”2 ≠ hit z̄iú ⁄2 23
Õ

We can plug the projection into the structural equation as
E[hit yit1 |zit1 , yit2 , ci1 , rit1 , tit ] = hit tit exp(hit zit1 — + hit Ï1 yit2 + hit ci1 + hit rit1 )
Õ

= hit tit exp(hit zit1 — + hit Ï1 yit2 + hit ”1 + hit z̄i „1 + hit

¯i2
1‹

= hit tit exp(hit zit1 — + hit Ï1 yit2 + hit ”1 + hit z̄i „1 + hit

1 [ȳi2

© hit tit exp(hit zit1 — + hit Ï1 yit2 + hit Ÿ1 + hit z̄i ÷1 + hit

1 ȳi2

Õ

Õ

Õ

Õ

Õ

Õ

+ hit ai1 + hit rit1 )
≠ ”2 ≠ z̄iú ⁄2 ] + hit ai1 + hit rit1 )
Õ

+ hit ai1 + hit rit1 )

22 For the linear reduced form in (2.3), the obvious assumptions are I.) no instruments in z are correlated with u
it
it2 , II.) no
perfect linear dependencies of the covariates in zit (no multicollinearity), and III.) relevant and strong instruments are needed
to explain variation in yit2 .
23 Note, z̄ú : The asterisk (*) is used to denote the combined vector of time averages explicitly from z
it and the Mundlak
i
mean already defined from (2.3).
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Now, ai1 is completely uncorrelated with z̄i as well as ȳi2 . It is clear that ai1 is uncorrelated with all of
the variables in this estimating equation: (yit2 , ȳi2 , z̄i , zit1 ). Therefore, by the strict exogeneity assumption
on zit , rit1 is now uncorrelated with the exogenous regressors, zit1 , ȳi2 , and the corresponding time averages,
z̄i for hit = 1. We write hit ‹it1 = hit (ai1 + rit1 ) as a composite error term from the structural form above
(with ‹it2 defined previously) and now consider the joint distribution of these composite errors.
|=

Assuming that the joint composite
Q
R errors are
SQ independent
R Q
Rof
T zi (e.g. (‹it1 , ‹it2 ) zi ) and have a bivariate
‹it1 0
1 ◊
b -zi ≥ N Ua b , a
bV24 , then E[hit exp(‹it1 )|hit ‹it2 ] = exp(hit ﬁ1 +
normal distribution that is D a
‹it2
0
◊ 1
25
hit ◊1 ‹it2 ) . The systematic endogeneity of yit2 is allowed through this specification (the unobserved
heterogeneity, ‹it1 , and the time-varying composite error ‹it2 .) We now have E[hit yit1 |zi , yit2 , ‹it2 , tit ] =
exp(hit ﬁ1 + hit ◊1 ‹it2 )hit tit exp(hit zit1 — + hit Ï1 yit2 + hit Ÿ1 + hit z̄i ÷1 + hit
Õ

Õ

1 ȳi2 ).

Thus, we can obtain the

final estimating equation
E[hit yit1 |zit , yit2 , ‹it2 , tit ] = hit tit exp(hit –1 + hit zit1 — + hit z̄i ÷1 + hit Ï1 yit2 + hit
Õ

Õ

1 ȳi2

+ hit ◊1 ‹it2 )

(2.4)

for all complete cases. Note, the inclusion of ȳi2 and z̄i into this equation allows for unobserved heterogeneity,
(formerly ci1 ), to be correlated with all explanatory variables as well as the excluded instruments. Given
the Mundlak application and the instruments are strictly exogenous, the idiosyncratic enodgeneity test of
H0 : ◊1 = 0.
The process for estimation is a two-step estimation process as
I. Employ pooled linear probability model (LPM) on yit2 on 1, zit , z̄i , across t and i to obtain the residuals
‹ˆit2 for all complete cases (hit = 1)26 .
II. Employ pooled Poisson Quasi-Maximum Likelihood Estimation (QMLE) on the mean (exponential)
function, with z̄i , yi2 , ȳi2 , ‹ˆit2 , ln(tit ), and zit1 as covariates (hit = 1).
We now discuss the specifics of the two-stage estimation process in detail.
Firstly, we dicuss the control function methodology. The control function method first partitions the
variation of endogenously suspected, binary covariate yit2 into two distinct components: (i) exogenous
variation that is a result from regression using the strictly exogenous controls and strictly exogenous
instrumental variables all contained within zit = (zit1 , zit2 ) on the response, yit2 , and (ii) the problematic
variation that is explicitly correlated with the time-varying unobservables, rit1 , from the initial exponential
mean function in (2.1). The intuition is that the problematic variation in (ii) is left in the errors or
residuals from the first-stage, pooled linear probability regression. In (2.1), the suspected endogeneity in
24 Note, the variances here are normalized to 1, and ◊ represents the covariance between the error terms. That is, if
Cov(‹it1 , ‹it2 ) = ◊.
25 Clearly, ◊ = Cov(‹it1 , ‹it2 ) , or the covariate coefficient on the generated regressor ‹
1
it2 .
Var(‹it2 )
26 An LPM is a conditional probability model in which the response probability is specified as a linear function in parameters
exclusively.
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yit2 is correlated with the time-varying omissions rit1 (e.g. E[yit2 rit1 ] ”= 0); yet, through this method, the

endogeneity is thought to be significantly captured by the composite error term from the first stage regression
‹ˆit2 provided we have appropriate instrumental variables that satisfy Assumption 4 and particularly
Assumption 5. Therefore, the inclusion of ‹ˆit2 in the second stage regression for the fully derived structural
equation in (2.4) renders yit2 exogenous as the suspected endogeneity of yit2 (formerly correlated with rit1
which no longer exists in the structural equation), is now controlled for by the inclusion of ‹ˆit2 (the control
function). We explicitly test for the statistical significance of ‹ˆit2 , which now contains the endogenous portion
Cov(‹it1 , ‹it2 )
of yit2 , from the first stage through assessing the magnitude of the coefficient ◊1 =
from the
Var(‹it2 )
second stage pooled Poisson QMLE. This conditional exponential mean in the structural equation including
the first stage residual allows for a pure test of idiosyncratic endogeneity in the presence of heterogeneity
endogeneity using Mundlak’s projection.
For the pooling procedure of both stages, we define the pooled regression models. Pooled regression
models applied to any longitudinal data structure essentially disregards the panel element of the data and
assumes homogeneous models in all time periods t for each cross-sectional unit i ([3]). The only sufficient
assumptions required to utilize this estimation technique is this particular context are: I.) no explanatory
variables or instruments are correlated with time-varying unobservables, II.) no perfect linear dependencies
between any of the instruments, and III.) there is significant correlation between the instrumental variables
and the endogenous culprit, which by our previous assumptions are all attained. Additionally, there is no
restriction for serial dependence as the entire estimation procedure for the pooled method, in both stages, can
be made impervious to any autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity of unknown form by employing clusterrobust standard errors ([3], [20]). Again, it is worth reiterating the QMLE estimation in (2.4) such that
the conditional variance need not be properly specified. Also, as well, the selection indicator hi allowing for
unbalanced panels cannot be correlated with ‹it2 in (2.3) ([3], [21], [20]).
Regarding the first stage (I.), we note that time dummies related to our temporal component of the
panel, is necessarily included in zit as well as the corresponding time averages z̄i . Following [17] and [3], zit
includes aggregate time dummies and z̄i include the time averages. Notably, the inclusion of these covariates
ensures the coefficient vector — of this pooled LPM estimator is identical/equivalent to the within (or FE)
estimator on the unbalanced panel ([42]). As we can attain an identical coefficient vector equivalent to the
FE estimator on this unbalanced panel, then we have attained a coefficient vector that is robust to any timeconstant endogeneity/heterogeneity and zit via this pooled method. The intuition of this result is that the
time average of the aggregate time variables changes across the units in the given cross-sectional unit i as we
average different time periods t for a given i. Also, in this step, it is possible to add time-constant covariates
and still yield the coefficient vector of a pooled regression estimate equivalent to the FE parameter vector for
2

as well as, most importantly, additional variation in the residuals ‹ˆit2 . Although the correlated random

effects model has been thoroughly explored and the following claim is alluded to in previous literature ([9],
[21],[3]), we take time to emphasize the power of this combined approach. The ability to add time-constant
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effects to the first stage regression allows access a broader array of potentially effective instruments to further
capture variation in a suspected, time-varying endogenous variable that otherwise would be swept out opting
to use, for instance, a fixed-effect, instrumental variables (FE-IV) approach.
Regarding the second stage estimation (II.), we employ a pooled Poisson QMLE regression on the mean
exponential function including z̄i , ln(tit ), ȳi2 , ‹ˆit2 , and zit1 . This pooled Poisson regression explicitly bases
parameter estimation not on the joint distribution of counts {yi1 , ..., yiT } for a cross-sectional i, but on the

ˆP QM L ,
marginal distributions of the individual counts yit . Thus, the resulting Poisson QML estimator, —
is consistent under an assumption that conditional mean is correctly specified without the explicit need
for the response to truly be drawn from a Poisson distribution ([54]). These estimates can be suitable
when overdispersion is present provided the resulting regression’s standard errors are appropriately adjusted
for overdispersion. Additionally, we speak to the use of Mundlak’s projection in second-stage (II.) of our
estimaton process. Recalling the fact that the inclusion of including time dummies and time averages results
in an identical coefficient vector equivalent to the fixed effects, then applying Mundlak’s projection of ci1 in
ˆP QM L that mimics
the conditional mean function onto (z̄i , ‹¯i2 ), also ultimately yields a coefficient vector —
the Poisson FE estimator (estimated by conditional maximum likelihood estimation); thus, the parameter
vector is robust to any correlation between the time-constant endogeneity and zit1 ([8], [55]27 , [3]). Thus, the
time-constant, heterogeneity endogeneity, formerly ci1 , is completely controlled for. Therefore, this enables
a pure test of idiosyncratic endogeneity.
Bootstrapping has also been proposed for computing the correct standard errors28 due to the estimated
residual vector included in this estimation of the structural equation However, as we will discuss in subsection
2.3.3, this will not serve as an appropriate correction in our case as we know a crucial assumption regarding
this two-step procedure is explicitly violated. Lastly, the test of idiosyncratic endogeneity can be employed
on the presumed endogenous variable, yit2 , as an asymptotic test on ◊1 = 029 . It can be made robust to
arbitrary serial correlation and heteroscedasticty in most standard software packages. As we have discussed
our testing procedure, we now turn to asymptotics associated with the final estimating equation representing
the conditional mean function of our two-step approach.
27 It is robust in the specific sense that a FE approach removes the time constant heterogeneity, and this approach mimics
an equivalent coefficient vector, which yields estimate that must be robust as well.
28 Failing to properly bootstrap the standard errors in the second stage with the included generated regressor included from
the first stage leads to many type I errors as the generated regressor itself has sampling variance of its own ([56]).
29 Explicitly, we choose the convenient Wald hypothesis test as it is adapted simply in the case of a quasi-maximum likelihood
setting, where, under the null hypothesis and a possibly misspecified variance function, the Wald test statistic has a chi-squared
distribution with the associated degrees of freedom provided the regularity conditions hold ([57]).
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2.3.2

Idiosyncratic Test for Endogeneity - Asymptotics for the Conditional
Mean Function

We will now discuss the asymptotic variance specifically regarding our final estimating equation. Recall the
final estimating equation is:
E[hit yit1 |zit , yit2 , ‹it2 , tit ] = hit tit exp(hit –1 + hit zit1 — + hit z̄i ÷1 + hit Ï1 yit2 + hit
Õ

Õ

1 ȳi2

+ hit ◊1 ‹it2 )

ú
ú
For simplicity, let us define the conditional mean as E[hit yit1 |zit , yit2 , ‹it2 , tit ] = m(qit
, “ ú ) with qit
=

(zit1 , yit2 , z̄i , ȳi2 , tit , ‹ˆit2 ) as the vector of all covariates including our generated regressor from the first

stage residuals for the control function procedure and for the selected sample hit = 1, and “ ú =
(–1 , —, ÷1 ,

1 , Ï1 , ◊1 )

as the parameter vector for the selected sample hit = 1. We denote the vector of

covariates and corresponding parameter vector with an asterisk to highlight the complete cases, specifically.
Following [57], we derive a simple quasi-maximum likelihood procedure for estimating “ ú as well as derive
the asymptotic variance for the endogeneity test for pooled estimation of the structural equation under the
“fixed T large N ” case. We disregard the time series for each time period t and use a Poisson assumption for
ú
the conditional mean. We write down the log-likelihood of the Poisson as if qit
, t = 1, 2, ...T are independent
ú
across t and as if E[hit yit ] = m(qit
, “ ú ). For each i in our cross-section for the complete cases, the quasi

log-likelihood for the pooled Poisson estimation is:
¸i (“ ú ) =

T
ÿ
t=1

©
©

T
ÿ
t=1

T
ÿ

ú
hit yit ln[m(qit
, “ ú )] ≠
ú
hit yit ln[m(qit
, “ ú )] ≠

T
ÿ
t=1

T
ÿ

ú
m(qit
, “ú) ≠

T
ÿ

ln(hit yit !)

t=1

ú
m(qit
, “ú)

t=1

¸it (“ ú )

t=1

The pooled Poisson QMLE maximizes the sum of ¸i (“ ú ) across i = 1, ..., N which does not mandate
independence across t nor the Poisson assumption. Thus, the pooled Poisson QMLE is robust in the sense
ú
that it estimates “ ú under the assumption E[hit yit ] = m(qit
, “ ú ). Note, this does not necessarily require the
ú
strict exogeneity assumption placed on the covariate vector qit
which enables any covariate to be included

such as endogenous variables as well as lagged dependent variables. Also, this conditional mean form does not
accommodate an unobserved fixed effect which poses no issue in our case due to the Mundlak’s adjustment
applied to derive the final estimating equation for the conditional mean function previously.
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ˆ ú . Firstly, the limiting distribution of the
We now proceed with estimating the asymptotic variance of “
Poisson QMLE under weak conditions can be written as:
Ô

N (ˆ
“ú ≠ “ú) =

3

≠ N ≠1
3

N
ÿ
i=1

= A≠1 N ≠1/2

4≠1 3
4
N
ÿ
Hi (“ ú )
N ≠1/2
si (“ ú ) + op (1)

N
ÿ
i=1

4
si (“ ú ) + op (1)

i=1

Let si (“ ú ) be the score (vector of partial derivatives) of size K ◊ 1 for ¸i (“ ú ), where si (“ ú ) =

ú
and where sit (“ ú ) is the score of ¸it (“ ú ). Note, sit (“ ú ) = Ò“ ú m(qit
, “ ú ) (hit yit ≠
Õ

T
q

sit (“ ú ),
t=1
ú
ú
m(qit
, “ ú ))/m(qit
, “ ú )30 .

The matrix A is the expected value of the negative Hessian (e.g. E[≠Hi (“ ú )]) of ¸i (“ ú ) for the cases used
in estimation. The Hessian, Hi (“ ú ), is a symmetric K ◊ K matrix of second-order partial derivatives which
results in the definition of A as

A=

T
ÿ
t=1

E[Ò“ ú mit (“ ú ) Ò“ ú mit (“ ú )/mit (“ ú )]
Õ

This matrix can consistently be estimated by Ã = N ≠1

N q
T
q

i=1 t=1

of B, the variance of the score, is B̃ = E[si (“ ú )si (“ ú )Õ ] = N ≠1

Ò“ ú m̂it Ò“ ú m̂it /m̂it . A consistent estimator
Õ

N
q

si (ˆ
“ ú )si (ˆ
“ ú )Õ for complete cases.

i=1

Therefore, the limiting distribution of the Poisson QMLE for the values used in estimation can be rewritten in more convenient notation as
Ô

N (ˆ
“ ú ≠ “ ú ) ≥ N(0, A≠1 BA≠1 )

This results in an estimate of avar(ˆ
“ ú ) as avar(ˆ
“ ú ) = Ã

≠1

B̃Ã

≠1

/N which is a symmetric matrix whose

terms shrink to zero at a rate to 1/N . Note, the same arguments apply to deriving the asymptotic variance
of the structural equation without the selection hit . Beneficially, this estimator achieves consistency as well
as asymptotically normality as shown above.
We derived our test under the assumption the suspected endogenous variable is indeed discrete. We
now turn to exploring the added complication of having non-continuous endogenous covariate utilizing our
two-step approach.

2.3.3

Idiosyncratic Endogeneity Test: Form of Endogenous Regressor

We emphasize a note on the pooled regression employed in the first step regression given the form of the
endogenous covariate yit2 . If yit2 is continuous, the corresponding residuals from the pooled, first-stage
ordinary least squares regression, ‹ˆit2 , can likely be assumed reasonably homoscedastic-normal (provided
30 The

notation Ò“ ú is taken to mean the partial derivative with respect to “ ú
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strong and relevant instruments). More importantly, however, is that the independence assumption of the
residuals from zit is quite likely. However, if yit2 is binary, as in our application and as our main focal point
for our testing procedure, the resulting pooled regression of yit2 on 1, zit , z̄i , across t and i for the residuals
‹ˆit2 in (I.) are estimated via a pooled linear probability model (LPM), as previously stated. It is noteworthy
to briefly review the LPM.
If yit2 is binary, then it is natural to interpret its expected value as a probability. Given a random sample,
the unconditional probability that yit2 = 1 is equal to its unconditional expected value as (given hi )
P (hit yit2 = 1) © E[hit yit2 ]
Following from (2.3), this implies that the conditional probabilities are
P (hit yit2 = 1|zit , z̄i ) © E[hit yit2 = 1|zit , z̄i ]
Assuming ‹it2 = ai2 + uit2 is mean zero, then under a correct model specification, we have

P (hit yit2 = 1|zit , z̄i ) © hit ”2 + hit zit
Õ

2

+ hit z̄i „2
Õ

P (hit yit2 = 0|zit , z̄i ) © 1 ≠ (hit ”2 + hit zit
Õ

2

+ hit z̄i „2 )
Õ

Therefore, the probability of success is a linear function of instrumental variables and corresponding time
averages. This poses a further issue. Given yit2 is binary, the independence assumption made of the residuals
from the instruments is quite unlikely to be true ([53], [57]) as well as the homoscedastic-normal assumption
of the residuals resulting from the linear reduced form of yit2 .
If ‹it2 is defined as the associated time-varying error term of (2.3) and recalling the variance of a Bernoulli
random variable (e.g. For Y ≥ Bern(p), then Var(Y ) = P (Y = 1) ú (1 ≠ P (Y = 1)) © P (Y = 1) ú P (Y = 0)),
then the conditional variance of the error term is

Var(hit ‹it2 |zit2 , z̄i ) = Var(hit yit2 ≠ (hit ”2 + hit zit
Õ

2

+ hit z̄i „2 )|zit2 , z̄i )
Õ

= Var(hit yit2 |zit , z̄i )
= P (hit yit2 = 1|zit , z̄i ) ú P (hit yit2 = 0|zit , z̄i )
= [hit ”2 + hit zit
Õ

”= ‡‹2 .

2

+ hit z̄i „2 ] ú [1 ≠ (hit ”2 + hit zit
Õ

Õ

2

+ hit z̄i „2 )]
Õ

As seen above, the construction of the variance of the error terms resulting from linear probability
models reveals that the variance is dependent upon a covariate vector. which indicates that the variance of
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the error changes as the covariate vector changes. This results in inherent heteroscedasticity (as opposed to
homoscedasticity). Therefore, the violation of the assumption of homogeneous finite variance is imminent.
Additionally, when yit2 takes on two values, yit2 = {0, 1}, then the resulting residuals produced from the

vector of any explanatory covariates or instruments can only take on two values, resulting in a non-Gaussian
distribution of residuals. These two violations will result in likely inconsistency for our parameter vector
— P QM L ([58], [41]). To refer back to the ending of Section 2.3.1, the suggested bootstrapping procedure
proposed in [3] is futile as yit2 is of a non-continuous form (and thus cannot yield a residual vector that
is both homoscedastic and non-deterministic of zit as shown above), which further emphasizes that this is
simply a proposed test for idiosyncratic endogeneity given a binary regressor and not suitable correction for
appropriate and consistent parameter estimates. It would be extremely unlikely to assume that binary yit2
can be written as a strict linear equation with an additive independent error; yet, a more appropriate setup
as in [43] could be more realistic. Therefore, what is the utility of this test assuming a discrete yit2 ? As
stated by [21], this approach is still perfectly valid and a robust test of idiosyncratic endogeneity. Under the
null hypothesis, yit2 is presumed exogenous. This allows us the flexibility of computing the residual vector
in any way regardless of the structure of yit2 as this test simply seeks to find a linear combination of yit2
and zi appearing in the structural form of the final estimating equation. The test is fully robust as it does
not matter how the residuals are computed under the null for the purpose of finding a limiting chi-square
distribution; none of the assumptions regarding the bivariate nature of the residuals need to hold for seeking
the linear combination between (yit2 , zit ), and any inference made on any covariates (including the control
function) of interest can be made robust to the effects of serial correlation and heteroscedasticity of unknown
form provided the reasonable assumption of independence between the cross-sectional units i.
The entire construction of the procedure described previously is simply a idiosyncratic test for a binary
endogenous regressor, yit2 . If H0 : ◊1 = 0 is rejected, in order to potentially achieve consistency for the
parameter vector of interest, we must rely on another estimator beyond the combined correlated random
effects and control function approach due to the binary nature of yit2 . Conveniently, we have an estimator,
the instrumental variables, generalized method-of-moments (IV-GMM) estimator, which, under a specific
set of moment conditions, can yield asymptotically consistent estimates given valid instruments. The true
benefit of this estimator will mitigate the endogeneity bias that could exist in yit2 regardless of whether this
regressor is continuous, binary, or discrete ([21], [59], [57]). This method also does not require the restrictive
assumption of the linear reduced form for yit2 nor the requirement that the joint distribution of the composite
residual terms be independent from our exogenous instruments.
In our next subsection, as an additional novelty or contribution to the literature, we perform a Monte
Carlo simulation analysis to assess whether detecting idiosyncratic endogeneity in the presence of timeconstant heterogeneity of a binary regressor via this two-staged approach is effective given a nonlinear,
unobserved effects panel data model under three differing design structures: an unbalanced panel structure
with selection, an unbalanced panel structure without selection, and a balanced panel. For clarity, this
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balanced case exactly refers to the proposed case in the working paper by [21], and we extend this approach
to the two cases of unbalanced panels. We are particularly interested in assessing our results under “weak”
instrumental variables versus “strong” instrumental variables in all cases as we intuit that instrument strength
is crucial in this testing procedure. Rejection rates of the test of endogeneity given instrument strength is our
primary focus. Additionally, we will evaluate the nominal size and statistical power (primarily contingent
upon effect size) of this test as well in each of our simulations.

2.3.4

Monte Carlo Simulation - Endogeneity Test: Data Generating Processes

We present the pure test of idiosyncratic endogeneity. Firstly, recall the structural equation as well as the
linear reduced form for our binary endogenous variable:
E[yit1 |zi , yit2 , tit , ci1 , rit1 , hi ] = E[yit1 |zit1 , yit2 , tit , ci1 , rit1 ] = tit exp(zit1 — + Ï1 yit2 + ci1 + rit1 )
Õ

yit2 = zit
Õ

2

+ ci2 + uit2

where E[zit1 ci1 ] ”= 0, E[zit ci2 ] ”= 0, and E[yit2 uit2 ] = 0 are assumed (the fixed-effects assumption as
Õ

Õ

well as no idiosyncratic endogeneity assumed in this reduced form). For the time-constant fixed effects in
both equations, we explicitly draw iid observations for both time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity terms:
ci1 ≥ N (0, 1) and ci2 ≥ N (0, 1).

For the linear reduced form for the binary endogenous variable31 , we have:
ú
yit2
= ”2 + zit
Õ

2

ú
+ ci2 + ‹it2

where zit = (xit1 , xit2 , wit1 , wit2 ) and xit1 ≥ N (0, 1) ú .5 + .8 ú ci1 , xit2 =
Õ

Y
_
]1, U (0, 1) ú ci1 Ø 0.5
_
[0, U (0, 1) ú ci1 < 0.5

,

wit1 ≥ ‰21 ú ci2 , wit2 ≥ N (0, 1) ú ci2 . Therefore, zit contains a continuous exogenous regressor, a binary

exogenous regressor, which are both allowed to be correlated explicitly with the time-invariant heterogeneity
in the structural equation, along with two instrumental variables (wit1 ,wit2 ) that must be excluded from the
structural equation (and allowed to be correlated with the resulting time-invariant heterogeneity from the
linear reduced equation) as well as arbitrary time dummies32 . We simulate instrumental variables under two
scenarios: “weak” instrumental variables and “strong” instrumental variables33 . Following similarly from
31 We

explicity reform the equation with the intercept coefficient shown and 1 displaced from zit .
exact number of time dummies included will be explained in the panel structure choices. Additionally, these time
dummies need not have simulated coefficients associated with them.
33 As a technical aside, the idea of weak vs. strong IVs of this two-stage process follows primarily from [60]. For valid IVs,
they must meet the criteria of both being completely uncorrelated with the error term in the structural equation, yet strongly
associated with the endogenous regressor itself. Thus, in setting our coefficients for all scenarios, we choose coefficients for weak
IVs in such a way that guarantees the mean of the F-statistics in the first-stage, linear probability model (LPM) is necessarily
smaller than the F-statistics of the strong IVs. Specifically, in the case of strong IVs, the mean F-statistics are well over 10
32 The
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[25], we directly specify the parameter vector corresponding to the controls and instruments in the linear
reduced form and conditional mean function to induce instrument strength. The parameter vector for our
weak IV scenario is

= (0.2, 0.2, 0.1, 0.3) with ”2 = ≠1. The parameter vector for our strong IV scenario
Õ

multiplies the coefficients of our instruments by 10 resulting in
We simulate the binary dependent variable yit2 as follows

yit2 =

Y
_
]1,
_
[0,

= (0.2, 0.2, 1, 3) with ”2 = ≠1, as before.
Õ

ú
if yit2
>0
ú
if yit2
Æ0

As the Poisson assumption for the response is quite restrictive, we consider a more general DGP with
the shared structure on the conditional expectation. For simulating the dependent variable in the structural
equation, we have
ú
ú
yit1
= túit exp(–1 + zit1 — + Ï1 yit2 + ci1 + ‹it1
)
Õ

ú
where zit1 = (xit1 , xit2 )34 , túit ≥ U [0, 1] ú 99 + ci1 , tit = Átúit Ë35 , and yit1 = Áyit1
Ë. As before, we set

— = (0.2, 0.2) and the coefficient on our binary endogenous
variable isSÏ
is set
Q
R
Q =R 0.2.
Q TheRconstant
T
ú
‹it1 0
1 ◊0
b -zi ≥ N Ua b , a
bV36 . We now
to –1 = 1. The error terms are generated jointly as D a
ú
‹it2
0
◊0 1
will discuss the three panel structures for consideration in our combined correlated random effects/control
Õ

function approach for idiosyncratic endogeneity37 .

1. Design 1(a) - Unbalanced Panel with selection: For the primary design, each cross section
i is observed to time T = 5. For the selection indicator,
to introduce the unbalancedness, hi =
Y
_
]1, if hú Ø 0
i
{hi1 , ..., hiT }, we draw hiú ≥ U [0, 1] ú ci1 where hi =
which indicates if the entire
_
[0, if hú < 0
i
row vector (yit , zit , tit , yit2 ) is fully observed and can be used for estimation and 0 otherwise38 . This

will result in unbalancedness and the resulting value, Ti , corresponds to the number of time dummies

in all three panel structures, which is the suggested, indicative value for instrument relevancy. We will present the average
F-statistics for all scenarios in our results section.
34 Note, again, z
it1 includes time dummies which corresponds to the same time dummies used in the linear reduced form for
ú .
yit2
35 Note, although not necessary, t of course serves the purpose of an offset.
it
36 For the DGPs which constitutes the creation of y
it1 and yit2 , these errors (and responses) are denoted with an asterisk as
they are not yet composed of the time-invariant error substitution resulting from the linear projections from Mundlak’s method
onto the time averages of all exogenous variables. That is, we construct the response variable without the explicit substitution of
the linear projections onto time averages; however, yet instead, we allow their construction with the “equivalent” time-invariant
fixed effects ci1 and ci2 . This construction has been used as in [61].
37 As a final aside regarding the instrumental variables, clearly, (w
it1 ,wit2 ) are deemed valid instruments as they are directly
correlated with yit2 by the construction of the linear reduced form of the suspected endogenous regressor, yet completely
uncorrelated with the source of endogeneity in the structural equation represented by the conditional mean yit1 .
38 Note, this selection indicator extends to both the linear reduced form for the binary endogenous regressor as well as the
conditional exponential mean function in the structural equation. That is, the same observations for each cross section i for
time Ti is used in each estimation step of the full two-step process.
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less 139 for each i in covariate/instrument vectors in both the linear reduced form and the structural
equation.
2. Design 1(b) - Unbalanced Panel without selection: For this unbalanced design, each cross
section i can be observed at most up to time Ti = 5. The value of Ti corresponds to the number
of time dummies less 1 for each i in covariate/instrument vectors in both the linear reduced form and
the structural equation.
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3. Design 1(c) - Balanced Panel: This is a purely balanced design where, for each cross section i, we
observe these observations all for T = 5. This corresponds to the number of time dummies less 1 for
each i in covariate/instrument vectors in both the linear reduced form and the structural equation. This
balanced design will explicitly serve as our benchmark as it directly mimics the proposed procedure by
[21].
For our idiosyncratic endogeneity test using our combined Correlated Random Effects/Control Function
approach, we estimate our first stage regression of our binary regressor including both the time dummies
as well as the time averages for the production of the generated regressor corresponding to the first stage
error and include this into our second stage Poisson QMLE regression of the conditional mean. Recall, the
conditional exponential mean function will also include the time dummies, time averages for all exogenous
variables/instruments (including the averages associated with the time dummies), and the inclusion of crosssectional average of the potentially endogenous binary regressor, ȳi2 , as outlined in the prior section. For
each of the three designs, we simulate i = 1500 observations with the number of Monte Carlo replications as
R = 5000. For assessing endogeneity, we manipulate the source of covariance between our jointly distributed
error terms with a range of values as ◊0 = {0, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} for the explicit second stage estimation of the
conditional mean function

E[yit1 |zit , yit2 , ‹it2 ] = tit exp(–1 + zit1 — + z̄i ÷1 + Ï1 yit2 +
Õ

Õ

1 ȳi2

+ ◊0 ‹it2 )

When H0 : ◊0 = 0, this indicates no endogeneity as there is no covariance (or, in this case, synonymously,
correlation as the variances are normalized to 1) between the error terms in the errors of the linear reduced
form and the structural equation, allowing us to assess the size of the different tests for idiosyncratic
endogeneity with a nominal size of – = 5% in each of the three designs. Additionally, we will assess
the power of these endogeneity tests where ◊0 = ≠0.25 with errors drawn with positive covariance. For
inference, we will use cluster-robust standard errors to account for the two-stage estimation process.

39 The number of time dummies is subtracted by 1 in order to avoid the “dummy trap” to avoid the additional dummy being
entangled with the intercept resulting in collinearity.
40 This is accomplished by expanding each cross-section by at most: 5 + round(≠5 ú U [0, 1]).
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2.3.5

Monte Carlo Simulation Results

The results for our three designs can be displayed in tables below. We first direct our attention to the
results highlighting the combined CRE/CF approach for testing endogeneity in our unbalanced design with
selection displayed in Table 2.2. We see that when idiosyncratic endogeneity is induced via a non-zero,
positive covariance/correlation from the random draws of bivariately distributed errors, our simulation given
this design was able to detect, to varying degrees, the induced idiosyncratic endogeneity quite well. This
is achieved by estimating the conditional mean function with the proposed (second-staged) pooled Poisson
QMLE with both weak IVs and strong IVs. Intuitively, for the CRE/CF tests in all three scenarios, the
higher the positive covariance/correlation of the errors, the larger the rejection rate of exogeneity. As a
higher degree of correlation/covariance is induced between errors in both equations, indicating a larger
degree of endogeneity, our proposed approach rejects at a higher rate. Note the disparity between the
rejection rates or proportion of times exogeneity is rejected given the case of weak versus strong IVs. When
the errors are positively correlated at .5, the null hypothesis of exogeneity (◊0 = 0) was rejected at a
rejection rate of 14% out of 5000 replications (the proportion of times out 5000 iterations the null was
rejected), at an – = 5% level, estimating the conditional mean function with Poisson QMLE in the weak
ú
ú
IVs case, yet, at 78%, with our strong IVs. when the bivariate errors were drawn with Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.9

and strong IVs are employed, the rejection rate is 93.2% out of 5000 replications compared to 30% with
the weaker IVs highlighting the disparity in results given IV strength. These results are promising and
indicative of correctly identifying idiosyncratic endogeneity once controlling for unobserved, time-constant
heterogeneity and ignorable selection with instrumental variables that are strongly associated with our
potentially endogenous regressor, yet heavily dependent on the proper exclusion restrictions of the chosen
IVs. This notion highlights the importance of instrumental variables that are indeed relevant.
Regarding the nominal size of our test, or the probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis, we note that
second-stage conditional mean estimations in both scenarios are in line with the null hypothesis, albeit with
a bit of slight under-rejection in the Strong IV case given a nominal – = 0.05. Lastly, we assess the statistical
power of our test, or the likelihood of correctly rejecting a false null in Design 1(a) given our sample size and
chosen –. With our positively correlated errors and setting ◊0 = ≠0.25, we see that our test is convincingly

and increasingly able to detect the falsity of idiosyncratic endogeneity induced through negative correlation
(as ◊0 = ≠0.25 suggests), when, in reality, the errors are drawn with positive covariance. As the trajectory of
positive covariance/correlation of error terms increases, the more convincingly the test is able to detect such
ú
ú
falsity, particularly when employing strong IVs. In the case of Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.9, the tests were able to

correctly reject a false null with a probability of 0.98 in the case of strong IVs and only marginally well with
weak IVs with a probability of 0.376. As we can see in the subsequent tables for the remaining panel designs,
unbalanced panel without selection as represented in Table 2.3 and the balanced design with T = 5 in Table
2.4, we see similar results regarding our tests ability to detect idiosyncratic endogeneity in both scenarios.
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The rejection rates generally increase in our simulations as higher levels of correlation between error terms
were induced. The idiosyncratic endogeneity test in these scenarios using weak IVs are still clearly very
ineffective in aiding in detection compared to strong IV by very large margins. Also, the nominal test sizes
for our – in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 are notably appropriate and expected with regards to our test. The statistical
power based on effect size of both of these designs are quite impressive as well. Overall, this approach seems
to suggest that the CRE/CF approach has utility in correctly identifying idiosyncratic endogeneity when
present in all three panel structures presented here, and our explicitly contribution of employing this test
given two unbalanced scenarios closely matches the benchmark propsoed by [21]. Lastly, we assess the average
coefficients of the two control regressors, the endogenous regressor, and the first stage LPM F-statistics as
an additional check for our simulation results in Table 2.5. Regarding the F-stage statistics, we see that in
all 3 cases for our panel structures, the mean F-stats for all Strong IV cases exceeds the Weak IV case by
at least twice as much. For our coefficients, recall, we set the coefficient for the continuous regressor xit1
as — = 0.20, the coefficient for xit2 , our binary regressor, as — = 0.20, and the coefficient the endogenous
regressors yit2 as Ï = 0.20. For all three designs, we note that the mean coefficients for our controls in 5000
replications seem to be relatively close to the specified value from our data generating processes. There is
slight variability, however, of some overestimation and underestimation to the specified values of our controls.
Most important, though, in all three designs, is the mean coefficient value of the binary endogenous variable.
The mean value in all scenarios seems to be severely undersized (or far away from 0.20, generally) in both
weak and strong IV cases, indicating likely demonstrably unrectifiable bias and perhaps likely inconsistency
given our designs.
On average, there seems to be a more adequate approximation to the true coefficient value in the strong
IV cases relative to the alternative. This seems to suggest that stronger IVs tend to help mitigate the
coefficient biases of the endogenous binary regressor relative to weaker IVs, but results in inappropriately
sized coefficient estimation regardless. Also, although the associated standard errors were not bootstrapped
for correct inference and statistical significance for covariates in our case (recommended in the previous
section due to residual inclusion from our control function approach), the adjustment would clearly not affect
the mean of the coefficient values for the replications. This gives further evidence of the inappropriateness of
utilizing the first-stage, linear probability model (LPM) on the binary endogenous regressor for the combined
correlated random effects/control function approach in the conditional mean function as the assumptions are
not met for joint bivariate assumption of the error terms and its independence from our exogenous variables
as a full correction. However, as stated previously, the CRE/CF approach here is still quite appropriate
for the test of idiosyncratic endogeneity itself in the presence of heterogeneity endogeneity (time-constant
endogeneity), particularly with unbalanced panels distinctly prone to selection and no selection cases as
evidenced by the results and estimates in Tables 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. With these results, we will now
explore a nonlinear, IV-GMM procedure for a panel discussed next as an avenue for achieving consistent
estimates in the next section.
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Table 2.2: Design 1(a) - Unbalanced Panel with Selection - Monte Carlo Simulation Results
CRE/CF Test for Endogeneity
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.5
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.7
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.9
Nominal Size of Test (5%)
◊0 = 0
Statistical Power
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.5, ◊0 = -0.25
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.7, ◊0 = -0.25
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.9, ◊0 = -0.25

Poisson QMLE - Weak IV (RR)
0.14
0.228
0.3
Poisson QMLE - Weak IV (Prob)
0.052
Poisson QMLE - Weak IV (Prob)
0.196
0.28
0.376

Poisson QMLE - Strong IV (RR)
0.78
0.864
0.932
Poisson QMLE - Strong IV (Prob)
0.038
Poisson QMLE - Strong IV (Prob)
0.752
0.944
0.98

Table 2.3: Design 1(b) - Unbalanced Panel without Selection - Monte Carlo Simulation Results
CRE/CF Test for Endogeneity
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.5
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.7
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.9
Nominal Size of Test (5%)
◊0 = 0
Statistical Power
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.5, ◊0 = -0.25
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.7, ◊0 = -0.25
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.9, ◊0 = -0.25

Poisson QMLE - Weak IV (RR)
0.132
0.28
0.392
Poisson QMLE - Weak IV (Prob)
0.046
Poisson QMLE - Weak IV (Prob)
0.184
0.388
0.512

Poisson QMLE - Strong IV (RR)
0.712
0.92
0.972
Poisson QMLE - Strong IV (Prob)
0.047
Poisson QMLE - Strong IV (Prob)
0.899
0.96
0.988

Table 2.4: Design 1(c) - Balanced Panel - Monte Carlo Simulation Results
CRE/CF Test for Endogeneity
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.5
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.7
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.9
Nominal Size of Test (5%)
◊0 = 0
Statistical Power
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.5, ◊0 = -0.25
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.7, ◊0 = -0.25
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.9, ◊0 = -0.25

Poisson QMLE - Weak IV (RR)
0.292
0.416
0.604
Poisson QMLE - Weak IV (Prob)
0.04
Poisson QMLE - Weak IV (Prob)
0.348
0.536
0.696

Poisson QMLE - Strong IV (RR)
0.864
0.972
0.998
Poisson QMLE - Strong IV (Prob)
0.048
Poisson QMLE - Strong IV (Prob)
0.972
0.992
0.998

Table 2.5: Monte Carlo Results: Mean Coefficient and F-Statstics Estimates
Design 1(a)
Poisson QMLE - Weak IV
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.5
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1 , ‹it2
) = 0.7
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.9

—ˆ1
0.190799
0.1773231
0.1863547

—ˆ2
0.2078236
0.1992557
0.1851858

Ï̂1
0.048512
0.2874633
0.1074751

Poisson QMLE - Strong IV
F
8.17783
9.17783
9.394507

—ˆ1
0.2071202
0.197887
0.1898469

—ˆ2
0.2211091
0.2038951
0.1961161

Ï̂1
0.1545175
0.1293719
0.1425634

F
21.77778
22.10428
22.799

Design 1(b)
Poisson QMLE - Weak IV
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.5
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.7
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
) = 0.9

—ˆ1
0.1819423
0.1832131
0.1812587

—ˆ2
0.2019428
0.2104009
0.2148332

Ï̂1
0.3532889
0.1779756
0.097009

Poisson QMLE - Strong IV
F
15.4544
16.00481
16.05151

—ˆ1
0.2033725
0.1952411
0.1898075

—ˆ2
0.2185424
0.2256341
0.2197119

Ï̂1
0.1350968
0.1525228
0.1264474

F
39.33982
39.33833
39.71649

Design 1(c)
Poisson QMLE - Weak IV
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
)
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
)
ú
ú
Cov(‹it1
, ‹it2
)

= 0.5
= 0.7
= 0.9

—ˆ1

—ˆ2

Ï̂1

0.1949151
0.1842371
0.1782523

0.2123987
0.2146333
0.1933755

0.0374947
0.1237842
0.1382255

Poisson QMLE - Strong IV
F

—ˆ1

—ˆ2

Ï̂1

F

33.11585
32.51317
32.39034

0.1983426
0.1951561
0.1956517

0.2153993
0.1907651
0.2015236

0.1750732
0.1666198
0.1454183

78.71061
76.20364
77.86736
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2.4

Generalized Method of Moments:

Construction of Three

Feasibly Efficient Estimators
The most seminal work regarding the generalized method-of-moments (GMM) estimator, [62], provides a
cornerstone definition for the estimator (or class of estimators) that, conveniently, absorbs or subsumes
a variety of econometric estimators as well as desired asymptotic results in large samples. GMM is an
optimization that sets a family of orthogonality conditions imposed for testing certain restrictions. For
estimating, a vector population parameters, a vector of estimators are chosen such that the sample analogs of
corresponding population moment conditions are as close to zero in their respective population values. Under
arbitrary regularity conditions and a given weighting matrix, a vector of parameter estimates minimizes a
quadratic objective function of the difference in sample and population moments. In the case of nonlinear
GMM estimation, the procedure mimics the standard GMM estimator except that the moment conditions
specified are nonlinear functions of the parameter vector. Advantageous aspects of GMM estimation are
attributed to flexible identification, great large sample properties as the estimators are strongly consistent,
and the benefit offered by the lack of having to specify parametric distributions for an associated error vector
of the model. The GMM method offers an invaluable utility in both linear and non-linear cross-sections and
panel data (both of dynamic and static forms). A pivotal work, [63], proposes the generalized methodof-moments estimation technique for count panel data models with multiplicative heterogeneity under a
nonlinear conditional mean specification while relaxing the strict exogeneity assumption of explanatory
variables. Evaluating the inconsistency of a probit model with an endogenous regressor is also evaluated
([64]). Another principal study that framed the foundation for the instrumental variables, two-stage nonlinear
GMM approach is presented in [65], where a system of simultaneous equations are modeled, which is
nonlinear in both parameters and covariates conjointly, that are contaminated by endogeneity with additive
errors. Another work explores the consideration of a class of GMM estimators that is devoid of imposing
a distribution of the count response that requires only the correct conditional mean specification via quasiconditional maximum likelihood estimation ([66]). Additional popular works of this procedure involving
creating and evolving the “difference-GMM” methodology in the presence of endogeneity are investigated
by both [12] and [67] with multivariate time series considerations (VARs). Other previous literature for
utilizing GMM methods to mitigate endogeneity are vast. For example, in estimating the relationship
between governance and performance, [68] uses GMM methods to control for both time constant and time
related endogeneity for a panel of 6,000 firms. Prior work ([69]) springboards off the aforementioned literature
([68]) by assessing the same scope of the association between company and governance performance of the
ASX 200 index at any time from 2000 to 2007.
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As our framework does not center around a dynamic effect, we briefly more literature directly related
to our application utilizing GMM for nonlinear functions. Another central piece of literature for panel
count data using GMM estimation in the presence of time-constant heterogeneity, predetermined regressors,
endogenous regressors, and dynamic models is well-explored with the open-ended GAUSS software ExpEnd
for both additive and multiplicative model specifications in addition to asymptotics ([70],[71]). These authors’
work explores mitigating endogeneity bias utilizing a exponential fractional regression model (EFRM) for
structural parameters indentification with additive errors utilizing a quasi-differencing approach for fixed
effects removal with an application to firm decisions [4]. Beneficially, and unlike the control function
approach, this model can accompany endogenous regressors without the obligation of assuming a linear
reduced form of the suspected endogenous covariate nor any parametric assumptions about the error terms.
Lastly, [72] assesses the relationship between labor mobility and patent propensity in a firm-level panel
context utilizing GMM methods for endogeneity correction of R&D expenditures as well as time-varying
mobility of firm employees.
As directly applicable for our application, we rely on utilizing this estimation technique in order to
mitigate the potential endogeneity bias of a binary endogenous variable in order to achieve consistent
parameter estimation. The GMM estimators is dependent upon correctly specified moment conditions,
eschewing the mandatory maximum likelihood estimation’s reliance on assumptions of the distributional
form of the response. A beneficial consequence, in this case, is a clearer level of robustness to functional
form and less sensitivity to arbitrary requirements imposed by parametric assumptions at the risk of possible
efficiency loss. Again, conveniently differing form the CRE/CF approach, we are not restricted to assuming
a linear reduced form for the binary endogenous regressor and simply rely on a standard rank condition for
identification of the (exponential) conditional mean ([59]).
As before, we begin with the multiplicative error model specification with an unobserved heterogeneity
term entered multiplicatively as41 as well as time-varying unobservables.

yit = exp(xit — + ci + rit )

i = 1, ..., N

Õ

t = 1, ..., Ti

(2.5)

= exp(xit —)exp(ci )exp(rit )
Õ

= µit –i ‚it
where –i = exp(ci ) is the time-constant, unobserved heterogeneity, and ‚it = exp(rit ) denotes the timevarying unobservables42 This form assumes that E[exp(rit )] = E[‚it ] = 1 such that E[yit |xit , –i ] = µit –i 43 .

41 As before, an offset can be included in x as its a covariate whose estimated parameter is constrained at 1. This functional
it
form is interceptless as it cannot be disentangled from –i .
42 Both errors are multiplicatively separable under this model specification.
43 As an aside and particularly important for GMM estimation, the additive or multiplicative specification panel models are
Õ
observationally equivalent when the conditional mean only is specified ([73], [59]) provided that P (exp(xit — + ci + rit ) > 0) = 1.
Differences arise, however, for instrument choice under suspected endogeneity.
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In addition to a fixed effects assumption, other standard assumptions are that there exists no serial
correlation in the unobservables and that they are completely independent of the time-constant unobserved
heterogeniety –i .
If at least one of the regressors in xit is endogenous, then E[xit ‚i(t≠s) ] ”= 0, s Ø 0. This implies that
Õ

at a regressor is correlated with current and (perhaps past) time-varying unobservables. We outline the

two-step GMM estimation for a multiplicative error model for consistency of parameter estimation. Under
the assumption that at least one regressor in xit is endogenous for an exponential model, we assume we have
a set of exogenous instruments zit 44 .
In this unobserved effects panel case, we still have the fixed effect in the population moment condition as
with our proposed test for endogeneity. We can circumvent the issue of a potential endogeneity bias resulting
from its existence (or if the unobserved heterogeneity being directly correlated with contemporaneous and
possibly past time-varying unobservables) in order to develop appropriate moment conditions for parameter
estimation. A quasi-differencing approach is suggested by Wooldridge to produce orthogonality conditions
that extricates the fixed effect for consistent estimation of count data models with endogeneity. The resulting
transformation via differencing results in an error term process in differences ([74], [75], [72], [70]). The timeconstant, fixed effect must be eliminated. The explicit steps are
1. Divide equation (2.5) by µit .
2. Derive a single lag of equation (2.5).
3. Subtract equation (2.5) from its lagged version.
resulting in
yi(t≠1)
yit
≠
= –i (‚it ≠ ‚i(t≠1) ) © ﬁ it (—) i = 1, ..., N
µit
µi(t≠1)

t = 1, ..., Ti

where the parameter vector is defined as — = (—1 , ..., —k ) . We can write Wooldridge’s transformation to
Õ

accommodate endogenous regressors more formally as:
ﬁit (—) =

5

6
yi(t≠1)
yit
≠
= –i (‚it ≠ ‚i(t≠1) ) i = 1, ..., N
µit
µi(t≠1)

t = 1, ..., Ti

(2.6)

where we can define the GMM orthogonality conditions as conditional, nonlinear population moment
restrictions:
E[ﬁit (—)|zit ] = E
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4- 6
yi(t≠1) -yit
≠
zit = 0 i = 1, ..., N
µit
µi(t≠1) -

t = 1, ..., Ti

(2.7)

where zit can be drawn from xt≠2
© (xi(t≠2) , xi(t≠3) , ..., xi1 , ) as well as other external instruments ([4]).
i

This requires a bit of discussion. The GMM procedure for estimating is advantageous in the regard that the
endogeneity of an explanatory variable in xit can be rectified by using appropriate lags of this endogenous
44 Instruments

Õ

exogenous such that the ¸ population unconditional moment holds E[zit ﬁ it (—)] = 0.

45

variable as valid instruments ([12], [67], [76]). The result from the quasi-differencing transformation in
equation (2.7) have zero covariance between all ﬁ it (—) and xit dated t ≠ 2 and earlier. The exogeneity of
such instruments is a direct feature of the assumed absence of serial correlation in the idiosycratic errors.
Nevertheless, the entire panel structure from period t ≠ 2 and beyond can be used to obtain internal

instrumental variables for extricating the correlation between an endogenous regressor in xit and ﬁit (—)
([77]).
Proof : In line with the presented transformation above and the defined vector of exogenous instruments
zit , let xit © zit be endogenous with no serially correlated errors. Therefore, if E[zit ﬁis (—)] ”= 0 for s Æ t, but
Õ

E[zit ﬁis (—)] = 0 for s > t. Therefore, two lags or more of xit © zit is permissible as E[zi(t≠s) ﬁit (—)] = 0, t Ø
Õ

Õ

3, s Ø 2. Therefore, the vector of instrumental variables for parameter identification is zit = [xi1 , ..., xi(t≠2) ].
45

Under the quasi-differencing transformation using instrument lags for changes in period t, we note: For
each cross-section i, let ﬁi (—) = (ﬁi3 , ..., ﬁiT ) be of size (T ≠ 2) ◊ 1 and (T ≠ 2) ◊ L be a block-diagonal
Õ

matrix of instruments, Zi , with L representing the number of instruments as L © L1 + L2 + ... + LT ≠2 .
Thus:

S
zi3
W
W
W0
Zi = W
W
W0
U
0

0

0

zi4
0

0
..

0

0

.

0

T

X
X
0 X
X,
X
0 X
V
ziT

S

ﬁi3 (—)

T

W
X
W
X
W ﬁi4 (—) X
W
ﬁ i (—) = W . X
X
W .. X
U
V
ﬁiT (—)

(2.8)

where, for instance, zi3 = [xi1 , ..., xi(t≠2) ] for the endogenous variable in xit , and with the unconditional
population moment condition:
E[Zi ﬁ i (—)] = 0
Õ

ˆGM M , using the quasi-differencing form, minimizes the given
Then, an arbitrary GMM estimator, —
objective function
5

6Õ
5 ÿ
6
N
N
Õ
1 ÿ Õ
1
QN (—) = arg min
Z ﬁ i (—) W N
Z ﬁ i (—)
—
N i=1 i
N i=1 i

(2.9)
|=

where W N is a positive, symmetric, semi-definite46 weighting matrix of size ¸ ◊ ¸, W N —, and
N
1 q
Õ
Õ
Zi ﬁ i (—) is the sample complement of the population unconditional moment E[Zi ﬁ i (—)] = 0. The
N i=1
process of the minimization of this objective function finds the solution that makes the value of this as close
to 0 as possible.
45 Of

course, other external instruments outside of endogenous lags are possible in zit ([72], [78], [12], [4]).
positive-definite condition for the weight matrix here is essential in order to ensure that all moment conditions are
assigned a positive, non-zero weight.
46 The

46

Under certain regularity conditions ([62]) for a just-identified case47 and irrespective choice of the
weighting matrix WN , a GMM estimator has the following large sample properties
P
ˆGM M ≠
1. —
æ —ú

2.

Ô

d
ˆGM M ≠ — ú ) ≠
N (—
æ N (0, (

where:
=E
and

5

Õ

W N )≠1

Õ

WN

6
ˆ
ú
“(Z
,
—
)
,
i
Õ
ˆ—

WN (

Õ

W N )≠1 )

= E[“(Zi , — ú )“(Zi , — ú ) ]48
Õ

is the expected value of the of first derivatives of the moments (in which the instruments exceeds

the moments). If the instruments surpasses the number of moments, the choice of the weight matrix WN
is crucial. The optimal choice of a weighting matrix WN for minimizing the asymptotic variance in large
samples is the covariance matrix’s inverse for the moments
opt
plimWN
=

≠1

≠1

opt
. With an optimal weight WN
, the property

holds [62], and in the case of an overidentified system, the asymptotic distribution becomes
Ô

d
ˆGM M ≠ — ú ) ≠
N (—
æ N (0, (

Õ

≠1

)≠1 )

This would result in an efficient GMM estimator that has the smallest possible asymptotic variance ([34]).
However, this estimator is infeasible as

≠1

is unknown. In order to get a feasibly efficient estimator in

the two-step process, we follow the procedure for a feasible solution proposed by [62] and [34] by finding an
estimate for

≠1

(denoted as

≠1
N ).

ˆ from this two-step estimation process has
The resulting estimator —

the same asymptotic distribution as the minimizer of the objective function with the true, optimal weight
matrix. In essence, the overall goal is to choose such weight matrices that highlights moments with small
variance and weight them the most in estimation.
We highlight the estimation process for feasibly efficient, two-step GMM estimators with a weight matrix
assuming errors are homoscedastic, a two-step GMM estimator with a heteroscedastic-robust weight matrix,
and a two-step optimal GMM estimator that is impervious to both the effects of heteroscedasticity and
autocorrelation. These errors correspond specifically to the variance-covariance matrix of the error process
of ﬁ i (—). In all cases, WN =

≠1 49
.
N

Step 1: For our application, in the first step we choose an initial weight matrix

(for the first step out

of the two-step estimation) necessarily requires a submatrix such that

jk

= N ≠1

N
ÿ

zij zik
Õ

i=1

47 In

a just-identified case, the number of instruments equals the number of moments L = ¸.
is the covariance matrix of the population moment conditions, where “ can be linear or non-linear in —.
49 Note, in all cases, the matrix
N is an estimate of the true covariance matrix of the error process under certain assumptions
Õ
Õ
= E[Zi ﬁ i (—)ﬁ i (—)Zi ].
48 This

47

˜ 50 .
with j = 1, ..., ¸ and k = 1, ..., ¸ firstly used to compute a consistent, yet inefficient, estimate ﬁ i (—)
Step 2(a): Proceeding with the second step, we choose:

jk

= Êjk N ≠1

N
ÿ

zij zik
Õ

i=1

with
Êjk = N ≠1

N
ÿ

˜ ik (—)
˜
ﬁij (—)ﬁ

i=1

where j,k index the given moment conditions and

jk

represents the (estimated) covariance matrix between

the moment conditions. Thus:

jk

Given WN =

≠1
N ,

=

N
q

˜ ik (—)
˜
ﬁij (—)ﬁ

i=1

N
q

i=1

N

zij zik
Õ

©

N

and under homoscedastic errors, then a feasibly efficient, two-step GMM estimator,

ˆGM M , minimizes the objective function:
—

6Õ
5 ÿ
6
N
N
Õ
1 ÿ Õ
1
Zi ﬁ i (—) W N
Zi ﬁ i (—)
—
N i=1
N i=1
Õ
5 ÿ
6
5 ÿ
6
N
N
Õ
Õ
1
N
1
= arg min
Zi ﬁ i (—) N
Z
ﬁ
(—)
i i
N
—
q
N i=1
˜ 2 q ZÕ Zi N i=1
(ﬁ i (—))
i

QN (—) = arg min

5

i=1

i=1

Step 2(b): Under a heteroscedastic-robust specification of the weighting matrix and using the ineffcient
N
˜ from step 1, then N = N ≠1 q Zi ﬁ i (—)ﬁ
˜ Õ (—)Z
˜ Õ . Then, the heteroscedastic-robust feasibly
estimate, ﬁ i (—),
i
i
i=1

ˆROGM M , minimizes:
efficient GMM estimator, —

5

6Õ
5 ÿ
6
N
N
Õ
1 ÿ Õ
1
QN (—) = arg min
Zi ﬁ i (—) W N
Zi ﬁ i (—)
—
N i=1
N i=1
Õ
5 ÿ
6
5 ÿ
6
N
N
Õ
Õ
1
N
1
= arg min
Z ﬁ i (—) N
Zi ﬁ i (—)
—
q
N i=1 i
˜ Õ (—)Z
˜ Õ N i=1
Zi ﬁ i (—)ﬁ
i
i
i=1
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also assume jk = 0 for j ”= k. Thus, the initial weight matrix assumes unconditional moment equations are
˜ induces GMM estimator produced from it is to be
independent. Also, zij , zik ™ Zi . Additionally, initial consistency of —
asymptotically efficient.
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Step 2(c): Finally, for a heteroscedastic and autocorrelation consistent (HAC) weight matrix and using
N
q
˜ from step 1, then, N = N ≠1
˜ Õ (—)Z
˜ Õ+
the inefficient estimate, ﬁ i (—),
Zi ﬁ i (—)ﬁ
i
i
i=1

N

≠1

l=n≠1
N
q q
l=1

i=1

˜ Õ (—)Z
˜ Õ + Zi≠1 ﬁ i≠1 (—)ﬁ
˜ Õ (—)Z
˜ Õ }51 .
K(l, m){Zi ﬁ(—)ﬁ
i
i
i=1
i≠1

Thus, the feasibly efficient GMM estimator, under heteroscedastic and autocorrelation assumption, is
ˆHACGM M , minimizes:
—

5

6Õ
5 ÿ
6
N
N
Õ
1 ÿ Õ
1
QN (—) = arg min
Z ﬁ i (—) W N
Z ﬁ i (—)
—
N i=1 i
N i=1 i
with WN =

≠1
N

given as above.

Note, the resulting estimators in 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) result are all feasibly efficient GMM estimators with
the latter two being robust to heteroscedasticity, and heteroscedasticity/autocorrelation, repsectively.52 . A
feasibly efficient GMM estimator is one that, under assumptions surrounding the true covariance matrix of
the error process, yields the smallest asymptotic variance compared to all possible GMM estimators based
on the derived population moment conditions ([81]).
Lastly, we test the overidentifying restrictions to verify if chosen, relevant instruments are unrelated to
the error process, or, equivalently, the model is specified appropriately given the moment conditions. We
test these overidentifying restrictions by employing the Hansen’s J statistic, which is simply the returned
value of the GMM objective function evaluated at an efficient GMM estimator ([34], [70], [62]).
ˆOGM M , we have:
In the case of the optimal, nonrobust GMM estimator, —
ˆOGM M )
ˆOGM M ) = N ◊ QN (—
J(—
With the optimal, robust GMM estimator, we have
ˆROGM M ) = N ◊ QN (—
ˆROGM M )
J(—
With the optimal, HAC GMM estimator, we have
ˆHACGM M ) = N ◊ QN (—
ˆHACGM M )
J(—
For a valid test of overidentifying restrictions, under H0 : E[Zi ﬁ i (—)] = 0 (all moments have expectation
Õ

equal to zero at the true value of the parameter) will follow a ‰2¸≠k , and a strong rejection of this null via a
large test statistic casts doubt on the joint hypotheses of both the orthogonality of our moment conditions
l
51 Note, let m correspond to the number of lags with o =
. Employing a Newey-West kernel, we have K(l, m) =
m+1
1 ≠ o, ≈∆ 0 Æ o Æ 1, 0 otherwise. As there
is
little
theoretical
guidance
on optimal lag choice, we opt for current practice lag
% 1/4 &
choice. Lags are chosen such that m ¥ N
([79]).
52 Note, the forms of the weight matrices matches forms from previous literature ([34],[80], [79]).
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in addition to a correctly specified model ([34], [82]). Following that the null hypothesis is not rejected,
then the moment conditions are appropriate and the GMM estimator is consistent. We now describe our
application.

2.5

Application: Quantifying the Exposure Effects of Promotional
Campaigns on In-Store Visits

The primary goal of this section is to quantify the marginal effect of campaigns on visiting behavior relative
to reversions to no campaigns in the promotional periods for all households in loyalty promotion. Specifically,
we take primary interest in both the single and joint treatment effects over periods in the promotional period
while controlling for other variables. The covariates of interest are highlighted and describe in Table 2.6. We
directly hypothesize a positive effect on our response variable over time which can be succinctly written as
follows:
H1: Households’ exposure to single or overlapping campaign(s) has (have) a higher differential impact
on visits per period relative to households with no campaign in the test cycle.

2.5.1

Data Description

Data from this quasi-experiment contains all the transactions over a two-year time period from March 2005
to March 2007. This scanner transaction data captures the principal response of interest: in-store visits.
The unbalanced nature of the cross-section of households in the promotional period is attributed to a variety
of differing issues. Firstly, the duration of 30 customized and targeted campaigns, all exposure effects of
interest, are varied. These chosen durations of the 30 campaigns mailed to consumers of interest are unknown
to us. Secondly, the temporal decision to allocate a campaign via mail that lasts for the designated durations
by the designers of the loyalty campaign is unknown, but presumably or likely associated with promotional
cycle behavior for the active sample of households. Also, there is overlap in the main exposure/campaign
effects which results in joint effects as a household receives two or three campaigns with coupons that are
redeemable throughout the same duration. In any instance of this occurrence, we treat this as a joint effect,
incrementing a distinct period, signifying the duration in which the simultaneous receipts of coupons are
redeemable within a given time interval.
Table 2.6: Promotional Modeling: Response and Exogenous Variables: Descriptions
Variable
Response Variable
Visits per period
Independent Covariates
Campaign Type
Sales per period
Period
Diffdays

Operalization
Counts of visits within a specific period
Coupon set received in a period (Type A, Type B, Type C, Type AB, Type AC, Type BC, Type ABC, and Type D)
The total per dollar amount attributed to the retailer
Integer-valued counter representing the change in exposure effect of the campaigns
The duration, in days, representing the duration of the exposure effect for a redeemable time of a coupon set
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We define period as an integer-valued covariate that represents a change in the campaign received across
the test cycle. The type of campaigns that households receive in terms of both their regularity of distribution
and the type of campaigns distributed are presumably attributed to the trip revenue certain households
contribute in the control period. Specifically, the Type A campaign was likely sent more often to consumers
with a higher spending amount in the control period which induces the promotional cycle’s endogeneity
as affirmed previously ([83]). Households that spent more before the loyalty promotional program began
were more likely to receive these personalized rewards in the promotional periods. Thus, households in this
particular study experience these personalized campaigns as endogenous treatments. From an econometrics
modeling standpoint, and following [25], we assume that the endogenous treatment (the personalized
campaigns) will have an intercept-only effect on the outcome which shifts the mean visit rate upward or
downward throughout the promotional cycle.
We observe aggregated overall average visits for all households throughout the duration of the study for
both the baseline (period 1) and promotional (periods 2-34) cycles displayed in Figure 2.2. It should be
noted that there is no transactional activity in period 32 (no households visited in this period). The overall
average rate of visitation during the baseline period of the study is 0.1106747 visits per day. We observe
that the overall average visitations per day for all periods oscillate from low to high from the odd to even
numbered periods with an overall clear trend upward tend until period 18. The rate of visitation reaches
its apex in the test cycle at period 26 with an average visit of 0.6423841 per day. Beyond period 26, the
average visitation per day trends downward with an average visit of 0.1428571 during the final period the
promotional cycle.
Of 30 campaigns spanning the duration of this shopper-card, loyalty promotional program, the specific
coupons sets are associated with differing campaigns. For example, the first household in our data set
received a themed-event coupon set (Type B) which was valid from the 281st day until the 334th day of
this household’s two-year, time profile during the 29th campaign. Yet, after receiving the personalized
mailing campaign (Type A) for a specified window of time thereafter, the household received, again, Type
B beginning on the 477th day during 12th campaign. We presume no difference between Type B received
in different windows of time or different campaigns in terms of the overall treatment effect of interest. Any
personalized or targeted campaign received during any at any point in the promotional period represents
the same exposure effect for any household. As stated previously, there are no restrictions imposed on the
simultaneous receipt of campaigns to customers within the same window of time. For example, a customer
could both be exposed to a Type A and Type B coupon sets during overlapping campaigns concurrently
over the same time period. Cases in which this occurred signifies a combined set of campaigns which are
modeled as joint, yet distinct treatment effects (e.g. Type AB, Type ABC, Type AC, and Type BC). Lastly,
in the promotional period, a household can regress to a washout state in which no treatments are received
(Type D).
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Figure 2.2: Average visits per day per period

We display the average visits given main exposure effects of interest (Type A, Type B, and Type C
campaigns) throughout the entire duration of the study, focusing on the individual treatments received in
the test cycle relative to no campaign (Type D). Figure 2.3 shows the overall average visit is higher relative
to Type D (indicative of no campaign received in periods 2-34) throughout the entire duration of the study.
Interestingly, it appears the visit rate for Type B (themed coupon set) has the highest impact on overall
visitation rate increase compared to Type A and Type C campaigns throughout the duration of the test
cycle across the time series. For completeness, we demonstrate the average visits per day for each period
for the joint campaigns as well in Figure 2.4. We overwhelmingly observe higher average visits given a joint
campaign relative to no campaign as expected.
We formally hypothesize that the singular exposure effect of the Type A campaign is indeed endogenous.
We will conduct the clean test of idiosyncratic endogeneity of the Type A exposure effect.
H2: The Type A exposure effect is endogenous in the promotional cycle.
We make an important note of distinction here. The Type A exposure effect is presumably “singly”
endogenous, meaning that the joint exposures containing Type A (e.g. Type AB, Type ABC, Type and
AC), are not endogenously determined and is treated as a separate, exogenous effect. Recall, the joint
exposures are measured via simple overlap in campaign durations in which the starting date of a new
campaign received by a household does not begin before the ending date of the previous campaign, thus are
not presumed endogenous.
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Figure 2.3: Average visits per day (Single Campaign Effects)

Figure 2.4: Average visits per day (Joint Campaign Effects)
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We now define the instrumental variables that will aid in this test of idiosyncratic endogeneity in the
case of time-invariant heterogeneity. In order to utilize the combined CRE/CF technique, we need valid
instruments that we assume are directly correlated with the potential endogenous variable that does not
directly impact our responses, yet indirectly impacts the responses only through its correlation with the
endogenous covariate. Table 2.7 summarizes our additional instruments. We briefly discuss the practicality
of a valid instrumental variable beyond Assumption 2 in the previous section. Beyond its mandatory noncorrelation with the error in the structural equation, a valid instrumental variable must expliclity explain
variation or have an association with the potential endogenous variable (E(zit yit2 ) ”= 0).
Õ

Following [83] and [84], we have evidence that control period variables are directly associated with the

distribution of Type A campaigns throughout the entire test period’s epoch. We utilize the covariates “Pre
Days Between” and “Pre Sales”, which serve as instruments, computed in the control phase before any
campaigns are distributed in the test phase (Days 1-223 or, correspondingly, weeks 1-32). Regarding the
practicality of instrument validity in our application, we’d expect a negative association between the total
number of days between visits and the receipt of Type A campaigns (the longer the duration of no store
visits, the less likely a household receives a personalized campaign containing personalized coupons tailored
to their purchasing behavior), but a positive association with “Pre Sales”. In addition, we utilize two other
time-invariant covariates that are household specific. “Baseline Visit Rate” represents the visit rate per day
of the first period and “Baseline Spend”, which represents the total revenue contribution of each household
in the first period. Note, the slight difference between the control phase and a household-specific first period.
The control phase is uniform for all periods (days 1-223), whereas a household’s first period is non-uniform
in terms of the duration due to the fact that the 30 campaigns begin at differing start days. For example, the
first household is not exposed to its first promotional campaign (Type B) until day 281, whereas the second
household is not exposed to its first promotional campaign (Type A) until day 587. Positive associations are
expected between these time-invariant variables and the receipt of Type A Campaigns in the test period.
Lastly, we utilize two additional, time-varying instruments: “Time in Previous NPP” (the number of days a
household spent in the prior washout period) and “Lag Items per period” (total in basket items purchased
from the retailer in the prior period). We believe that likely determinants of endogeneity of the personalized
reward, in addition to control period behavior as well as household-specific baseline behavior, are timevarying explanatory variables that are associated with the receipt Type A campaigns. A likely association
is expected between “Time in Previous NPP” and Type A as well as a positive association between prior
period item purchases and receipt of Type A campaigns.
Following [60], we can directly check for instrumental relevance by regressing our endogenous variable,
Type A, on the seven instruments given above and compute a naive regression in order to empirically check
instrument relevance. A joint F-statistic greater than 10 indicates relevant instruments. We report the
individual F-statistic for each individual instrument as well as the joint F-statistic for them all.53 .
53 We also checked for collinearity between these instruments, and little evidence is found other for severe collinearity with
the regressors with the highest VIF being 5.3 for Pre Days Between.
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Table 2.7: Promotional Modeling: Endogenous Variable and Instrumental Variables - Descriptions
Variable
Endogenous Variable
Type A
Instrumental Variables
Time in Previous NPP
Lag items per period
Baseline Visit Rate
Baseline Spend
Pre Days Between
Pre Visits
Pre Sales

Definition
Personalized Reward Campaign sent to the most loyal customer base
The number of days a household was not exposed to any campaign in the previous promotional period
The total number of in-basket items purchased from the retailer in the previous period of the test phase
The total number of visits for each household’s first period divided by the duration in days of the respective period
The total revenue contribution to the retailer for each household’s first period.
The sum of the number of days in the control period where a household did not make a purchase (Days 1-223)
The sum of the number of visits in the control period (Days 1-223)
The total revenue contribution to the retailer during the control period (Days 1-223)

Table 2.8: Instrument Relevance Test

Response: Campaign Type A

F-Statistic

Pre Sales
Time In Previous NPP
Lag Items Per Period
Baseline Spend
Baseline Visit Rate
Pre Days Between
Joint (H0 : ﬁ1 = ... = ﬁ6 = 0)

F(1,1583)
F(1,1583)
F(1,1583)
F(1,1583)
F(1,1583)
F(1,1583)
F(6,1583)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

2.36
6513.82
11.51
7.65
9.88
17.25
1382.98

Finally, we note that all of these additional exclusions are reasonably “strictly exogenous” to the count
response “visits per period”. Out of these six additional exclusions, we note that four of them are completely
time-invariant (either computed for days 1-223 only or computed based on the range of days for the householdspecific first period), and almost completely assured to not have an extended influence in visits further in
the subsequent test phase (periods 2-34). This is even further reaffirmed by the fact that the estimation
window for assessing the promotional campaigns will not include Period 1 for all households where the
starting date begins on at day 224 (thus, the first associated exposure effect for all households in Period
1 corresponds to pre-emptive exposure effect allocation). Beneficially, as well, our CRE/CF approach will
allows for the estimation of these time-invariant instruments which will ultimately produce variability in
Type Ait . Regarding the two time-varying covariates, we note that entire sample of 1,584 households in the
test phase are amongst the most loyal customers, and will likely visit the retailer regardless of the amount of
money spent per aggregated purchased items in a previous period or regardless of the days these households
went without an exposure effect.

2.5.2

Promotional Modeling Results: Endogeneity Test

We now present the results from our CRE model with a control function approach to test whether or not the
Type A campaign exposure effect is endogenous. Note, Type A is a 0/1 dummy variable as well in the periods
that span the promotional phase. Regarding the necessary assumptions, it is reasonable to assume that once
controlling for all of the exogenous covariates and unobserved heterogeneity, that the unbalancedness of our
cross section of households differing for periods is indeed unrelated to the idiosyncratic errors of our panel.
We present the linear reduced form for Type A campaign in the following equation
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Type Ait = ”2 + zit
Õ

2

+ z̄i „2 + ‹it2
Õ

where zit = (Type B, Type C, Type AB, Type AC, Type BC, Type ABC, Period2,...,Period34,
Lag Items per period, Time in Previous NPP, Sales per period, Control Visit Rate, Baseline Spend,
Pre Days Between, Pre Sales), and z̄i contains the averages across t via the Mundlak device. From here, we
compute ‹ˆit2 , the first stage residuals. These computed residuals, ‹ˆit2 serve as a control function for the
structural equation. Note, in this case, we also compute (ȳi2 = Type Ait ), or the time-invariant average of
the proposed endogenous campaign for inclusion into the structural equation.
We finally report the results from chosen covariates from our second stage pooled poisson quasi-maximum
likelihood estimation in Table 2.954 .

First, we note that our variable “period” was transformed into

time dummies and all time dummies variables in our structural equation are completely suppressed55 .
Additionally, an intercept is estimated with this procedure, yet suppressed in the output, and the offset
log(DiffDays) was included in the estimation as well. We only display a few of the covariates in z̄i as well
as ȳi2 . Regarding the endogeneity test of Type A, we note ◊1 ”= 0 which gives evidence that our binary
treatment “Type A” is indeed marginally endogenous as the coefficient is statistically significant at – = 0.10,

verifying our H2. If yit2 were to be continuous which could be written as linear reduced form provided
proper instruments, then we could bootstrap our standard errors to correct for the generated regressor
or control function [3]. However, as stated previously, since endogenous variable has a restrictive range
(binary), the bootstrap correction is invalid for inference, and thus these results can only function as a pure
test of idiosyncratic endogeneity. The homoescedastic-normal assumption of residual normality of the binary
regressor Type A as well as its independence assumed from zit is highly unlikely due to the residuals’ nonconstant variance resulting from a linear probability model and its non-Gaussian error distribution. We seek
to gain consistent estimates of our parameters via a nonlinear, IV-GMM approach in the next subsection.

2.5.3

IV-GMM Results

Our goal is to assess the effectiveness of the exposure effect of the campaigns in the promotional period relative
to periods of reversion to no campaign (Type D) in the promotional phase. Recall, our promotional period
begins at T Ø 2. As we invoked Wooldridge quasi-differencing transformation to eliminate the presumed
multiplicative fixed effect, the initial condition requires that, for each household/cross-section, period 1 is

removed (analagous to the traditional “first-difference”). Its removal precisely coincides to the scope of our
research question: estimating effectiveness of personalized and targeted campaigns in the promotional phase
(T Ø 2).
54 We

do not report here the results of the first-stage estimation, yet can be found in the appendix.
included time dummies and their corresponding means into both the first stage and second stage equations as suggested
by ([3], [9], [19], [17]). Of note, 26 of the time dummies representing periods 2-34 are all statistically significant in the second
stage pooled Poisson QMLE regression.
55 We
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Table 2.9: Two Stage CRE/Control Function Test for Idiosncratic Endogeneity

2nd Stage - Pooled Poisson QML
(cluster-robust standard errors)

Response: Visits per period

.0619143
(0.0804806)
.6723852***
(.0316291)
.9180157**
(.0605815)
.6097588***
(.0420382)
.1863727***
(.0571307)
.5861677***
(.0535147)
.0881119
(.0619476)
.0004617***
(.0001938)
.0017483***
(.0003784)
-.0106137***
(.0015836)
.9524872***
(.1689464)
.0000574***
(.0000017)
-0.0004348***
(.0000339)
.0058673***
(.000749)
-0.1093914
(.4285114)
.1355148*
(.0818005)

Type A
Type AB
Type ABC
Type AC
Type B
Type BC
Type C
Sales Per Period
Lag Items per Period Mean
Pre Days Between Mean
Baseline Visit Rate Mean
Baseline Spend Mean
Pre Sales Mean
Time in Previous NPP Mean
Type A Mean
‹ˆit2
***p < 0.01,**p < 0.05,*p < 0.1
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Our moment evaluator algorithm utilizes the STATA software in conjunction with the GMM function for
our estimation ([82]). Unique to our application is the necessity to incorporate the offset, log(diff days), into
our explanatory vector xit such that the covariate interpretation can be articulated as rates per campaign
duration day once the resulting coefficients are exponentiated. Assuming our offset, tit is a covariate in xit ,
recall that the conditional moment conditions can be represented as
E[ﬁit (—)|zit ] = E
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4- 6
yi(t≠1) -yit
≠
zit = 0 i = 1, ..., N
µit
µi(t≠1) -

t = 1, ..., Ti

where µit = exp(xit — + ln(tit )), µi(t≠1) = exp(xi(t≠1) — + ln(ti(t≠1) )). Therefore, the covariate vector xit
Õ

Õ

contains the offset variable ln(tit ) = log(diff days).
For all GMM estimators, we have:
• xit = (Type A, Type B, Type C, Type AB, Type ABC, Type BC, Type AC, Sales Per Period, Period)
• zit = (L2.Type A56 ..., Baseline VR, L1.Items Per Period, Baseline Spend, Pre Items, Pre Sales, Pre

Days Between, Pre Visits, Type B, Type C, Type AB, Type ABC, Type BC, Type AC, Sales Per
Period, Period)

All variables in xit are presumed/rendered exogenous with the exception of Type A in the moment
conditions. Additionally, for parsimony and for estimation of the time component in this nonlinear IV-GMM
estimation, we convert the variable period to continuous to represent the time effect trend as opposed to
time dummies as, conceptually, there is no difference. All explanatory variables in xit can be instrumented
contemporaneously with themselves as strict exogeneity holds except for the endogenous Type A which can
be instrumented with its 2 or more lagged specification of itself and/or the other external instruments in zit .
The idea of using lags of the endogenous variable for the customized exposure effect in our application is
intuitive. The receipt of customized campaign in the past is likely to be strongly associated with the receipt
of a customized campaign in the contemporaneous period, but it’s very unlikely to be correlated with the
contemporaneous error term or unobservables at time t. In other words, the customized exposure effect may
affect visits in a current period, but it is less likely that visits per period in a current period t can influence
past periods of the customized exposure effect. Although the contemporaneous distribution of customized
coupons is endogenous to contemporaneous visits per period, it is unlikely that past receipts of the customized
exposure effects are subject to the same problem. In our instrument set is the use of a few time invariant
instruments for the Type A endogenous exposure effect as well. Specifically, for each household, we have total
control period purchased items, total control period spend, total baseline spend, total baseline visits, total
control period visits, and total days of intermittent visits in the control period. The use of these time-invariant
instruments for our time-varying exposure effect is permissible as essentially we instrument the mean of the
time-varying Type A exposure effect while ignoring the variation over time. As our Type A endogenous
56 The

“...” represents further lags of the endogenous Type A campaign.
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exposure effect has sufficient variation between households over time, this poses no problem. Additionally,
we do have the time-varying, one period lag of items per period for our contemporaneous endogenous Type
A exposure effect as a higher degree of prior period item purchasing is likely to induce the receipt of a Type
A campaign in the following period. We now present the results from our three feasibly efficient GMM
estimators under assumptions of pure homoscedasticity, heteroscedastic-robust, and HAC robust weight
matrices. We will compare these sets of parameter estimates to the Poisson fixed-effects estimator. We
arbitrarily include this inconsistent Poisson fixed-effects just as a comparison. As seen previously, we have
statistical evidence of its inconsistency due to the previous statistically significant endogeneity test for Type
A. The results are presented in Table 2.10. We observe the results in 2.10. Regarding the sets of parameter
estimates estimated by GMM (differing only by the weight matrix W), we firstly note that we have 16
moment conditions (the size of zit ) where we instrument Type A with 8 instrumental variables: Control
VR, Items Per Period, Baseline Spend, Pre Items, Pre Sales, Pre Days Between, Pre Visits, and a five
period lag of Type A, resulting in overidentification. Testing the overidenfication moment conditions, we
note the Hansen’s J test statistics in all three cases. Under the null hypothesis, all three of our feasible
GMM estimators seem to approximate a ‰216≠9 = ‰27 distribution. The p-values indicate that there is no
issue with a correctly specified model as we have no evidence that our instruments are not truly orthogonal
to the errors. We observe the difference in sample sizes for our feasible GMM estimators relative to the
Poisson fixed effects estimator.
Table 2.10: Nonlinear-IV GMM - Promotional Period Estimation Results
Poisson
Fixed Effects
ˆ
—

Exponential
Feasible GMM
ˆGM M
—

Exponential
Robust Feasible GMM
ˆROGM M
—

Exponential
HAC Feasible GMM
ˆHACGM M
—

N

.2106952***
(.0132419)
.7915221***
(.0191563)
1.082939***
(.0402922)
.7597581***
(.0319428)
.3130157***
(.0188232)
.7694571***
(.0480557)
.1874544***
(.0325578)
.0000435***
(00000853)
-.0022905
(.0019216)
15822

Hansen’s J

-

.2042024***
(.0534658)
.7277908***
(.0469544)
1.243841***
(.1013631)
.8090906***
(.067551)
.1448757***
(.030293)
1.024767***
(.1070309)
.4285271***
(.0809527)
.0005508***
(.0000299)
-.0487383***
(.0108926)
8439
9.04799
(p = 0.2492)

.1653864***
(.0550055)
.6891328***
(.0456058)
1.110758***
(.1107737)
.7275532***
(.0680961)
.1465182***
(.0362061)
.8901577***
(.130973)
.3290528***
(.0837108)
.0005659***
(.0000439)
-.0405541***
(.0097699)
8439
4.17167
(p = 0.7598)

.2186897***
(.0520153)
.7267136***
(.04326)
1.163641***
(.0893478)
.7887801***
(.0606943)
.1609322***
(.0355984)
.9250788***
(.1014796)
.3791257***
(.0706266)
.0005638***
(.000047)
-.0443778***
(.005396)
8439
13.6746
(p = 0.0573)

Response: Visits Per Period
Type A
Type AB
Type ABC
Type AC
Type B
Type BC
Type C
Sales Per Period
Period

***

p < 0.01,

**

p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Our choice of using a relatively non-conservative, five-period lag of Type A to mitigate the bias induced by
the endogenous covariate causing such a sample size reduction. Therefore, as opposed to garnering estimates
for the entire 1,584 households that spans the promotional period effects beginning at period 2, we estimate
a model for 1,092 households beginning at period 6 (due to the five period lag). In other words, these
parameter estimation corresponds to the most active subset of the households in the promotional periods
(approximately 1092/1584 = 68%) of the active sample.
For our three GMM estimates, all coefficients are statistically significant and have similarly sized
magnitudes. Unsurprisingly, the simultaneous exposure effect to two or three campaigns in the promotional
cycle yield higher coefficients in all cases. This is perhaps due to an induced feeling of exclusivity, surprise,
or loyalty of the households in the promotional program by the overlapping receipts of the combination of
campaigns. In line with other literature, sales contribution to the retailer from households in the test phase
seems to have a per-dollar practical insignificance on the rate of visits. It is also noteworthy that based on the
ˆROGM M ) is lowest, which seemingly indicates that the specified
Hansen’s J test statistic, the Robust GMM (—
moment conditions are met most appropriately in our multiplicative error regression specification when there
is heteroscedasticity of unknown form given our instruments. For interpretation of our exposure effect,
we choose to interpret the covariates corresponding to the heteroscedastic and autcorrelation consistent,
ˆHACGM M , the necessity of lag
feasibly efficient GMM estimator. Regarding our HAC GMM estimator, —
choice is essential to employ the Newey-West kernel for the heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation robust
estimator. Using previous literature for a guided choice of the temporal lag ([79]), we choose a lag order of
%
&
m ¥ N 1/4 = 8. We turn our attention for the results presented in Table 2.10 for coefficient interpretation.

The coefficient corresponding to Type A is .2186897. Therefore, holding all other covariates constant,
the rate of visitation per day for those who received the Type A exposure effect is approximately 24.44%
(exp(.2186897) = 1.244445) higher relative to no promotional campaign. The covariate correspnding to
period indicates an approximate 4.34% (exp(≠.0443778) = 0.9565925) period decrease in visitation rate each
additional period further in the test period, holding all else constant. Other coefficients can be interpreted
similarly.

2.6

Discussion

Summary: In this chapter, we present an extension of work presented by [21] to create a fully robust,
complete-case (CC) test of idiosyncratic endogeneity in the presence of heterogeneity endogeneity using a
combined correlated random effects/control function approach for an exponential, conditional mean model
for count responses in an unbalanced panel framework when the endogenous variable is of restricted range
(binary). The robustness of this test manifests itself in its ability to counteract potential heteroscedaticity
of unknown form, potential serial correlation, and model misspecification as it relates to counts that may
potentially exhibit excessive variability or overdispersion. The flexibility of the CRE allows the inclusion
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of exogenous, time-invariant instruments which will produce variation in the first-stage regression of the
binary endogenous covariate. Via a linear probability model, we yield a generated regressor which serves
as the control function in the test for idiosyncratic endogeneity. This approach completely isolates the
potential endogeneity between a binary time-varying regressor and the unobservables exclusively as the time
constant endogeneity is completely controlled for as we achieve an estimator that is completely impervious
to any time-invariant endogeneity. To assess the finite sample performance of our endogeneity tests, we
simulate three scenarios for panel structures that researchers will likely encounter in applied settings: an
unbalanced panel with selection, an unbalanced panel without selection, and a balanced panel with distinct
considerations for instrument strength (weak vs. strong). In all cases, we were able to produce high test
rejections rates dependent upon the strength of the endogeneity induced. As these promising Monte Carlo
results are highly dependent upon instrument strength, we note the importance of the relevancy condition
of chosen instrumental variables for performing such a test.
As our endogenous form of the regressor of interest is of restricted range, this is only a test of pure
idiosyncratic endogeneity in the presence of time-constant, heterogeneity endogeneity, and not an outright
correction.

A more advanced, yet flexible procedure is needed.

Therefore, we rely on a nonlinear,

instrumental variables, GMM estimation approach to produce three feasibly efficient IV-GMM estimators.
In all three instances, our nonlinear moment conditions are met via the overidentifying restrictions test.
In terms of our application, we were able to confidently verify our hypotheses, detecting endogeneity of
the distribution of personalized campaigns in addition to increased number of visits relative to intermittent
epochs of no exposures.
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Appendix
Idsioyncratic Endogeneity Test - First Stage Regression
Table 2.11 shows the partial output of the first stage out of the two-stage estimation process of the CRE/CF
test for endogeneity. For simplicity, we surpress the output corresponding to the time dummies as well as
their corresponding averages.
Table 2.11: First Stage LPM
1st Stage - Pooled LPM
(cluster-robust standard errors)

Response: Type A

-.6641697***
(.0082453)
-.3544812***
(.0124678)
-.5600362***
(.0128869)
-.3959399***
(.0099097)
-.6343642***
(.0126641)
-.3823563***
(.0146179)
-.0000127
(9.33e-06)
.001606
(.0000903)
-.0000137
(.0000887)
-6.90e-06***
(1.95e-06)
6.17e-06***
(1.13e-06)
-.0052313
(.0105184)
-.1218269***
(.0143384)
0660886***
(.0211507)
-.0508333
(.0386821)
-.1443107***
(.023305)
.2660258***
(.0254528)
-.245397***
(.0241971)
-.0001966***
(.0000216)
.0001642***
(.0000273)
.9524872***
(.1689464)
.0000574***
(.0000017)
-.0015792***
(.0000974)
7.12e-06
(.0000118)

Type B
Type AB
Type ABC
Type BC
Type C
Type AC
Sales Per Period
Time in Previous NPP
Pre Days Between
Pre Sales
Baseline Spend
Control Visit Rate
Type B Mean
Type AB Mean
Type ABC Mean
Type BC Mean
Type AC Mean
Type C Mean
Lag Items per Period
Lag Items per Period Mean
Baseline Visit Rate Mean
Baseline Spend Mean
Time in Previous NPP Mean
Sales Per Period Mean
***p < 0.01,**p < 0.05,*p < 0.1
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GMM Consistency with at least one endogenous regressor
We can generally show consistency for GMM estimation with an endogenous regressor. As a general form
of our GMM problem, consider the following model with a multiplicative error specification:

Yit = Ï(Xi , —)–i rit
with Xi = (xi1 , ..., xiT ) , — = (—1 , ...—k ) , –i is the individual fixed effect, and ri = (rit , ..., riT ) with Ï(·)
Õ

Õ

Õ

an assumed continuous function. There exist an endogenous regressor xúit in Xi (e.g. xúit µ Xi ) such that
E[Xi ri ] ”= 0.
Õ

To eliminate the fixed effect term, –i , we use Wooldridge’s transformation which results in:
Yi(t≠1)
Yit
≠
= –i (rit ≠ ri(t≠1) ) © ﬁ it (—)
Ï(Xi , —) Ï(Xi≠ , —)
ˆ is
As endogeneity is still present, through correlation between the regressor and the error, —
indeed inconsistent.

Suppose, now, there exists a vector Zi = (zi1 , ..., ziT ≠2 ) composed of exogenous

regressors/instruments in the given model which can include lags of the endogenous variables in Xi . As
Z exists, then the appropriate orthogonality condition holds:
E[Zi ﬁ it (—)] = 0
Õ

As — is (implicitly) defined to be a K-dimensional vector of parameters, then we can compute the sample
analog/complement of E[Zi ﬁ it (—)] = 0, the unconditional population moment condition. If Zi œ Z µ RL ,
Õ

Õ

where L > K, (L Ø K), with Ï(Zi , —) = Zi ﬁ it (—), then:
ˆGM M
—

5

6Õ
5 ÿ
6
N
N
1 ÿ
1
= arg min
Ï(Zi , —) W N
Ï(Zi , —)
—œ
N i=1
N i=1

ˆGM M from above is a consistent
Then in such a problem above, we can show that the estimator/solution —
estimator of — ú .
From above, we have Zi œ Z µ RL , where L > K, (L Ø K). Let Ï(Zi , —) = Zi ﬁ it (—) with E[Ï(Zi , — ú )] =
5
6Õ
5
6
5
6Õ
5
6
N
N
1 q
1 q
0. Let F (—) = E Ï(Zi , —)
E Ï(Zi , —) and FN (—) = E
Ï(Zi , —) W N E
Ï(Zi , —) where
N i=1
N i=1
WN is a positive, semidefinite weight matrix.
Õ
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Consider the following assumptions
A1:

is a closed and bounded set

A2: ’z œ Z, Ï(z, —) is continuous on

A3: ’z œ Z, Ï(z, —) ”= Ï(z, — ú ) if — ”= — ú
A4: WN ≠
æ
P

A5: The (Weak) LLN is true
P
ˆGM M ≠
ˆGM M = arg min FN (—)
Given these assumptions are true, then —
æ — ú , with —
—œ

ˆGM M = arg min
Proof : Given A1 and A2 holds, then arg min FN (—) necessarily has a solution. Let —
FN (—). Given the definition, then — ú œ

—œ

is a solution to arg min F (—). By A3 and because
—œ

—œ

is positive

definite matrix, then — ú must be a singularly unique solution to arg min F (—). Finally using A4 and A5,
P
P
ˆGM M ) ≠ F (— ú )| ≠
ˆGM M ≠
|FN (—
æ 0, therefore —
æ —ú .
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CHAPTER 3

Estimating Conditionally Serially Correlated
Generalized Additive Mixed Models with
Parametric Factor Smooths for Repeated
Counts
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Abstract
Both balanced and unbalanced longitudinal data structures are prone to exhibit a complex covariance
structure where variability arising from repeated responses and conditional, within-subject temporal
correlations can exist. Failure to properly account for a proper covariance structure in repeated measures can
have severe consequences on the validity of statistical inference due to the distortion of standard errors. As
this is well-studied in the generalized linear mixed model context, we seek to investigate conditionally serially
correlated longitudinal models for count outcomes in which we eschew the constraint of a pure linear predictor
to be strictly parametric and focus on generalized additive mixed models. Via two broad simulation designs,
we investigate parameter performance of model components in which a portion of the predictor is estimated
via nonparametric smooths that are allowed to vary across levels of a parametric factor covariate of interest
using penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) estimation. The retailer scanner-panel data is further analyzed in
order to quantify a potentially nonlinear, stimulated effect of prior promotional period campaigns’ on instore visits during the direct subsequent period of non-promotion for households participating in the loyalty
promotional program. We seek to extend the literature of semi-parametric mixed models via the simultaneous
estimation of variance components, fixed parameters, and unknown factor smooths using low-rank, optimal
thin plate regression splines for conditionally serially correlated longitudinal counts in cases of stationary
and non-stationary panel structures to identify the functional form of prolonged stimulation of a potential
carryover effect in a marketing promotional program.
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3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we seek to exploit the flexibility offered by generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs)
which augments the traditional generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) by utilizing smooth functions
of covariates with consideration for factor smooth interactions. These smooths are spline functions of
explanatory covariates which themselves can be constructed as a linear combination of spline bases. Any
spline-based function’s interaction with a factor smooth enables the ability to assess the effect of a smoothed
covariate across levels of a factor in which each level’s function is learned non-parametrically from the
data. Additionally, as in most cases of any models fit to longitudinal data, the consideration for the complex
covariance structures that are likely associated with observing a cross-section of interest repeatedly over time
is crucial. From a longitudinal modeling perspective, the among-individual variability across the subjects of a
cross-section, typically modeled by a random effect, and the likely existence of time-dependent, within-level
correlation in a subject, typically modeled with a temporal parameter, are needed in order to mitigate
potential confounding effects ([1]). As in the traditional generalized linear mixed model, the response
measurements within a subject are likely moreso homogenized than between subjects, requiring the use
of a random effect to account for the portion of variability surrounding conduct influencing the response
measurements occurring among subjects, on average ([2]). However, the inclusion of this style of random
effect only presumes that the repeated response measurements are conditionally independent. In theory, a
portion of an observed, cross-sectional unit’s behavior could be affected by a temporal, underlying stochastic
process within the unit where there exists significant correlation between responses. This phenomenon is
known as serial correlation and can occur conditional upon the random effect. The joint omission of the
variance components needed to properly account for serially correlated observations given the random effects
leads to biases of fixed effects of interest due to the untrustworthy precision of estimating associated standard
errors as well as statistical inference invalidity due to the distortion of p-values and confidence interval
construction attributed to inflated Type I error rates ([3],[4], [2], [5]). Conversely, accounting for these
variance components leads to a covariance structure that aids in correct inference in the fixed, parametric
portion of our model structure in addition to proper estimation of the variance in the response of repeated
measures. However, to what extent does the inclusion of a factor smooth specification of a generalized
additive mixed model complicate the estimation of procedure of variance components corresponding to serial
correlation given the random effect as well as any strictly parametric effects? Moreover, what utility does
the conversion of the extended GAMM to an equivalent GLMM form offer in the presence of estimation fixed
effects, variance components, and smoothing functions? Is variance component estimation hindered greatly
by balanced vs. unbalanced longitudinal structures? We offer an exploration into the simultaneous or joint
estimation of the unknown smooth functions, associated factor smooth interactions, any strictly parametric
fixed effects, an arbitrary random effect, and a specified temporal correlation parameter conditional upon
the random effect.
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Continuing the analysis from Chapter 2, we are specifically interested in potential nonlinearity of the
prior promotional campaign’s exposure effect on our response over the weeks spanning the first, intermittent
epoch of non-promotion. We utilize these semi-parametric models that can isolate these nonlinearities while
controlling for parametric components and the variance components related to the covariance structure. In
addition to the individual heterogeneity or interdependence of visiting behavior that can be accounted for by
random effects, there is likely an underlying time-varying, temporal process attributing to random variation
operating within the households conditional upon the random effect.
As we still have a longitudinal structure, we can utilize mixed models to employ a random effects structure
that accounts for hypothesized correlated responses within our cross-section. However, as previously stated,
we allow for a covariate in our linear predictor to be estimated non-parametrically via a smooth function
to vary smoothly over levels of a factor of interest. The smooth functions can be estimated in a variety
of different ways such as cubic splines, cyclic splines, B-splines, P-splines, and thin-plate regression splines
([6]). We focus primarily on the utility of employing thin-plate regression splines. Thin-plate regression
splines offer an invaluable utility relative to the other aforementioned splines. The degree of subjectivity
of choosing the bases are not particularly clear (B-spline vs. P-spline). Such splines require the choice of
manually selecting knot locations. The knots add uncertainty induced by the subjective choice in the fitting
process of any GAMM of interest, whereas the knot-free, thin-plate regression splines circumvent this issue
([7]).
Before delving into the specifics regarding the estimation process for assessing the prior promotional
campaign exposures’ hypothesized lasting impacting into the first non-promotional time interval, we offer a
brief explanation regarding the change of model form. In the previous section, we utilized an unobserved
effects panel data model to assess the campaign exposure effects on visit rate relative to periods of nonpromotion within the test cycle. Here, we posit that it suffices to rely on methods as it relates to semiparametric mixed effects models instead of the unobserved fixed effects specification in the previous chapter.
In the specific GAMM model of interest for the first intermittent cycle of promotion beyond the baseline, we
are able to account for repeated measures of households by specifying a random effect term into our model
under the assumption that there is no correlation between the included, parametric effects and any of the
model’s unobservables. This assumption presumes that the covariates defining the parametric portion of our
model does not suffer from an idiosyncratic endogeneity bias. In the previous chapter, we did empirically
show that the personalized rewards were indeed marginally endogenous in the promotional period relative to
periods of non-promotion. However, in the case of these models and the epoch of interest in this application,
we specify the type of campaign received in the prior promotional period in the parametric portion of our
models, but here it is treated as a time-constant, strictly parametric effect that is not likely to be correlated
distinctly with time-varying unobservables that span the immediate non-promotional period’s epochs (or
the first washout period after the first promotional period). Therefore, the exogeneity of regressors in our
parametric part of linear predictor holds by assumption ([8]). Thus, we can utilize random effects here as an
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avenue to account for repeated measures or clustering of households’ visiting activity over weeks spanning
the non-promotional periods with our generalized additive mixed models. Additionally, there likely exists
a correlation component for households’ visiting behavior conditional upon the random effect, requiring an
additional parameter that is needed to capture this temporal structure. As will be formally articulated in the
application, we expect that a previous campaign’s exposure effect on household visiting behavior to attenuate
in a potentially nonlinear manner across the weeks that span the non-promotional period, while presuming
that temporal correlations exist among the visits per week of the cross-sectional household i over the time
frame. To capture this potential nonlinear effect in the response over time given the prior promotional
campaign, we apply generalized additive mixed models with factor smooth interactions to estimate the
effects of the parametric component of prior campaign types over time on the weekly visit rate ratio over the
baseline visiting behavior. Logically, we expect that there is potential stimulation of the prior campaigns’
exposure effects that indicate an increased visits beyond the visiting behavior observed in the baseline (before
any campaigns were distributed) that exhibits nonlinearity over time.
This chapter has three primary focal points which contribute to the literature. Particularly in marketing
and business applications, generalized additive mixed models are not fully explored in terms of a standard
modeling structure in the current literature, and factor smooth interactions are not often utilized in exploring
the nonlinearity that can exist in parametric effects over time. Secondly, we highlight the process of recasting the generalized additive mixed model (GAMM) with a factor smooth into a standard generalized
linear mixed model (GLMM) for convenient estimation utilizing a penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) approach
in which the parameter that controls the bias/variance tradeoff for the inclusion of smoothing function are
concurrently estimated along with the variance components. Thirdly, and most importantly, we conduct
simulation exercises in order to utilize generalized additive mixed models for the estimation conditionally
serially correlated counts that are applied in two scenarios: inclusion of time-invariant covariates (stationary)
exclusively as well as the allowance for time-varying covariates (non-stationary) in both balanced and
unbalanced designs for longitudinal count responses. These two simulation designs will enable us to study
how well the variance components and the parameter associated with the fixed effect are estimated while
assessing the factor smooths’ approximation to known, designated “shapes”, or test functions, utilizing the
optimality associated with thin plate regression splines. To our knowledge, this chapter’s investigation is
the first foray into observing the finite sample performance of the simultaneous estimation of assessing the
joint estimation of factor smooths, fixed effect parameters, and covariance parameter estimation of GAMMs
exclusively for conditionally serially correlated counts. We also consider cases in which our GAMM models
are essentially misspecified where the random effect’s variance is set to zero or the autoregressive correlation
coefficient is null. The remainder of this chapter is outlined as follows: Section 3.2 will briefly highlight
the background of estimating smooth function for a non-parametric regression model as well as an overview
of popularly utilized splines including the thin-plate regression spline. Section 3.3 highlights the formal
specification of a generalized additive mixed model (GAMM) as well as the process of its conversion into
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an over-parameterized generalized linear mixed model. Section 3.4 highlights the penalized quasi-likelihood
(PQL) estimation process of the over-parameterized GLMM as well as commonly used temporal correlation
structures. Section 3.5 presents two simulation designs of conditional serially first-order correlated models
for counts from both stationary and non-stationary perspectives. We conclude with Section 3.6 with an
application that utilizes these GAMM models for estimating weekly visit rates in an intermittent promotional
cycle utilizing the quasi-experiment data presented in Chapter 2. To aid in our analyses, we explicitly rely
on the mgcv package (with a host of other subfunctions) in R ([9]).

3.2

Nonparametric Curve Fitting: A single covariate

Consider the regression model
‘i ≥ N (0, ‡ 2 )

yi = g(xi ) + ‘i

(3.1)

where yi represents the response for the cross-sectional unit i, g(·) is a smooth function of a covariate
xi , and ‘i is an error term assume iid Gaussian random variables. As g(·) has an unknown structure, there
are a variety of ways or methods to represent “curvature” (nonlinearity) in model (2.1) including, but not
limited to: locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS), moving averages, polynomial regressions,
fractional polynomials, and regression splines. Of particular interest to this manuscript is the notion of
penalized regression splines which are simply defined as piecewise polynomials of an arbitrary degree. The
segments or points that join polynomials are known as knots ([10]). Additionally, for penalized regression
splines, there is a Lagrangian penalty associated with finding the best fit to the data. I highlight two brief,
but essential spline forms in the following two subsections.

3.2.1

Regression Splines

As a brief illustration to highlight the nonparametric of the model (3.1), the function of unknown form g(·)
can be estimated via a spline. For example, a polynomial of degree p can be written for g(x) as:
g(x) =

K
ÿ

k=1

bk (xi ≠ tk )p+ + —0 + —1 xi + ... + —p xpi

(3.2)

where (xi ≠ tk )p+ © max{(xi ≠ tk )p , 0}, (t1 , ..., tk ) are knots, and — = (—0 , ..., —p ) with b = (b1 , ..., bk ) are
Õ

Õ

coefficients. Given this estimator, we can reformulate (3.1) using notation for a matrix as:
y = X— + Zb + ‘

(3.3)

where y = (y1 , .., yn ) , X = (1, xi , ..., xpi ), Z = ((xi ≠ t1 )p , ..., (xi ≠ tK )p ) and ‘ = (‘1 , ..., ‘n ). Thus,
Õ

equation (3.3) can be estimated via OLS to obtain a prediction for y.
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3.2.2

Penalized Splines

As seen previously, while regression splines are simple computationally, they are highly unpopular due to the
associated subjectivity involved with the knots (both in terms of the number chosen and their placement).
Instances in which knots are non-conservatively chosen can result in a large degree of overfitting1 ([11],
[12]). An approach that mitigates the overfitting issue would be to employ penalized splines. Explicitly, the
overfitting issue can be avoided via a mandated constraint imposed on the spline coefifcients ([9]).
The minimization problem can be considered for a penalized spline from (3.3) as
min—,‹ ||‘|| s.t.

K
ÿ

k=1

b2k Æ a

(3.4)

where ‘ = y ≠ X— ≠ Z‹, bk is the spline coefficients, and a is some arbitrary constant. An equivalent

analog the minimization problem is

P (—, ‹) = ||‘||2 + ⁄‹ ‹

(3.5)

Õ

= ||y ≠ X— ≠ Z‹||2 + ⁄‹ ‹
Õ

= ||y ≠ A◊||2 + ⁄◊ D◊
Õ

Õ

where A = [X, Z], ◊ = (— , ‹ ) , and D = blockdiag(0, IK ). The parameter ⁄ is a Langrangian term
Õ Õ

or smoothing parameter that mitigates the smoothness of the fitted curvature. Essentially, in a penalized
spline setting, it controls the tradeoff between variance and bias. Smaller values of ⁄ results in a curve that
has less bias yet higher variability (as the curve fits closer to the data, hence “overfitting”), whereas the
opposite (higher values) lead to more bias yet less variability. This parameter be chosen from a variety of
different techniques including Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC),
or Mallows Cp criterion, among others ([9]). Each estimation techinque for the Langragian is dependent
in its effectiveness, for example, on known versus unknown scale parameter for non-Gaussian responses or
correlated data ([11]).
However, the primary benefit offered by the penalized spline setting in general is its direct connection
to mixed models with either Gaussian and non-Gaussian responses. This link enables us to subsume the
smoothing parameter in a mixed model framework which is easily estimable with software. Next, we turn
to the spline of choice considered in this chapter: thin plate regression splines.
1 Overfitting

is the phenomenon in which a function is fit too closely to a set of data points.
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3.2.3

Thin Plate Regression Splines

There are an abundance of bases that can be chosen for fitting of the nonparametric component, but we
focus on thin plate regression splines2 as it is advantageous over competitors in two ways: a certain degree
of ‘optimality’ achieved by simultaneously mitigating the conflicting issues of the construction of estimated
smooth functions and finding functions that best suits the resulting smooth objective function ([13]). Clear
disadvantages of this procedure, however, is the computational cost relative to choosing knots in other bases
and the lack of invariance to rescaling of covariates. This method also is suitable for any number of predictor
covariates and necessitates no a priori knowledge of the data’s functional form.
We outline the theory of thin plate splines here and discuss the thin plate regression spline approximation
technique used in the mgcv package. For example, to estimate a smooth function t(x) from data (yi , xi ),
such that yi = t(xi ) + ‘i , the thin plate spline, first proposed by [14], estimates t(·), a functional smooth of
a covariate, by finding the estimated function ĉ which minimizes:
||y ≠ c||2 + ⁄Jmd (c)3

(3.6)

where c = [c(x1 ), ..., c(xn )] represents a vector of all unknown smoothing functions, and Jmd is the
Õ

penalty function which measures the nonlinearity or degree of “wiggliness” or curvature of c at xi . The sign
of this functional states whether the curvature is convex or concave, which is then squared and integrated
over all xi for assessing the average curvature. The indices m and d corresponds to the dimension of J,
with m being the penalty order derivative, d corresponding to the size of the vector xi , and (‹1 , ..., ‹d ) are
terms required to necessitate that all specified derivatives are taken with respect to all parameters in the
combination. In the general case, the penalty function has the explicit form of

Jmd =

⁄

...

⁄

ÿ

Rd s1 +...+sd

3
42
m!
ˆmc
dx1 ...dxd
s !...sd ! ˆxs11 ...ˆxsdd
=m 1

(3.7)

In the case of one smoothed covariate in which there is an arbitrary penalization of the second degree
derivative, then d = 1, m = 2, and two smooth covariates of the same degree, (3.7) takes the two forms
J21 =

⁄ 3

ˆ2c
ˆx21

42

,

J22 =

⁄ ⁄ 3

ˆ2c
ˆx21

42

3

ˆ2c
+2
ˆx1 ˆx2

42

+

3

ˆ2c
ˆx22

42

Thus, the Jmd term employs a penalized matrix consisting of terms based on the squared derivatives of
basis functions. Provided that 2m > d4 , minimizing (3.6) has the expression5 ([15],[14])
2A

spline is a sum of weighted basis functions, and its type impacts the form and properties.
can easily be seen as the penalized least squares form where we use c(xi ) to predict yi .
4 Using the mgcv package, by default, “visually smooth” results/functions are chosen to the smallest value which satisfies
2m > d + 1.
5 Generalizable to any number of dimensions, d, and any order of differential, m.
3 This
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c(x) =

M
ÿ

aj „j (x) +

j=1

n
ÿ

”i ÷md (li )

i=1

where li = ||x≠xi ||, a and ” are estimable parameters 6 , M =

!m+d≠1"
d

are the total number of functions,

„j , that span the linear polynomials in R d for which Jmd = 0. In other words, the „j receive zero penalty
and span the “null space” of Jmd . Lastly, ÷md represents the remaining bases, or the radial basis functions,
defined as a piecewise function, for deven and dodd for a given m, d choice as ([9])

÷md (l) =

Y
( d2 ≠ m)
_
_
2m≠d
_
l
_
d
]
22m ﬁ 2 (m ≠ 1)!
_
_
2m≠d
_
log(l)
_
[l

dodd
d

≠1m+1+ 2

deven

22m≠1 ﬁ 2 (m ≠ 1)!(m ≠ d2 )!
d

Therefore, the function c is now partitioned, for a thin plate spline, into two distinct “parts”: M
polynomials that affect the entire data („j s) and a set of radial basis functions (÷md (·)s).
In terms of constructing the minimization problem along the lines of (3.4), we define the design matrix
for a thin plate spline as: X = Xij = „j (x) and Z © Zij = ÷md (li ) with associated coefficient vectors a, and
”. The minimization problem for a thin plate spline basis is then constructed as follows
mina,” ||y ≠ Xa ≠ Z”||2 + ⁄” Z”
Õ

s.t.

X”=0
Õ

(3.8)

Notice the similarity in form to (3.5).
For practitioners, employing a thin plate smoothing spline is generally computationally prohibitive for
parameters of interests particularly in higher dimensions as it requires estimating as many parameters as
unique data points exist in applied settings (a computational cost of O(n3 )). An efficient approxiamtion,
proposed by ([7],[9]), to thin plate splines are thin plate regression splines, utilizing a low-rank (significantly
fewer coefficients than data that exists) approximation that involves a truncated eigenvalue decomposition
of the penalized basis (the basis for the parameter space of ”) while simultaneously leaving the unpenalized
basis unaltered7 . In essence, a spectral decomposition is utilized on Z as Z = Q Q, where the eigenvalues
composing Z are sorted so that |

i≠1,i≠1 |

Æ|

i,i |

where Q are associated eigenvectors. Defining Qk to be

a matrix consisting of the first columns of Q of size k, with
submatrix of size k ◊ k of

k

defined to be the upper left, symmetrical

. Regulating the coefficient vector ” to the column space of Q as ” = Qk ” k

leads to the constrained minimization problem:
mina,” ||y ≠ Xa ≠ Qk

2
k ” k ||

Õ

+ ⁄” k Zk ” k

6 The

Õ

s.t.

X Qk ” k = 0
Õ

parameter vector ” is constrained such that such that X ” = 0.
unpenalized basis for the parameter space for a is left untouched in the low rank approximation as „j (xi ) spans the
kernel of the penalty measure.
7 The
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respecting parameter vectors a and ” k . Moreover, the constrained minimization problem can be recasted into an unconstrained minimization problem by exerting a QR decomposition on Qk X to obtain an
Õ

orthogonal column basis Lk such that X Qk Lk = 0 holds true. Again, restricting the column space ” k as
Õ

” k = Lk ”ˆ yields the unconstrained, “rank k”, minimization problem:
mina,” ||y ≠ Xa ≠ Qk

ˆ 2
k Lk ”||

Õ

Õ
+ ⁄”ˆ Lk

ˆ

k Lk ”

(3.9)

where k < n8 . The computational cost is decreased to O(k 3 ) to minimize (3.9). Further details can be found
in [7] and [9].
It is possible to incorporate the non-parametric smoothing function (or multiple smoothing functions)
K
q
into a larger, generalized linear mixed model setting. Specifically, in (3.4), the constraint
b2k Æ a in the
k=1

penalized spline setting is equivalent to assuming bk ≥ N (0, ‡b2 ). In this case, given finite variance (e.g. ‡b2 <

Œ), the spline coefficients (the bk s) shift toward the mean resulting approximating smoother fits. Therefore,
the penalized spline regression problem can be absorbed into a traditional mixed model framework for both
Gaussian and non-Gaussian responses where now a portion of the predictor is specified in terms of smoothing
functions, yielding a (generalized) additive model. In this setting, the smoothing parameter ⁄ associated
with the non-linear component can now be estimated “automatically” as a variance component via maximum
likelihood, restricted maximum likelihood, or penalized quasi-likelihood estimation. The non-parametric
smoothing function may also be combined multiplicatively with a known covariate as well, resulting in a
factor smooth interaction. Random effects may also be employed in order to account for correlation between
observations likely present in longitudinal studies. Therefore, the model construction using strictly linear
covariates with associated parametric coefficients, a random effects design matrix with associated coefficients
for each cross-sectional unit i, and unknown smoothing functions of covariates, additively, are known as
generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs).

3.3

Generalized Additive Mixed Model

The generalized additive [mixed] model (GA[M]M) as a regression modeling method has been explored in
a myriad of domains since the turn of this century such as: agriculture ([16], [17]), biodiversity ([18], [19]),
life sciences and biomedicine ([20], [21]), and demography ([22]). Extending the generalized additive usage
beyond univariate responses have also been explored ([23], [24]). This model is simply a generalized linear
mixed model (GLMM) in which an additive portion of predictor can be modeled non-parameterically utilizing
smooth functions of covariates ([25]). A GAMM’s form mirrors the GLMM in terms of parameterization
requiring that the response variable follows a probability distribution.

The non-parametric functions’

covariates in the predictor in addition to the mandated probability distribution for the response defines the
semi-parametric identity of this general class of models. The structure of this model form allows both the
8 As

Z is a symmetric matrix of size (n ◊ n), then a submatrix for the approximation is Ẑk of size (n ◊ k).
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estimation of non-parametric smoothing functions and parametric coefficients in unison, and the response
variable of interest can be predicted by summing up the smoothing function as well as the fixed effects
(defining the ‘additivity’ nomenclature in the acronym ‘GAMM’). This semi-parametric model formulation
does not force us to completely abandon the linearity that presumably still exists between certain covariates
of interest and the of the conditional mean of our response variable (via a link function), but broadens the
flexibility of GLMMs in terms of adding non-parametric smoothers. This model grants several advantages
such as ease of interpretation, flexible predictor functions that allows uncovering of hidden patterns in the
data, and regularization of predictor functions that helps to circumvent overfitting via functional penalties
([9]). Additionally, these models can incorporate a form of interactions called factor smooths. The factor
smooth interactions we will investigate measure the interactive effect by including both a categorical and
continuous covariate for separate smooth functions.
As previously stated, these models are an intuitive extension of the traditional generalized additive
models that has the added benefit of incorporating random effects ([26]) as well as its utility in modeling
clustered, correlated observations from residuals found most often in longitudinal data structures as well as
spatio-temporal data structures ([27], [9], [28]). In the case in which a generalized additive models omits
the individual random effect, there becomes a risk of estimation of parameters in two ways: the likelihood
of omitting clear correlation that exist in the measurement of our dependent variables within subjects as
well as the independence assumption of residuals as well ([5]). Consequences for omitting a random effect
specification could result in underestimation of associated standard errors with our parameter estimates
which leads to overestimation in the precision of our estimates. We now turn the model form with associated
factor smooths.

3.3.1

Generalized Additive Mixed Model formulation with Parametric Factor
Smooths

We consider modeling our generalized additive models with random effect consideration given a longitudinal
data structure. We focus on an augmented semi-parametric model form that allows for the functional form
of a (continuous) covariate’s effect on the conditional mean to vary according to levels of a factor covariate
nonlinearly. The response variable, yij , denotes the cross-sectional unit i in cluster j which is assumed to
(conditionally) belong to a member of the exponential family9 . The GAMM of interest is
ú
ú
H(E[yij |xij
, zijR , ‹ i ]) = H(µij ) = ÷ = xij
Ë + f1 (w1ij )dij + ... + zijR ‹ i
Õ

9 The

Õ

exponential family density can be expressed as f (yij |xij , zijR , ‹ i ) = exp

1y

i = 1, ..., N

‹i
‹i
ij ›ij ≠’(›ij )
≠1
„”ij

j = 1, ...ni
(3.10)

+ c(yij , „)

2

where ’(·) and

c(·, ·) are arbitrary, known functions, ”ij is an known, prior weight (e.g. the denominator in the binomial distribution), „ is the
dispersion parameter, and ›ij is the natural parameter. Also, note that the distribution assumption for the response may be
relaxed and specified exclusively via a mean-variance relationship for yij for a quasi-likelihood approach.
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ú
where E[yij |xij
, zij , ‹ i ] = µij is the conditional expected value of the response variable given all covariates

considered and random effects, H(·) is the specified, differentiable link function that is either strictly
ú
decreasing or increasing (monotonic), ÷ represents the full additive predictor, xij
© (1, x1ij , ..., xpij ) is
Õ

the (time-varying) covariate vector of size p of cross-section i in cluster j whose effects are assumed to be
parametric (with the inclusion of an intercept), Ë corresponds to the associated parametric parameter vector,
f1 is an unknown, smooth, twice-differentiable, and centered10 function of a predictor, denoted as a weighted
K(j)
q (j)
(j)
(j)
sum of basis11 functions as: fj (xj ) =
bi (xj )—i , where bi (x) is the ith basis function for covariate
i=1

(j)

j with an associated, estimable weight coefficient —i , dij 12 is a parametric, linear, factor covariate that
ú
interacts with a smooth function f1 (·) that belongs in xij
, ... specifically represents remaining (and allowable)

twice-differentiable, smooth functions of predictors f (·), w1ij is a covariate that is presumed to have a nonú
linear effect on the response and not necessarily a part of xij
, ‹ i is a vector of Gaussian assumed random

effect coefficients (e.g. ‹ i ≥ N (0, D(Í)) where D(Í) is an assumed diagonal, positive definite covariance

matrix of that depends on the parameter vector Í (Í is a unknown parameter vector of variance components
for the covariance matrix associated with the random effects of size q ◊ 1 ), zijR © (z1ijR , ..., zqijR ) is the
Õ

random effects model matrix, and H(·) is the link function with its existing inverse H ≠1 (·).
Ô
Ô
The means are given as µij with the conditional variances Var(yij |‹ i ) = CRi (ﬂ) C. The conditional

variance is a function of C, which is a diagonal matrix that has the variance function „‚(µij ) of the model13 ,
and Ri (ﬂ) is a block-diagonal correlation matrix that depends upon a parameter vector ﬂ for each subject
in this repeated measure context.
We can express (3.10) more simply, where we group observations into a single cluster where Xi =
Õ

(xi1 , ..., xini ) and ZiR = (zi1 , ..., zini ) resulting in
Õ

H(E[yi |Xi , ZiR , ‹ i ]) = H(µ‹i i ) = ÷ = Xúi Ë + f1 (w1i )di + ... + ZiR ‹ i

i = 1, ..., N

(3.11)

with defintions remaining as before14 with the exception that Xúi is the explicit ith row of the model
matrix for the parametric covariates in our model. The previous equations given represents the relationship
between the linear predictor and the conditional expected value of the outcome (modeled as a sum of
potentially nonlinear functions (fi (·)) of covariates of interest in addition to the strictly parametric component
and a vector of random effects).

Additionally, if it is assumed that there exists additional temporal

correlation structure conditional upon the correlation accounted for by the random effects due to the
repeated observations of the cross-section, the longitudinal responses themselves are thus conditionally
10 These unknown smooth functions are subject to centering constraints such that a smooth function f (·) can be partitioned
by levels of a factor variable such that the data for each level of the factor has the same mean or constant/intercept term in
the model.
11 A basis is a set of functions that collectively span a space of smooths that contains the true f (x ) or a close approximation
j
to it.
12 Note, d
ú
ij is an assumed covariate in xij .
13 The variance functions contained in C explicitly expresses the variances as a function of the mean. Note, „ is the dispersion
parameter, multiplicative to ‚(·), which is the variance function.
14 In matrix notation, we can write H(E[Y|X, Z, u]) = H(µ‹ ) = ÷ = X— + f (w
1
1ij )d + ZR u.
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serially correlated given the random effect. The inclusion of a temporal structural warrants an additional
correlation parameter using an AR(1) correlation model is
Corr[Yij , Yik |‹ i ] = ﬂk≠j

’(j, k) œ (1, ..., ni ),

kØj

Beyond this correlation AR(1) model, there exists a variety of other extensions such as linear spatial
correlation, compound symmetry correlation, autoregressive moving average process (ARMA), first-order,
moving average correlation model MA(1) ([29]). In a pure linear mixed model (LMM) setting, [30] previously
focused on the “conditional independence” case, where yi are independent normal variates with a marginal
variance as: Var(yi ) = V = ‡ 2 I + Zi DZi © Ri (ﬂ) + Zi DZi © Ri + Zi DZi . Another subsequent work, [31],
Õ

Õ

Õ

extended the linear mixed model to allow for an unbalanced longitudinal structure where within-individual
errors follows an AR(1) time series process. We focus specifically on the simplicity of a conditionally, temporal
correlation structure offered by a first-order, autoregressive AR(1) model for counts in the proposed GAMM
after first recasting the model into an over-parametrized GLMM.

3.3.2

Recasting GAMM to Penalized GLMM with parametric factor smooth

Following similarly to [32], we now outline the process of recasting our GAMM in the previous section into
a GLMM, which involves partitioning each smoothing function into two components: “unpenalized” and
“penalized”. The process ultimately will allow these two components to be subsumed into the traditional
fixed effects and the random effects matrices of a traditional GLMM. Recall, the nonparametric component
of the GAMM in the previous section is represented as
fj (xj ) =

Kj
ÿ

(j)

(j)

bi (xj )—i

i=1

(j)

where the basis is the component bi

for the j th covariate. For each nonlinear smoother for covariate j,
Õ

fj (xj ), there is an associated penalty, J(c) = — S—, which is a measure of the wiggliness used to circumvent
...
overfitting ([7], [33]). With an arbitrary basis, we can define a model matrix as Xj for each unknown smooth
...
Õ
corresponding to a covariate j. A vector fj is defined such that fj i = fj (xji ) with —j = [—j1 , ..., —jKj ] . Thus,
...
... ...
...
fj = Xj ,ik = Xj —j with Xj ,ik © bjk (xji ) ([32],[9]). To ensure identifiability15 of the model presented in
(3.11), centering constraints are employed such that the sum of the components of fj are zero. This can be
expressed as
Õ ... ...
1 Xj —j = 0

15 In (2.11), the smooth functions are confounded with the intercept. Thus, the model is only estimable with proper constraints
on fj .
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The constraint imposed imply a QR factorization16 , which requires constructing a matrix P, with Kj ≠ 1
Õ ...
orthogonal columns, and such that 1 Xj P = 0 holds.
The unknown smooth is now redefined, for the Kj ≠ 1 parameters from the matrix P, as —j where
....
...
—j © P—j . Therefore, the adjusted model matrix for term j is Xj = Xj P such that fj © Xj —j satisfies the

centering constraint. In other words, fj is now orthogonal to the intercept which, for inference, results in the
smallest width for confidence intervals.
As the model matrices satisfies the centering constraint, we have the corrected, identifiable model form
for (3.11) as
H(µ) = Xúi + (W1 —1 )di + ... + ZiR ‹ i

(3.12)

For the inclusion of the interactive effect, di , in (3.12), each row of the model matrix W1 is multiplied
by the levels of di 17 . This requires that we define diag(di ), a diagonal matrix with di as the ith position on
the diagonal, and 0 otherwise, multiplied to W1 as W1 diag(di ). Thus
H(µi ) = Xi — + ZiR ‹ i
Õ

(3.13)

Õ

with X = [Xú : W1 diag(d) : ...] and — = [Ë , — 1 , ...]. Note, ZiR ‹ i from (3.11) remains unchanged
completely and has the same definition as before.
To circumvent overfitting due to the basis dimensions associated with the unknown smooths, a penalty is
employed for the departure from smoothness in the data fitting process, mitigating the weight given to the
Õ
Õ ...
smoothing penalties. Adjusted for the centering parameterization results in —j S̃ j Bj with S̃ j = P SP18 .
Õ

Reforming the parameterized penalty in terms of the complete coefficient vector —, then we have — S j — with
S © S̃ 19 . Therefore, the model (3.13) is now
Õ

H(µ) = X— + ZR ‹ i + ⁄— S j —

(3.14)

For the smoothing component, it is necessary to identify the fixed and random matrices of (3.14) via
another re-parameterization. Therefore, the components of the smooth in of X can be split into — f for
fixed effects and ‹ r for random effects. For each smooth, it is beneficial to give a Bayesian interpretation
to the approach by specifying a prior distribution on the parameter vector — associated with the degree of
smoothness associated with f (·). That is, a prior for an arbitrary smooth function as
16 The QR factorization requires an arbitrary matrix A, it can be decomposed into a product A = QO such that Q is an
orthogonal matrix and O is an upper triangular matrix
17 In literature, this term is also deemed as a “varying coefficient” in which a coefficient in a standard generalized linear
model is allowed to smoothly vary with an additional covariate
...
18 Note, S is an arbitrary matrix of coefficients that may be a weighted sum of simpler matrices of known coefficients with
estimable weights [9].
19 A matrix of coefficients S̃ is inundated with additional 0 such that — Õ S — = — Õ S̃ —.
j
j
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Õ

≠⁄— S—
2
f— (—) Ã e
However, the prior function itself is considered improper given S contains insufficient information in the data
for model estimation (or has explicit rank deficiency). Therefore, to re-parameterize for the new parameters,
a proper prior is needed for the random effect component as well as an improper prior for the fixed effects
which generally can be achieved via the use of Singular Value Decomposition20 (SVD) of the penalty matrix
S=

Õ

K

([9], [32]). The matrix K contain descending eigenvalues only on the principal diagonal where

are orthogonal matrices with the eigenvectors of S. Submatrices from K are retrieved as
S
K+
K=U
0

T

0

(3.15)

V

K̈

where K+ is the smallest such submatrix containing strictly positive eigenvalues and K̈ contains the
remaining ordered eigenvalues. Thus, the new parameter or coefficient vector is separated into the fixed
Õ

Õ Õ

Õ

and random components as (b , — ) =

—. Substituting this augmentation into the penalty term in (3.14)

yields

Õ

— S— = —

Õ

Õ

K

—

Õ

Õ

Õ

= (br , — f )K(br , — f )
Õ

Õ
Õ

Õ

= (br , — f )[K+ : K̈](br , — f )

Õ

Õ

© br K+ br
Given this result, it is clear that the strictly positive eigenvalues associated with K+ penalizes the
random coefficients with no penalty applied to the fixed coefficients21 . The random coefficients now has the
distribution br ≥ N (0, K≠1
+ /⁄). The resulting eigenvector matrix from the previous SVD on the matrix
of known coefficients S,
Xr = X

f

r.

, can be split such that

= [

r:

f ],

where we can define Xf = Xf

f

and

The general linear mixed model representation for a smooth function f is
Xf — f + Xr br

(3.16)

However, for estimation utilizing the mgcv package, a further parameterization is needed such that
b = br K1/2 and Z† = Xr K+

≠1/2 22

([9]). The final resulting form of (3.16) leads to

20 The singular value decomposition of a matrix B is a factorization process of B into the product of three matrices, (e.g.
Õ
B = U DV ) where the columns of U and V are orthonormal and the matrix D is diagonal with real, positive elements.
≠⁄br K+ br
21 This result also implies a new proper prior now for f
2
.
br as: fbr (br ) Ã e
22 Note, Z† is, now reparameterized, the random effects design matrix associated with the given functions associated with
the smooths.
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Xf — f + Z† b

b ≥ N (0, ÊI)

(3.17)

23
with (Z† , b) defined above, and Ê = ⁄≠1
. The inclusion of (2.17) into a standard generalized linear
j

mixed model (GLMM) requires appending the columns of Xf and Z† to the fixed and random model matrices,
respectively, as well as specifying a chosen distribution for the random effects.
Therefore, in matrix notation, the GAMM with arbitrary basis functions for the smooths f (·) with a
parametric factor smooth re-casted as a GLMM can be written as
H(E[Y|X, Z, ‹]) = X— + Z‹
Õ

Õ

Õ

(3.18)
Õ

where X = (Xú : W1 diag(d) : ...Xf : ), — = (Ë , — 1 , ..., — f ) , Z = (Z† , blockdiag(ZR )), ‹ = (b , ‹ i ) , and
S
T
ÊI
0
V.
‹ ≥ N (0, Ê,Í ) where Ê,Í = Cov(‹) = U
0 D(Í)
From above, the model form contains:
Õ

Õ

1. X - The full fixed effects design matrix including: the fixed effects associated with all parametric
terms included in the model, the multiplied diagonal matrix of the factor d to the model matrix of
the smoothed covariate w1i , and the (generic) remaining basis matrices for all remaining smoothing
functions (or the column vectors of the unpenalized portion of each smooth function);
2. — - All the coefficients for the parametric portion of the GLMM as well as the unpenalized coefficients
from each smooth.
3. Z - The entire random effects design matrices including the standard design matrix of a GLMM and
the random effects design matrix associated with each smooth.
4. ‹ - All random effect coefficients (b ≥ N (0, ÊI), ‹ ≥ N (0,

Ê,Í )).

A thin plate regression spline is a trivial to define the terms in (3.18) as with any other basis. We now turn
our attention to estimation via the penalized quasi-likelihood approach.

3.4

Penalized Quasi-Likelihood (PQL) Estimation for Re-Casted
GAMM

We briefly highlight the penalized likelihood approach ([34], [35], [36], [37]) for estimation of parametric
effects (regression coefficients) and variance components (which includes the estimation of ⁄ as a mixed
model component) for this overparameterized GLMM. As the penalized quasi-likelihood approach has been
well-evaluated in traditional GLMMs ([38], [27], [39]), there has not been a thorough evaluation of this
23 The

vector of Ê contains all inverses of the smoothing parameters for each smooth, ⁄≠1 as: (⁄≠1
1 , ...).
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procedure for estimating the variance components for performance of a GAMM particularly for approximate
inference for longitudinal count responses with a complex covariance structure. This is a popular technique
for estimation as it does not need the full likelihood to be known; yet, the technique can be employed
when there is complete knowledge about the suspected relationship between the means and variances of a
response of interest24 . Another useful benefit of the PQL approach is its implementation ease by fitting linear
mixed model to an adjusted response vector ([39]). As the variance components (and smoothing parameter
subsumed within the vector of variance component) are mainly of interest, a penalty is imposed in order
to evade of arbitrary values attributed to the random effect and mandate that the random effects approach
zero ([40], [41]). This method implements a modified Laplace approximation of the marginal log-likelihood
(resulting in a penalized marginal log-likelihood) wherein the random effects are biased towards zero in the
approximation (where the “penalization” comes from in the PQL acronym). This method is advantageous as
it is a pliant fitting process and computationally efficient. Also, advantageously, is that there exists a level of
robustness against misspecified models as the exact distribution of interest is not required (as with maximum
likelihood). Additionally, PQL estimators are certainly beneficial for accommodating complex, hierarchical
covariance structures. This esitmation procedure has clear disadvantageous, however, as standard likelihood
tests cannot be performed as its based on a quasi-likelihood and inference is only approximate. Additionally,
as proved by [42], the PQL estimation procedure produces fixed parameter estimates that can be inconsistent
due to Laplace approximation’s induced bias of the likelihood function, particularly for binary outcomes.
However, as shown by [38], second-order (higher order) approximations biases may be reduced to have
practical utility from an applied researcher’s perspective. Nevertheless, we proceed with this estimation
technique. The parameters can be estimated by maximizing the integrated quasi-likelihood function by
removing the random effects via integration as

L(—,

Ê,Í ) Ã

with Dij (y, µ) = ≠2”ij

1
|

s µ‹ i
y

1

Ê,Í | 2

⁄

y≠u
„v(u) du

5
N ni
1 ÿÿ
1 Õ
Dij (yij , µ‹iji ) ≠ (‹ i
exp ≠
2 i=1 j=1
2

6
d‹ i

≠1
Ê,Í ‹ i )

(3.19)

is a quasi-deviance fit measure25 .

As there is no closed form solution to (3.19), the integral associated with (3.19) must be approximated
(or numerically evaluated) which most conveniently is done by deriving a penalized quasi-likelihood via a
Laplace approximation as
5 ÿ
ni
N ÿ
1
1 Õ
QLpen (—, Ê,Í ) = ≠
Dij (yij , µ‹iji ) + (‹ i
2 i=1 j=1
2
24 Therefore

6

≠1
Ê,Í ‹ i )

(3.20)

the mean-variance relationship for the conditional density need to be known in order to employ this technique.
”ij = 1 (a prior weight) which is applicable for the assumed distribution and of the response in our application.
Additionally, this term can also be considered the conditional log-quasilikelihood of — given ‹ i [38]. Also, if, conditional on
‹, the observations are drawn from a linear exponential family, then the quasi deviance is essentially the (scaled) difference
2(¸(y; y, „) ≠ ¸(y; µ, „)).
25 Note
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We highlight the estimation equations for the parameters and variance components. The PQL approach
for estimation involves estimating a generalized linear mixed model by writing linear Taylor expansion for
ˆ and ‹
ˆ.
the conditional mean evaluated at current estimates of the fixed and random effects —
ú
ú
Let Yiú = (yi1
, ..., yij
) be the contemporary or surrogate response vector defined as:
ú
yij
= H (µ̂‹ij )(yij ≠ µ̂‹ij ) + H(µ̂‹ij )
Õ

for j = 1, ..., ni .
Then, the distribution of the working vector (in complete matrix notation) can be described as a
traditional linear mixed model as

Yú = X— + Z‹ + Á

(3.21)

ˆ + Zˆ
© X—
‹+ ˆ

≠1

ˆ + Zˆ
(Y ≠ H ≠1 (X—
‹ ))

ˆH ≠1 (÷)
ˆ ‹
with ˆ ©
as a diagonal matrix defined at the parameter estimates (—,
ˆ). Given the covariance
ˆ÷
specification of the surrogate/response vector, the unconditional variance of the error of the traditional linear
mixed model is given as
Var(Á) = ‡ 2 ˆ

≠1 Ô

Ô
≠1
CR(ﬂ) C ˆ

This R(ﬂ) matrix (the “R-side” covariance structure) is the variance-covariance matrix of the surrogate
responses that contains elements on the off-diagonal that can be modeled with temporal (or more advanced)
correlation models, conditional on the random effects. The parameter vector ﬂ contain the parameters for
any autocorrelation model. Additionally, the marginal variance of the surrogate response vector is given as
V = V(◊) = ‡ 2 ˆ

≠1 Ô

Ô
≠1
CR(ﬂ) C ˆ + Z

Ê,Í Z

(3.22)

where ◊ = („, Ê , Í , ﬂ , ‡ 2 ) .
Õ

Õ

Õ

Õ

Laplace’s approximation of (3.19) is utilized due to the likely intractability due to potential high
dimensional integration. This is accomplished by employing a quadratic augmentation of the exponent in the
integrand of (3.19) in the neighborhood of the mode and approximating Dij (·) via the Pearson chi-squared
test statistic. Once done, the approximate marginal log-likelihood is
1
≠1 ú
ˆ
ˆ ≠ 1 log|V(◊)| ≠ 1 log|XÕ V(◊)≠1 X|
¸(yú ; ◊) ¥ ≠ (yú ≠ X—)V(◊)
(y ≠ X—)
2
2
2

(3.23)

which directly corresponds to the REML version of the surrogate vector with ◊ as the parameter vector
of variance components and ‹ as a random effect ([27], [34]). Minimizing (3.23) with respect to ◊ results in
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ˆ or the REML estimates for the variance components which are typically unbiased relative to the analog
◊,
estimates computed by maximum likelihood (ML) estimates due to the unavailability of degrees of freedom
from estimating the mean function. The lack of availability of degrees of freedom in the ML case results in
underestimation of the covariance matrix parameters ([43]).
ˆ from the minimization of (3.23),
Once computing the REML estimates of the variance componenets, ◊,
the estimates for — and ‹ are formed from
ˆ = (XÕ V(◊)
ˆ ≠1 X)≠1 XÕ V(◊)
ˆ ≠1 yú
—

‹
ˆ=

Ê̂,Í̂ Z

Õ

(3.24)

ˆ ≠1 (yú ≠ X—)
ˆ
V(◊)

(3.25)
[0]

ˆ ,‹
The outer-iteration algorithm proposed by [35] is as follows: Given inital values of (—
ˆ[0] ) and our
recasted GAMM in (3.18), with a specified link function H(·), the variance functions c(µ) of the model from
the diagonalized matrix C, the between-subect covariance structure

Ê,Í ,

and the “residual” covariance

structure for an autocorrelation (temporal) model R(ﬂ). The parameter estimates are iterated to convergence
as follows
˜[k] ,˜
1. Create the surrogate response yú[k+1] from (3.21), given the current k th iterations (—
‹ [k] ).
[k+1]
ˆ
2. Estimate ◊ˆ
using yú[k+1] from (3.23) (minimizing the REML log-likelihood for ◊).

ˆ ‹
3. Estimate (—,
ˆ) employing the forms from (3.24, 3.25). Afterwards, the parameters are updated setting
˜[k+1] = —
ˆ and ‹
—
˜[k+1] = ‹
ˆ.
4. Set k = k + 1 and repeat steps until convergence.
This algorithm essentially describes the estimation procedure from the mgcv package for estimating
the GAMMs utilizing the function gammPQL(), which is a slightly approximated version of the glmmPQL()
function from the MASS package ([44],[45]).
Regarding inference of smoothing components, specifically the computational aspect of creating
confidence intervals for the smoothing terms, we follow ([7], [9], [33]). Let — contain the fixed and random
effects for all smoothed terms. Defining X represent the associated design matrix associated with the
smoothed components as well as Z be the random effects design matrix excluding the columns associated
with the smooths, a covariance matrix can be constructed as
Õ

V=Z
where

Ê,Í

Ê,Í Z

Ô
Ô
+ ‡ 2 ˆ ≠1 CR(ﬂ) C ˆ ≠1

is the covariance matrix associated with the random effects associated with Z. Then,
˜ (XÕ V≠1 X + S)≠1 )
— ≥ N (—,
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with S = ‡ ≠2

q

⁄i Si . Moreover, the effective degrees of freedom (EDF) per smoothing term element in —

can be computed from the leading diagonal of
Õ

Õ

E = (X V≠1 X + S)≠1 (X V≠1 X)

3.4.1

Temporal Serial Correlation Structure

As discussed in the previous section, there may be a need to attribute a specified covariance structure for
the residual matrix. We highlight two popular temporal structures ([46]).
1. Diagonal - In the case of a diagonal structure, we assume equal variance and the residuals associated
with the same subject are assumed to be uncorrelated.
S
‡2
W
W
W0
Ri = Var(Ái ) = W
W
W0
U
0

0

0

‡2

0

0

‡2

0

0

0

T

X
X
0X
X
X
0X
V
‡2

2. AR(1) - First order, autoregressive structure with homogeneous variances. In this case, repeated
measures can exhibit serial correlation where this temporal structure defines within-subject correlated
observations at adjacent times. Observations further in time have correlations that exponentially
decrease.
S

‡2

W
W 2
W‡ ﬂ
Ri = Var(Ái ) = W
W 2 2
W‡ ﬂ
U
‡ 2 ﬂ3

‡2 ﬂ

‡ 2 ﬂ2

‡2

‡2 ﬂ

‡2 ﬂ

‡2

‡ 2 ﬂ2

‡2 ﬂ

‡ 2 ﬂ3

T

X
X
‡ 2 ﬂ2 X
X
X
‡2 ﬂ X
V
‡2

Given the setup for the GAMM model and the likely temporal correlation structure given the random
effect, we now discuss the empirical implications of estimation when having such a complex covariance
structure. We explore the longitudinal counts that may be temporally correlated for a subject in crosssection i conditional upon the random effect. In the next section, we highlight two simulation designs that
highlights joint parameter performance for the estimation of GAMM models in terms of: a specified fixed
effects parameter, all model variance parameters, and the use of thin plate regression splines to estimate
smooth functions associated with levels of a parametric factor covariate.
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3.5

Conditionally Correlated AR(1) Models for Stationary and
Nonstationary Count Data with random effects - Simulation
Designs

With suspected complex covariance structures, much care should be taken into account when interest lies
on modeling the response as a nonlinear function of covariates of interest. Failure to properly account for
variance components that exist in longitudinal structures distorts inference on the parametric components
of the predictor in a GAMM may even contribute to convergence issues. As these issues are well studied
in traditional GLMM settings, we take particular interest in a variety of variance component parameter
settings as well as fixed effects in the presence of factor smooths utilizing GAMMs for conditionally serially
correlated counts for estimation. This leads to a variety of practical questions:
• With the inclusion of factor smooths as part of the linear predictor, to what extent can GAMM models
effectively estimate variance components when they truly exist in a longitudinal setting?

• To what extent is utilizing GAMM models effective where misspecification occurs in extreme cases

of variance components where either the simple random effect’s variance is zero or the temporal
autocorrelation parameter is zero given the random effect?

• To what extent are any fixed effects properly estimated in the joint estimation of the random effect,

autocorrelation conditional upon the random effect, unknown smooth functions, and fixed effects in
both properly specified and misspecified cases?

• Are these GAMM models’ joint estimation of variance components, parametric regression coefficients,
and unknown smooths functions strongly affected in either case when the panels are balanced versus
unbalanced?
• How reliable is the penalized quasi-likelihood approach for estimation?
We seek to answer these questions by evaluating the bias in finite samples of the resulting PQL estimator of
the variance components of interest in these two simulation designs for conditionally correlated AR(1) models
for longitudinal counts. In understanding the general asymptotic bias of variance components of interest,
following [39], we note two regularity conditions that must hold: (I.) The design matrix corresponding to X
must contain an intercept, and (II.) the standard random effects design matrices26 only contains zeros and
ones. In our case, however, a caveat must be extended. The standard random effects design matrices that
we refer to here that only contains zeros and ones refer to the blockdiag(ZR ) in Z as we still must include
the design matrix associated with each smooth. Also, of note, as we are interested in the asymptotic bias of
26 Note, the standard random effects design matrices in the simulation designs that follow will actually be omitted in the
data generating processes that follow.
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the variance components in the following simulation exercises, we need not necessarily use REML to adjust
for the loss of degrees of freedom from estimating the strictly parametric covariates (e.g. the maximum
likelihood estimating equations could be use), but we continue with the REML version regardless27 .
In order to assess a generalized additive mixed models with a temporal AR(1) correlation structure
conditional on a random effect in longitudinal settings, we perform a simulation study under a range of
models and data. As count responses in longitudinal studies are our primary focus, we generate clustergrouped data while altering the number of subjects (N ), the number of repeated observations associated
with each subject (ni ), parameters ({‡‹2 , ﬂ}), and the smoothing function f . Regarding the model parameters,
‡‹2 is the variance of the random effects, and ﬂ is the parameter of serial correlation for a temporal, first-order
autoregressive process conditional upon the random effect. Note, the —1 coefficient of the GAMM remains
unchanged throughout the simulations in all cases. The parameters are summarized in Table 3.1.
The GAMM model with a parametric factor smooth considered for this analysis is represented as
log(E[yij |xij , ‹i ]) = —1 x1ij + fk (x2ij )x1ij + ‹i 28

(3.26)

where ‹i ≥ N (0, ‡‹2 ), k = {1, 2} corresponds to test functions considered in the semi-parametric models,

x1ij corresponds to the non-baseline for the binary, parametric component of model, —1 is the fixed effect
coefficient of interest associated with the non-baseline covariate, ‹i represent the random effects, and log(·)
is the link function in all designs and cases considered. As our interests lie in analyzing and/or capturing
variance components’ estimates for correlated counts in a longitudinal format given factor smooths, we
follow the data generating processes (DGPs), outlined by [47], given considerations for time-independent
and time-dependent covariates. When all covariates utilized in the model are time-independent, then it
possible to construct correlated, Poisson counts that have a stationary correlation structure in which the
repeated responses may still be correlated across time, conditional on the random effect. This represents
a conditionally serially correlated stationary model for repeated counts. In the case in which the model
includes any time-dependent (time-varying) covariates, a conditionally serially correlated non-stationary data
generating process is considered. In this latter case, a stationary correlation structure may be inappropriate,
as it can degrade the temporal correlation structure to the point of being unidentified, and a non-stationary
correlation structure is warranted.
Table 3.1: Parameters of Simulation Designs
Parameters

Values of Parameters

N (Number of Subjects)
ni (Number of repeated Observations of subject i)
‡‹2 (Random Effect Variance)
ﬂ (First-Order, Autoregressive Coefficient)
27 We

(200, 300)
(25-40, 40)
(0, 0.25, 0.5)
(0, 0.25, 0.5)

will use the REML estimating equations in our applications.
matrix associated with the random effect is dropped for notational convenience.

28 Design
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These two conditions provide the basis of our two simulation designs considered. In both cases, the
repeated counts have an additional temporal correlation structure, conditional on the individual random
effect. The stationary and non-stationary conditional AR(1) correlation structure for correlated Poisson
counts form Simulation Design I. and Simulation Design II, respectively. Explicitly, also, the varying of
ni = 25 ≠ 40 vs. ni = 40 in Table 3.1 represents the unbalanced and balanced cases of the longitudinal
design. In the former case (unbalanced), ni = 25 ≠ 40 are generated randomly such that each subject within
the cross-section can have at least 25 observations, yet at most 40 observations.

Following [47], we first outline Simulation Design I. The stationary, AR(1) Poisson DGP is our first
structure of interest.
Let yi1 |‹i ≥ Pois(µ̆i ) where µ̆i |‹i = exp(—1 x̆1i + fk (x̆2i )x̆1i + ‹i ). The remaining longitudinal Poisson

counts for yij , j Ø 2, is constructed as:

yij |‹i = ﬂ ¶ (yi(j≠1) )|‹i + qij |‹i

j = 2, ...ni , 29

(3.27)

where qij |‹i ≥ Pois(µ̆i (1 ≠ ﬂ)). Regarding the covariate associated with the model (3.26) for our first

simulation design, we only consider time-independent covariates, where we simulate x1ij © x̆1i ≥ Bern(p)
with p = 0.6. Thus, x1ij © x̆1i represents a binary 0,1 factor variable that is time-independent generated
within-cluster. The factor structure is needed in order to assess the parametric factor smooths. For the

smoothed covariate in (3.26), we construct x2ij © x̆2i = i/N , a deterministic sequence, restricting this
variable to be a continuous covariate that does not change over the time point j for any cross-sectional unit
i.
We now consider the Simulation Design II. which can include time-dependent covariates (non-stationary
structure). The AR(1) Poisson DGP for the non-stationary case follows similarly to Design I. as:
yij |‹i = ﬂ ¶ (yi(j≠1) )|‹i + qij |‹i

j = 2, ...ni 30

(3.28)

where qij |‹i ≥ Pois(µij ≠ ﬂµi(j≠1) ) where yi1 |‹i ≥ Pois(µi1 ), as before. The conditional mean is defined
as µij |‹i = exp(—1 x̆1i + fk (x2ij )x̆1i + ‹i ), with k = {1, 2}. In this case, x2ij is a continuous covariate that
increments by 1*0.001 across time points in the cross-sectional unit i (e.g. 1 Æ j Æ ni , time-varying). We
will report the means, variances, and correlations corresponding to our DGPs in the appendix.

29 The term ﬂ ¶ (y
i(j≠1) ) denotes a “binomial-thinning” parameter. For simulation in my setup, I simulate Bernoulli random
variables from the “rbinom” function from the stats package that takes the approrpiate number of observations to simulate,
the size based on the lagged response, and the probability of success which equals ﬂ. More details can be found in the appendix
as well as in [48], [49], and [47]. Also, ﬂ is constrained
0 Æ ﬂ Æ 1.
Ë µ to lie between
È
ij
30 Here, ﬂ is constrained to satisfy 0 Æ ﬂ Æ min
, 1 , following [49].
µi(j≠1)
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Regarding the smoothing functions, f (x̆2i ) or f (x2ij ) depending on the simulation designs, two functions
for testing are considered for estimating the smooth effect:
1. Polynomial: f1 (x) = 10(10x)3 (1 ≠ x)10 + 0.2x11 (10(1 ≠ x))6
2. Linear: f2 (x) = ≠3x
where x © x̆2i or x © x2ij . For both designs and in all cases, the total number of replications performed are
R = 500.

3.5.1

Performance of Parameters

The principal goal of this simulation study is to assess how well these semi-parametric GAMMs jointly
estimate the parameters of interest including the fixed effect parametric coefficient —1 , the variance of the
random effect ‡‹2 , as well as the first-order, conditional autoregressive component ﬂ. Additionally, we will
assess how well the estimated function fˆ() approximates the true function f ().

We present a few performance indicators. For all parameter estimates of interest, {—ˆ1 , ‡
ˆ‹2 , ﬂ̂}, we will

compute the difference between a specified true value and the mean of the corresponding estimate from the

replications as well as the average squared difference between the estimated values and the actual value
across all replications. These two quantities are also known as the bias and mean squared error (MSE),
respectively. That is, for any parameter estimate computed (e.g. for any ◊ˆ = {—ˆ1 , ‡
ˆ‹2 , ﬂ̂}) as
ˆ = E(◊)
ˆ ≠◊
1. Bias(◊)
ˆ = (Bias(◊))
ˆ 2 + Var(◊)
ˆ
2. MSE(◊)
Additionally, we compute the average mean squared error for each level of the factor smooth, which is
computed as the average distance error over the grand total of replications, R,

MSEf =

N
q

i=1

3

fk (x2 )x̆1i ≠ fˆk (x2 )x̆1i
N
q

ni

42

AMSEf =

MSEf
R

i=1

where x2 © x̆2i ,31 with k = {1, 2}. We simulate datasets under varying parameters, and fit each

dataset with a generalized additive mixed model with a random intercept (assumed Gaussian) and first-

order, temporal autocorrelation AR(1) structure in all cases. For the datasets we simulate, we also test
and observe effects of model “misspecification” on the zero values of the random effects’ variance and the
autoregressive coefficient (either ‡‹2 = 0 or ﬂ = 0). From a practical standpoint, ‡‹2 = 0 signifies that

31 When

x2 = x2ij , MSEf =

ni 1
N q
q

i=1 j=1

fk (x2 )x̆1i ≠ fˆk (x2 )x̆1i
N
q

22

ni

i=1
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subject-level clustering does not aid in explaining any variance of the counts/response (counts from subjects
are completely independent regardless if they come from if observed from the same subject or not), and ﬂ = 0
signifies (conditional) temporal independence of within-subject observations. All models’ components and
fixed effect coefficients will be estimated using penalized quasi likelihood from the mgcv package utilizing the
gamm() function. For estimating the true curve (either polynomial or linear) in each GAMM, we will utilize
only thin plate regression splines fitted as s(...bs=‘tp’). Also, we use the default basis in all scenarios
for the thin plate regression spline with d = 1 since we have one covariate in the smooth function, and we
penalize the second degree derivative m = 2.
To simulate the datasets with varying parameters for modeling the Poisson repeated responses with
a stationary and non-stationary covariance structures, I write a function in R, that takes, as inputs:
(N, ni , —, ‡‹2 , ﬂ). For the GAMM fitting process, the underlying fitting engine for gamm() utilizes lme. Given
the randomness associated with simulating the covariates, the Poisson distributed correlated responses with
stationary/non-stationary structures, and the attempt at modeling the explicit correlation via an AR(1)
models with these fairly large datasets, lme can be a bit unstable in terms of convergence particularly when
modeling non-independence in the data for the generalized case due to the inability to separate heterogeneity
from trend ([9]). In addition to increasing the number of iterations for the GAMM fitted by PQL to
niterPQL=250, an additional error catching process is formulated. For simulating and fitting R datasets of n
subjects repeatedly observed ni times, the fitted GAMM calls are first wrapped in an error handling process
that is flagged if any convergence error is obtained. Results are appended until 500 instances of model fits
are obtained. Additionally, each GAMM model was fitted with the default basis of size k=10 for the thin
plate regression spline in both designs for all cases.

3.5.2

Simulation Results: Design I.

For this design, we find that the results are relatively consistent regardless of whether the subjects were
observed equally ni = 40 versus unequally (e.g. a random sample with replacement assigned to each cluster)
ni = 25 ≠ 40. The unequal or unbalanced case will be reported in the appendix at the end of the chapter.
For this design, we report the results for a cluster size of N = 300 and a balanced case with ni = 40.
Table 3.2: Simulation Results I: Balanced Stationary Panel
Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0.50
ﬂ = 0.50

Case 1:
Polynomial: f1 (x̆2i )x̆1i
Bias
MSE
0.01515
0.006632
0.010131 0.00080
0.018121 0.000367

Linear: f2 (x̆2i )x̆1i
Bias
MSE
0.020869 0.014604
-0.07225 0.008919
0.036476 0.001444

Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0
ﬂ = 0.50

Case 2:
Polynomial: f1 (x̆2i )x̆1i
Bias
MSE
0.014560 0.00084
0.01340
0.000185
0.021909 0.000507

Linear: f2 (x̆2i )x̆1i
Bias
MSE
0.0813
0.00025
0.00002
0.00001
-0.04387 0.0020

Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0.50
ﬂ=0

Case 3:
Polynomial: f1 (x̆2i )x̆1i
Bias
MSE
0.04099
0.035653
0.11289
0.099306
-0.025952 0.000680

Linear: f2 (x̆2i )x̆1i
Bias
MSE
-0.030052 0.012213
-0.03042
0.004542
0.003096
0.000541

Table 3.3: Stationary Estimated Smooth Functions - Performance (Case 1 - Stationary)
Polynomial
Linear

Factor Smooth: Level (0), (x2)x1:(0)
Average Mean Squared Error (AMSEf )
0.029144
0.01548
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Factor Smooth - Level (1), (x2)x1:(1)
Average Mean Squared Error (AMSEf )
0.02348
0.01230

The following results for the three primary cases for the first design are shown in Table 3.2. In Case 1
(the correctly specified case), the results are shown for conditionally serially correlated Poisson longitudinal
counts with temporal correlation. The model was fit to 500 datasets with moderate random effect’s variance
(‡‹2 = 0.50), moderate temporal autocorrelation (ﬂ = 0.50), and the parametric coefficient on the non-baseline
covariate —1 = 1. For the case where we fit both the polynomial and linear functions for x̆2 factor smooths, we
note that both the bias and MSEs for the coefficient, —1 , for x̆i1 (parametric GAMM component) are relatively
negligible. Also, for the polynomial case, both the random effect’s variance estimate and the autoregressive
coefficient show neglible bias. Similarly, the MSEs for both parameter estimates are slight as well. In
estimating the linear function with a factor smooth in Case 1, the bias for the estimated random effect’s
variance and the temporal AR(1) coefficient are clearly more biased (negatively and positively, respectively).
The MSEs for the linear case are negligible for the estimated variance and the autoregressive coefficient.
In the misspecified cases, we highlight Case 2 (‡‹2 = 0) and Case 3 (ﬂ = 0). For Case 2, in which we
estimated the smooth function factor smooth f () with a polynomial, the biases for the covariance parameters
and dummy parametric parameter are relatively small, while the autoregressive parameter estimate in the
linear function factor smooth is moderately downwardly biased. Also, Case 2, the parametric coefficient for
—1 is higher as well. For Case 3 in which the 500 datasets were simulated with ﬂ = 0, the random effect’s
variance in the polynomial is moderately biased and has a relatively large MSE for the polynomial. In the
case of the linear factor smooth for this misspecified case, the bias and MSEs are manageable.
Table 3.3 highlights average mean squared errors for the R = 500 replications of the factor smooth of the
binary factor (x̆1 ) by the time-independent “trend” covariate x̆2 . In the case of both levels of the polynomial
fit of f1 (x̆2i )x̆1i , the AMSEs are relatively low, yet are slightly lower in the linear (f2 (x̆2i )x̆1i ) case. This
seems to suggest, in the correctly specified balanced case (Case 1), the thin plate regression spline fits the
linear true curve slightly better, but impressively, still fits the polynomial quite well for both smooths across
the two levels of the factor. Lastly, we show the average factor smooth fits superimposed upon the true curve
f () for the 500 replications for the correctly specified Case 1. The x-axis represents x̆2i , the time-independent
covariate, and the black points represents the (mean) values of f (x2i ). As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the
mean estimates corresponding to each factor level both the polynomial and linear in the 500 replications
approximate the true curve quite well

3.5.3

Simulation Results: Design II

We now highlight the simulation results from including a time-dependent covariate in the nonstationary case.
We report the correctly specified case and two misspecified cases for N = 200 (a decrease in the cluster size
relative to the first design) and ni = 40. As in the previous simulation design, these results are consistent
with unbalanced scenario with ni = 25 ≠ 40 (shown in the Appendix). For this design, we reduce both the

values of the parameters for {‡‹2 , ﬂ} to 0.25. As can be seen in Table 3.4, we see similar results to the first
design.
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Figure 3.1: Factor Smooth Plots of Mean Estimates (Case 1)
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In the correctly specified case, the biases and MSEs for both the polynomial and linear cases with the
time-varying trend factor smooth are relatively negligible although a little high for the bias regarding ﬂ and
—1 in the linear case. In Case 2, the bias for the parametric component is a little high as well is the case for
ﬂ in the polynomial case. Lastly, in Case 3, we note that random effect’s variance is quite underestimated
via the bias in the polynomial case as in the previous simulation design (although not as biased). The
average mean squared errors reported for each level of the factor smooths is also comparable to the previous
simulation design as seen in Table 3.5. In this case, however, the polynomial factor smooths outperforms
the linear cases.
The goal of these simulation designs was to empirically investigate parameter performance of variance
components, a fixed coefficient, and associated factor smooths associated with unknown functions for
conditionally serially correlated counts using generalized additive mixed models. The extent to which we
could simultaneously estimate the variance components of interest (the temporal AR(1) correlation coefficient
conditional upon a simple random effect) as well as estimating unknown smooth functions with consideration
of factor smooths are promising given our fixed effect under balanced and unbalanced longitudinal designs.
Particularly in the correctly specified cases, given consideration for both stationary and non-stationary
Poisson counts in both balanced and unbalanced panel structures, the results seem to mitigate the biases
and MSEs for the polynomial cases quite well for the parametric parameter and the variance components.
Additionally, the average MSEs associated with the polynomial vs. linear functions associated with the
factor smooths in both the stationary and non-stationary correlation structure for each level of the parametric
factor are relatively similar, imbuing us with confidence in that the low-rank, thin plate regression spline
utilized in the GAMM setup can properly estimate linearity vs. nonlinearity relatively equally (in terms of
error) in balanced scenarios for Case 1. Similar results are seen in the unbalanced case for a non-stationary
correlation structure in the appendix for Case 1. In the misspecified balanced cases, specifically when we
generate datasets with the autoregressive coefficient set to 0, we note a higher relative biases in the random
effect of the variance specifically in the polynomial case. For the unbalanced case seen when the data sets are
generated with the autoregressive coefficient set to zero seen in the appendix of this chapter in the stationary
case, there seems to be a higher bias
Table 3.4: Simulation Results II: Balanced Non-Stationary Panel
Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0.25
ﬂ = 0.25

Case 1:
Polynomial: f1 (x2ij )x̆1i
Bias
MSE
0.01327 0.00180
0.00758 0.00108
0.0429
0.0020

Linear:
Bias
0.0608
0.0178
0.0363

f2 (x2ij )x̆1i
MSE
0.0152
0.0007
0.0014

Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0
ﬂ = 0.25

Case 2:
Polynomial: f1 (x2ij )x̆1i
Bias
MSE
0.03764 0.00628
2.7e-10 0.00001
0.0430
0.0019

Linear: f2 (x2ij )x̆1i
Bias
MSE
0.04569 0.0063
3.1e-10 1e-19
0.0316
0.0013

Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0.25
ﬂ=0

Case 3:
Polynomial: f1 (x2ij )x̆1i
Bias
MSE
-0.01971 0.0086
-0.1039
0.0007
-0.0072
0.0001

Table 3.5: Non-stationary Estimated Smooth Functions - Performance (Case 1)
Polynomial
Linear

Factor Smooth: Level (0), (x2)x1:(0)
Average Mean Squared Error (AMSE)
0.02734607
0.03587293
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Factor Smooth - Level (1), (x2)x1:(1)
Average Mean Squared Error (AMSE)
0.0313961
0.0370131

Linear: f2 (x2ij )x̆1i
Bias
MSE
-0.01591 0.0036
0.0044
0.0001
-0.0046
0.0008

related to the fixed effect overall. Nevertheless, the results seem to be quite manageable and signifies that
an assumed conditionally serially correlated count process can be well fit by a generalized additive mixed
model with an autoregressive coefficient via the penalized quasi-likelihood estimation in the cases for which
we have time-invariant and time-varying coefficients with factor smooths as biases never exceed |0.08|. In

the cases in which either the autoregressive AR(1) coefficient or random effect is not present in the dataset
(or misspecified cases, e.g. ‡‹2 = 0 or ﬂ = 0) with factor smooths, these semi-parametric models seems
relatively capable of its detection where biases never exceed |0.12| in any case. This seems to align with the

main result from [39], which suggests that, generally, although the penalized quasi-likelihood estimators are
biased in finite samples, the asymptotic bias of the PQL coefficients associated with the parametric portion
of our GAMM (re-parameterized as a GLMM) as well as our variance components (of order o(||◊||)), no bias
correction is needed (at least relative to the case of binary outcomes). Given these promising simulation
results, we now turn to an application continuing from Chapter 2.

3.6

Application: Household weekly visits during non-promotional
period 2

In Chapter 2, we developed a IV-GMM approach to estimate the impact of coupon promotions on the rate of
customer visits in the presence of endogeneity for Type A campaigns. We found that all campaign exposures
in general had positive and significant impact of exposure effects relative to non-promotional periods in
the promotional cycle (or washout periods). Here, we investigate the carryover of the campaign exposure
effects from the prior promotional period preceding this non-promotional period. We aim to model the
magnitude and duration of the increased visit rate relative to households’ baseline in a specified period
of non-promotion immediately following the first promotional period via a potentially nonlinear function of
time. Additionally, as flexible as GAMMs are for capturing potentially nonlinear effects, there exists an equal
need to properly capture the non-independence attributed to individual level heterogeneity and conditional
temporal dependence associated with repeated visits of households after the first promotional period expire.
We focus on the period immediately following the first promotional period. Since this is the second period
of non-promotion (the first being the baseline period), we refer to it as non-promotional period 2 or NP2.
We intuit that the carryover effect of prior promotions is to attenuate or decay over the time points in NP2.
In addition to this suspected attenuation, we place no specific functional form restriction on the suspected
attenuating carryover effect for each of the different exposures, signifying that the effect can vary linearly or
non-linearly across time, requiring the use of a generalized additive mixed model with factor smooths.
In analyzing any type of carryover effect of the first promotional period’s promotion on the visit rates
in NP2, we continue to use our longitudinal or panel data format; however, we adjust the time dimension.
Since our aim in this chapter involves the analyzing the first non-promotional period beyond our baseline
period 1 during the test cycle, our scale for our cross-section of interest is on a weekly basis where we observe
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the visit counts of household i in week j. We utilize a covariate, NP2Week, that highlights the weekly time
increment of interest spanning this intermittent period of campaign exposure (weekly visits). For each level,
we condition on the exposure effect in the previous period and estimate a separate, non-linear functional
model without a strict presupposition of the preceding promotional campaign treatments’ linear relationship
to the responses in NP2. We include an offset, túi , which now represents each individual household’s baseline
visit rate in period 1. This offset contributes to a ratio of rates that will allow us to measure the visit rates
ú
in our adjusted response variable yij
(visits of household i in week j) relative to its baseline rate of visitation

in the households’ pre-promotional period. This is of paramount importance in this analysis because the
visiting behavior varies substantially more in NP2 relative to the panel structure in Chapter 2. The ratio
of rates formulation will allow us to interpret a strictly parametric covariate’s impact on weekly visitation
rates relative/over each consumer’s baseline period.
Lastly, we decide to concatenate the three main prior exposure effects of interest (“Type A”, “Type B”,
and “Type C”) into two categories for our models which represent the prior periods’ campaign exposure:
• Type A æ Personalized Rewards Campaign (P)
• Type B and Type C æ Targeted Rewards Campaign (T)
The decision to combine the exposure effects “Type B” and “Type C” is made in order to circumvent the
low frequency or instances of “Type C” campaign exposure relative to “Type A” and “Type B” campaigns.
In the next subsection, we provide aggregate descriptive statistics that reveal average rate differences. It is
important to note multiple campaign exposure periods never precede NP2; there was only one promotional
exposure before NP2. Only single effects of a prior promotional period are valid as there are no joint
campaign exposure effects that ever precedes a subsequent period of non-promotion as campaigns “expire”
at different and non-overlapping times as discussed in Chapter 2.

3.6.1

Aggregate Descriptive Statistics in Periods of Non-Promotion

We descriptively capture the first five non-promotional periods (NP1 represents the baseline cycle, whereas
NP2-NP5 represents non-promotional periods during the test cycle immediately after promotional periods.
The initial baseline rate is defined to be the visits per week of households during number of non-promotional
days in the baseline. For the remaining households that received promotional campaigns later, the rate
of visits per week has been calculated (test phase). The variability of visiting behavior for the aggregate
households’ cohort can be seen in the proceeding analysis by observing the reversion to states of nonpromotion beyond the initial control phase of NP1. Some households received only one campaign; this
explicitly signifies that such households will have solely two non-promotional periods (the days that spans
the pre-promtional phase corresponding to a household’s respective baseline as well as the reversion to an
epoch of non-promotion after being exposed to either a personalized {Type A} or targeted {Type B, Type
C} campaign immediately after the loyalty promotional program begins).
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Our statistical models in the next section for non-promotional periods will examine, for households, the
difference in the rate of visits per week for the first baseline period versus the immediate subsequent nonpromotional periods during the test phase. The average and standard error of these differences have been
captured in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 indicates the average rate difference of visits per week relative to NP1 (baseline) shows an
increase or significant lift relative to the baseline period. This suggests an increased visitation rate, at
least descriptively, after households were exposed to a campaign from prior promotional periods for the
four non-promotional periods after the baseline. It is notable that, although we observe an increase, the
magnitude of increase for the rate of visits per week decreases substantially across non-promotional periods.
It is not clear at this point why we observe such a decrease in the later non-promotional periods, but it could
be representative of an overall fatigue effect in campaign the latter cycle of the study. Additionally, the
aggregated descriptive summary in table 3.6 above gives insight into visiting behavior through these periods
of non-promotion, but a more in-depth analysis of the data must be addressed.
For modeling considerations, another important omission not displayed descriptively in Table 3.6 is
accounting for how active a household is likely to be based off receipt of promotional exposures in the
test cycle. In terms of fitting our non-promotional model GAMM, we will consider an additional integervalued covariate, “Activity Level”32 , that can serve as a proxy for a household’s utility to the entire loyalty
promotional program. The larger values of “Activity Level” represent the most highly active customers
receiving the most campaigns who remain active until the end of the promotional phase. Active customers
in baseline phase are likely targeted more, which means the individuals contained in such a cohort have
shorter periods in the test phase and are likely to have truncated non-promotional periods as compared to
less active customers. Controlling for activity level gives us greater control for accurately estimating the
carryover effect of the promotional campaigns’ prior exposure effects. Given the repeated weekly visits for
our households, we are likely to have temporal autocorrelation which will be considered in our model fitting
process. This leads us to the formulation of our primary hypothesis for our models.
H1: The personalized and/or targeting campaign’s exposure in a prior promotional period has a
significant marginal impact upon the weekly visitation rate in NP2 relative to the baseline visitation rate in
the baseline period (NP1).
Table 3.6: Average Rate Difference and Standard Error of Rate Difference in Visits per Week
Non-promotional Periods
Non-Promotional
Non-Promotional
Non-Promotional
Non-Promotional
Non-Promotional

32 This

Period
Period
Period
Period
Period

1
2
3
4
5

(NP1)
(NP2)
(NP3)
(NP4)
(NP5)

N

Average Rate Difference

SE(Rate difference)

% Decrease (N)

1584
1584
815
648
435

0.066
0.035
0.011
0.001

0.0083
0.0064
0.0084
0.0160

0%
48.85%
20.50%
32.87%

variable can also be interpreted as the number of “periods” a household has in Chapter 2.
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3.6.2

R Package: mgcv

We will utilize R’s mgcv package to aid in our analyses ([9]). This package offers a variety of smoothing
bases used for the smoothing function estimation such as cubic regression splines, p-splines, and thin plate
regression splines. The distributional families for modeling the response include those from the stats package
for the glm() function. A caveat, however, is that all non-normally distributed responses must be estimated
by penalized quasi-likelihood. This function uses the nlme which essentially transforms smooth terms into
“random effects” for estimation ([50]).
This function is advantageous as it allows all semi-parametric GAMM models to be re-parameterized
into a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) based on a “surrogate” response vector and it is, generally,
computationally faster than its analog gam.

3.6.3

Non-Promotional Period 2 (NP2) GAMMs

There are 66 weeks that span the first non-promotional period immediately following the first promotional
period with 1,584 households and n = 18821. Throughout the entire 66 weeks, there were approximately
21.32% of the observations that received a personalized campaign in the previous promotional period, and
71.68% that received a targeted campaign. We observe the aggregated average weekly visits (weekly visits
divided by number of households) across all the weeks in the non-promotional period 2 (NP2) given the
campaign type received in the first promotional period (Previous Campaign Type). Recall, the personalized
campaign types (P) refer to campaigns that distributes customized coupon sets, whereas targeted campaign
types (T) refer to campaigns that distributed either themed-event coupons or solo mailers. As seen in Figure
3.2, the average visits per week initially follow an attenuating trend; yet, for those who previously received a
targeted campaign is higher in the initial weeks of NP2. At approximately the 16th week in NP2, the average
weekly visits for both a prior personalized and prior targeted campaign are relatively similar, followed by
four weeks in which the personalized campaign average weekly visits are higher. Beyond the 20th week in
NP2, the trends for average visits per week seems to be relatively inconsistent and quite variable.
Overall, the trajectories of these average weekly visits given a prior promotional campaigns does seem to
show a relatively decreasing trend overall across the weeks in the NP2. However, the degree to which these
averages attenuate is of interest particularly once accounting for households’ individual baselines prior to
receiving the first promotional campaigns is of principal interest. Does mere exposures to prior promotional
campaigns positively induce a higher weekly visit rate over the baseline in this non-promotional epoch? If so,
is the exposure of the time purely linear? We explore these questions in the subsequent models. For the model
formulation, we utilize a subject-specific random effect for the cross-section of households which provide
utility in our modeling scheme as we have repeated weekly visits for households in this non-promotional
period. Due to the repeated weekly visits within each household i in NP2, there is likely non-independence
or correlation within each cluster which necessitates the need for incorporating a simple random effect
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into the full predictor in order to capture the clustering across households. Visiting behavior from within
a household i across the time points in NP2 are likely to be similar relative to visiting behaviors between
households, the utility of its inclusion in this longitudinal setting is obvious. These random effects are used to
correctly capture these correlations between observations and represent the influence each household on the
repeated, in-store visits that is unaccounted for by the observed covariates [51]. The degree of heterogeneity
of households is captured by the variance. Additionally, there is a likely chance that in-store grocery visits has
a temporal association or are autocorrelated within each household. It is believed that the baseline average
weekly visits can offers useful interpretation regarding the visits per week after the first promotional period
(NP2) in terms of covariate interpretation, necessitating the utility of a baseline constructed offset. Thus, we
consider the rate of visits in NP2Week over the baseline average weekly visits for individual i by including
offset=log(Baseline Average Weekly Visits) in the mean function of the GAMM. This enables the
assessment of the weekly rate of visits in NP2 over the individual-level baseline visit per week. Lastly, the
variable Previous Campaign Type’s utility in our model formulation is two-fold: we are able to assess the
parametric/linear partial effect on weekly visit rate in NP2 relative to each household-specific baseline visit
rate and the potentially nonlinear smoother for the interactions between NP2Week and Previous Campaign
Type. For the interaction33 between s(NP2Week) and Previous Campaign Type, the smooth for each level
are centered. This signifies that if the means of the values at each level of the Previous Campaign Type are
different, then the difference in means of the model will not degrade or be taken into account in any of the
fitted GAMMs ([9]).

Figure 3.2: Average Visits Per Week given Previous Campaign Type
33 The

estimated smooth effect of the prior promotional campaign’s type varying over the temporal covariate NP2Week.
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The model takes the form
3
4
Õ
Õ
E[yij |xi , ‹ i ]
log
= ÷ ij = xi — + f (wij )x2i + zijR ‹ i
ú
ti
where E[yij |xi , ‹ i ] = µij is the conditional expected count of visits for individual i in week j,

xi = (1, Activity Level, Previous Campaign Type) , wij is the covariate representing is the household’s
Õ

time (in weeks) from the start of NP2, x2i corresponds to the Previous Campaign Type (represented
as a factor covariate) in the first promotional period, ‹ i is the household-specific random effect assumed
‹ i ≥ N (0,

‹ ),

zijR is the design matrix corresponding to the random effect34 , — = (—0 , —1 , —2 ) are the
Õ

coefficients corresponding to the parametric terms in the model, and túi is the offset variable defined to be the
baseline average weekly visits for each household i for i = 1, ..., 1584 , j = 1, ..., ni (1 Æ j Æ 66). Also, the log
link function is used that relates the expected visits per week in NP2 to the mean function. The Previous

Campaign Type factor is specified in the parametric portion of the GAMM in addition to its interaction with
NP2Week. Its inclusion in the parametric portion of this semi-parametric model is necessary to ensure the
identifiability, “sum-to-zero”, constraint is met as discussed in a prior subsection35 ([9],[10]). Thus, Previous
Campaign Type is centered at zero and to ensure that if there were any significant difference in mean visits
per week for level P vs. T, the estimated fit from the smooth from, say, the reference level (T) is shifted
up or down by some constant relative to the other level (P) requiring this covariate to be specified in the
parametric portion of the model36 . In sum, the parametric portion of the predictor reflects shifts in the log
counts at the mean of NP2Week while the factor smooth interaction captures nonlinear variation away from
that point similar to interactions between linear and factor terms in regression.
As shown in Table 3.7, we first fit two Poisson GAMMs to our non-promotional data and again utilize
the default basis the thin plate regression spline with d = 1 since we have one time-varying covariate in
the smooth function (NP2Week), penalizing the second degree derivative m = 2.. As frequently present in
longitudinal data, monotonically decreasing correlations among residuals are commonly modeled with an
AR(1) process ([52]). This motivates the inclusion of an AR(1) covariance structure for the GAMM model
comparison. The first model is fit without an AR(1) coefficient whereas the second is fit with a first-order
autocorrelation component given the Gaussian random effects considered in each case. For the longitudinal
response, visits per week in NP2, we assume the responses follow a Poisson distribution. However, as we are
interested in the lingering effect of the prior promotional campaign’s effects on weekly store visits in NP2, we
34 Since we only consider random intercepts in the GAMM formulation, z
ijR is a sparse “matrix” of 0s and 1s only that
indicates which week a household visited in. Thus, the element will be 1 if household i visited in NP2Week j, and 0 otherwise.
35 Particularly computing GAMMs in the mgcv package, the default basis for s(), two bases are automatically computed
in the null space and unpenalized: the linear function in the parametric portion and a horizontal function (congruously, the
model’s intercept). Any value could be added to the intercept term and subtracted from the horizontal function, resulting
in the same fit with a new model, resulting in an infinite number of model fits. Therefore, over the covariate values’ range,
it is necessary to guarantee the smooth is constrained to sum to zero to ensure the horizontal function is removed from the
unpenalized basis of the smooth.
36 The parametric terms represent the deviation of the indicated group from the mean of the reference group. Without its
inclusion in the linear predictor, the resulting smooths from the GAMM fits may become misspecified as they’d become “wiggly”
by virtue of trying to account for the mean difference/shifts within the levels of Previous Campaign Type.
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Table 3.7: Poisson GAMM Results
Response: Visits Per Week
Intercept
Previous Campaign Type (P)
Activity Level
s(NP2Week):Previous Campaign Type (P) [EDF]
s(NP2Week):Previous Campaign Type (T) [EDF]
R2
2
‡
ˆID
(95% C.I.)
ﬂ̂ (95% C.I.)
***
p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10

Poisson GAMM
-0.4600319***
(0.052285)
-0.170710***
(0.04778)
0.077849***
(0.003327)
2.946*
5.900***
.166
0.4568186 (Incomputable)
-

Poisson GAMM AR(1)
-0.451617***
(0.052186)
-0.171377***
(0.048029)
0.077355***
(0.003308)
2.638**
5.567***
.167
0.4401753 (Incomputable)
0.06772976 (Incomputable)

employ factor smooth interactions with Previous Campaign Type over the weeks in NP2. For completeness,
this application directly ties into our Simulation Design II. described in Section 3.5 where the trend covariate
is clearly time-varying when modeling correlated Poisson counts with a non-stationary temporal structure.
From the results, we first observe the parameter estimates from our fixed, parametric component of the
GAMM. For example, in assessing the Poisson GAMM coefficient for the parametric Previous Campaign
Type (P), we note that holding all covariates constant, we’d expect the weekly relative visit rate over the
baseline period would be 1 ≠ exp(≠0.170710) ¥ 15.69% less compared to those in the sample receiving
a targeted promotion (T). Thus, the targeted promotions received from the first promotional campaign
have a stronger relative effect on visit rates compared to the personalized ones. All the strictly parametric
coefficients in Table 3.7 can be interpreted similarly. For the factor smooth terms, the values represent
the EDFs, with both being statistically significant. The further values are away from 1 indicates the more
“wiggly” or nonlinear one would expect the factor smooths to be. We now turn to the parameter estimates
for the variance of the random effects along with the autoregressive coefficient for the AR(1) temporal
specification in each model fit. For example, the resulting random effects variance for the Poisson GAMM
and the Poisson GAMM AR(1) models are 0.4568186 and 0.4401753, respectively. These values represent
the estimated variances attributed to the clustering or dependencies of visits per week between households
after controlling for the included covariates. While we are able to retrieve the point estimates easily from
our GAMM fits, we are unable to compute the “approximate 95% confidence intervals” for these variance
components37 . Approximate confidence intervals are computed using the intervals.lme() function from
the nlme package in R. In both model cases, an error is returned: cannot get confidence intervals
on var-cov components:

Approximate variance-covariance matrix not available. As errors are

returned in both cases, this seems to suggest that there is an error with the log (quasi) likelihood function
to the point in which no other optimization can occur, and that the Hessian is non-positive definite.
In other words, the covariance structure is misspecified in the model fitting procedure as the Hessian
calculated from the models’ fitted values is not positive definite. With a non-positive definite Hessian, the
37 These are “approximate confidence intervals” assuming a Gaussian approximation to the distribution of the REML
estimators. These estimators are assumed to have a normal distribution centered at the true values given a covariance matrix
equal to the negative inverse Hessian matrix of the log-likelihood evaluated at the estimated parameters ([29]).
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(estimated) covariance matrix is incomputable (as the Hessian is the inverse of the covariance matrix) ([46]).
As this is the case, both of these Poisson GAMM models seem to be misspecified. There is a likely issue
that the response of the distribution is misspecified due to potential overdispersion.
A closer look at the mean/variance comparisons of visits per week in NP2, we turn our attention to
the visiting behavior in NP2 for our sample.

As can be seen in the time plot highlighting both the

mean (left axis) and variance (right axis) of visits over the weeks in NP2 for Figure 3.3, there is a clear
lack of matching measures of center and dispersion across weeks (represented by the lines). Essentially
Figure 3.3 shows that the variance of counts is consistently larger than mean visits across the weeks of
NP2 indicating overdispersion. This motivates the replacement of the Poisson assumption with a negative
binomial assumption for the responses. The negative binomial is capable of handling overdispersed counts.
Failure to account for this extra variability would not effect the parametric parameter estimates, but would
distort inference by inflated standard errors which affects hypothesis tests and confidence intervals. As the
variance of a negative binomial model is a quadratic function to the mean, employing its distribution has a
particular effect on the model fitting process in terms of estimating regression coefficients (relative to, for
example, the quasipoisson).
ˆ utilizing a negative binomial
In a generalized linear (mixed) model’s iterative process for estimating —,
imbues the terms (or elements) inside the matrix W with an incurvated or concave weight relative to the size
of the mean values. In essence, smaller mean values receive lesser weights, whereas larger means has weights
that approach Ÿ ([53]). This model form can be easily accommodated in a GAMM (GLLM) framework for
the model fitting process. As it relates to estimation using the gamm() function from the mgcv package,
and in order for the negative binomial distribution to be a member of the exponential family, there is a
requirement for the shape parameter Ÿ to be fixed or known. That is, for any fixed shape parameter Ÿ, the
negative binomial density function is

Figure 3.3: NP2: Mean and Variance Visits Per Week
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3
4
yij ›ij ≠ ’(›ij )
N B(yij |µij , Ÿ) = exp
+ c(yij , „)
„

3
4
(yij + Ÿ)ŸŸ
where ›ij =
„ = 1, ’(›ij ) = ≠Ÿlog(1 ≠ exp(›ij )), and c(yij , „) = log
.
(Ÿ)yij !
For utilizing the negative binomial in the gamm() function, the shape parameter is required to be known
µ
log( µijij+Ÿ ),

in order for it to coincide with the exponential family condition for estimation. To estimate Ÿ (the shape
parameter), we utilize the analog gam() with family=nb() and use this estimated value of Ÿ as the shape
required in the family argument of the gamm() function as the estimation, generally, is equivalent, or at
least provides a reasonable estimate for use in the GAMM formulation ([28]).
The NB GAMM model is fitted with the random effect only and the NB GAMM - AR(1) is fitted with
an autoregressive component of order 1 and a random effect and using the default basis for the thin-plate
low rank smoother. As seen, the parametric coefficients are all of similar magnitudes in terms of both the
estimates and the standard errors. All are highly statistically significant at an – = 0.05. For the parametric
factor smooths, or the terms corresponding for allowing the linear effect of Previous Campaign Type to
vary smoothly with NP2Week, or the week number spanning the weeks of the intermittent promotional
campaigns, the values displayed are the effective degrees of freedom (EDF). The higher the values of the
EDF determines the amount of nonlinearity associated with the factor smooths. Note, the value of 1.000
indicates a strictly linear effect for NP2Week by prior campaign type interaction.
Additionally, as previously seen in the Poisson GAMM case, the NB GAMM model (without any
consideration of serial correlation) is perhaps a bit misspecified as it relates to the estimation of the variancecovariance components (hence the approximate 95% confidence interval for the estimate of the within-subject
variability cannot be computed). The approximate 95% confidence intervals for the GAMMs were computed
using the intervals.lme() function as before.
As this is the case with our previous Poisson fits, this motivates the inclusion of additional complexity
that is likely caused by temporal autocorrelation for households’ visiting behavior across weeks within each
cluster, Therefore, an autoregressive component of order 1 is again considered. Specifically, we utilize the
covariate NP2Week as the trend covariate with household key as the grouping variable to specify that the
residuals themselves are only correlated within the household keys and that visiting behavior correlation
relative to baseline visiting behavior decreases exponentially further out in the weeks spanning NP2Week,
conditional on the random effect. Additionally, from Table 3.8, there is no issue with convergence as the
(approximate) intervals for both the household keys’ standard deviation and the estimated parameter „ˆ
are computable. Although not displayed, the variance of the working residual from the NB GAMM AR(1) model is 0.9686372, which, combined with the estimated variance attributed to the household keys’
variance (0.52599562 ), indicates that the proportion of variation attributed to households’ visit rates due to
clustering over the baseline visit rate in NP1 is approximately 22.2% (as

0.52599562
0.52599562 +0.96863722

= 0.2221709).

As the entire confidence interval for the random effects’ variance does not contain zero, this suggests that
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the random effect is indispensable for modeling as there is a notable of variability, after controlling for
the fixed terms in our model, that is attributed to the clustering mechanism. Additionally, the smoothing
≠1
parameters Ê̂ = (⁄≠1
P , ⁄T ) which were jointly estimated along with random effects via penalized quasi

likelihood for both the unknown smooth functions that vary by levels of previous campaign types’ exposure
effects. In our case, we have Ê̂ = (0.000108887, 2.226861e≠17 ) which signifies that Ê̂ ≠1 = (⁄P , ⁄T ) =
(9183.83, 4.490627e16 ). As ⁄ æ Œ, a straight line is expected for the estimated smooth function. Thus, it is

quite clear that the factor smooth associated with the targeted campaign is completely linear. We will observe
a plot of the factor smooths momentarily. In Figure 3.4, we compare the autocorrelation of the residuals
from the NB GAMM model no additional temporal correlation structure with the normalized residuals
from the AR(1) consideration38 . The normalized residuals take into account the specified AR(1) of the
temporal correlation structure specified in the model. The serial correlation presented in the autocorrelation
function for the NB GAMM with random effects only could also explain the non-convergence in the variancecovariance parameters in Table 3.8. Nevertheless, the lack of significant residual autocorrelation from the
normalized AR(1) specification indicates that the standard errors associated with the parametric coefficients
are appropriate. We consider this the best GAMM model and proceed with interpretations. We turn our
attention to the parametric coefficients associated from Table 3.8. They are all statistically significant at the
level – = 0.01, which verifies H1. The coefficient for Previous Campaign Type P is -0.31560. Exponentiating
for ease of interpretation, we have exp(-0.31560) = 0.7293511.
An interpretation for the Previous Campaign Type P would be that if we were to hold all other covariates
constant, then the weekly visit rate relative to the baseline period is 27.06% less compared to receiving a
targeted promotion (T) at the mean of NP2Week. Reasonably, this could perhaps be attributed to the lack
of a specific degree of true or adequate personalization associated with the personalized campaigns for the
cohort as this models visiting behavior based solely on the at least 232 days of devising these campaigns in
the control period. In other words, the mechanism of personalized campaign exposure based on customer
loyalty and personal buying profiles resulting from buying behavior in the baseline period may not be quite
tailored personally enough to induce in-store visiting relative to the themed coupons
Table 3.8: Negative Binomial GAMM Results
Response: Visits Per Week
Intercept
Previous Campaign Type (P)
Activity Level
s(NP2Week):Previous Campaign Type (T) [EDF]
s(NP2Week):Previous Campaign Type (P) [EDF]
R2
2
‡
ˆID
(95% C.I.)
ﬂ̂ (95% C.I.)
***
p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10

NB GAMM
0.20754***
(0.04684)
-0.30847***
(0.04091)
0.01806***
(0.00280)
1.814
5.820***
0.357
0.2909524 (Incomputable)
-

NB GAMM - AR(1)
0.21927***
(0.04654)
-0.31560***
(0.04065)
0.01776***
(0.00278)
1.000**
5.589***
0.355
0.2765708 (0.2487416, 0.3072817)
0.05802 (0.0404, 0.07886)

38 The normalized residuals are the standardized residuals that are pre-multiplied by the inverse of the square root of the
error correlation matrix estimated from the GAMM fit.
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Figure 3.4: Raw Residuals vs. Normalized Residuals

(which offers discounts based on groups of related products) as it relates to transition into the first
non-promotional period. Also, it could be the combined effect of both Type B and Type C, as they are
aggregated here, could have a stronger parametric effect on the response.
In observing the interaction of s(NP2Week,5.59):Previous Campaign Type(P) in Figure 3.5, we observe
the partial response plot of this isolated effect on the response over the weeks in the first intermittent
promotional cycle beyond the baseline. Although the models are estimated with the entire span of weeks
in the second non-promotional period, we choose to plot the first 15 weeks (instead of the entire 66 weeks
that span NP2) in Figure 3.5. Our reasoning for doing this is to graphically highlight the realistic prior
promotional period’s lasting campaign effect on the weekly visits (as any realistic effect would be most
believable in the beginning weeks). Note, in both plots for 3.5, we add the intercept, 0.21927, to all values
of the fitted response as to ensure that the y-axis represents the estimate of the response (adjusted for the
offset) given the partial effect on the log scale. Thus, in both plots, the y-scale represents the expected
log weekly visits in NP2 over the baseline visits for the effect of either NP2Week:Previous Campaign Type
(P) or NP2Week:Previous Campaign Type (T). Note, these partial response plots do not include any other
parametric coefficients in its interpretation (such as Activity Level). The solid line represents the estimated
value of the response as a function of NP2Week. The dotted blue lines on either side of the solid line
represents +/- 1 standard error of the estimates of the nonlinear smoothers. Overall, we observe that
across the weeks of NP2Week, the weekly visit rate of those who received a personalized campaign descends
below the intercept at week 5 and remains below the intercept throughout the remaining 10 weeks (with a
slightly more positive effect beginning at week 11-13). In the beginning weeks (weeks 1-4), the estimated
response via this nonlinear function of the interaction is indeed above the intercept (mean), which implies
that the personalized promotion received during the first promotional period does contribute to a lingering,
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(a) NP2Week:Previous Campaign Type (P)

(b) NP2Week:Previous Campaign Type (T)

Figure 3.5: Partial Dependence Factor Smooth Plots - NP2

nonlinear exposure effect for increased visit rate in the first few weeks in this non-promotional cycle relative
to the baseline period. This suggests that not only does the promotional campaigns’ exposure effects clearly
induces a higher visit rate in all promotional periods relative to no campaigns (as seen in Chapter 2), but
also that the campaign effect from the first promotional period maintains a positive effect or carryover effect
on visits into the first intermittent cycle of non-promotion. Most importantly, however, is that the GAMM
formulation is able to capture the nonlinearity of the interactive effect particularly around weeks 7-15.
Slightly differing behavior can be assessed from the partial plot representing the s(NP2Week,1.00):Previous
Campaign Type(T) smoothing interaction as well. Firstly, we note that the factor smooth interaction of the
prior targeted campaign effect given the weekly trend is completely linear (as indicated by the EDF value
of 1.00). This could be attributed due to the fact that the targeted and solo campaign mailers in the prior
period are not customized to the active households’ needs, thus having a linear, or “expected” effect for
the immediate weeks of non-promotion on visits. For the first 13 weeks, the estimated response exceeds the
intercept, which implies that a lingering effect holds for increased weekly visitation over the baseline given
the households received a targeted campaign in the first promotional period. This large carryover campaign
exposure effect indicates that the targeted campaigns are quite effective in increasing visits over the baseline,
and substantially more relative to the personalized campaigns. This suggests households respond much more
strongly from prior exposures alone to targeted campaigns at least in the beginning of the promotional cycle.
At week 13, however, there does seem to be very tight bound factor smooth interaction’s estimate with the
added intercept for the first 15 weeks of NP2. The corresponding lower and upper limits are provided in
Table 3.9.
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Table 3.9: NP2 Factor Smooth Interactions - Estimates and Limits
s(NP2Week):Personalized (P)
NP2 Week Factor Smooth Interactions
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week

3.7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

s(NP2Week):Targeted (T)

Point Estimate

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

Point Estimate

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

0.262408805
0.248469312
0.234680002
0.221274575
0.208563618
0.196904696
0.186672564
0.178230698
0.171905116
0.167961075
0.166582985
0.167857623
0.171760763
0.178147468
0.186746632

0.223029905
0.217125947
0.208738905
0.19722711
0.183722835
0.170478018
0.159118997
0.150156554
0.143255236
0.137801196
0.133622887
0.131260864
0.131540298
0.13502365
0.141729763

0.301787704
0.279812677
0.260621098
0.245322039
0.2334044
0.223331374
0.214226131
0.206304843
0.200554995
0.198120953
0.199543082
0.204454382
0.211981227
0.221271285
0.231763501

0.23838785
0.23679981
0.23521176
0.23362372
0.23203567
0.23044763
0.228859593
0.227271557
0.225683524
0.224095498
0.222507478
0.220919466
0.219331463
0.217743471
0.21615549

0.182459407
0.185516968
0.188574515
0.191632045
0.194689554
0.197747041
0.200804499
0.20386192
0.206919282
0.209976533
0.213033514
0.216089442
0.219077749
0.213275639
0.207043936

0.294316297
0.288082647
0.28184901
0.275615392
0.269381796
0.263148225
0.256914687
0.250681193
0.244447767
0.238214462
0.231981442
0.22574949
0.219585178
0.222211304
0.225267044

Discussion

Summary: In Chapter 3, we exploit the utility of penalized spline regression as a direct connection to the
mixed model framework in order to explore the value of generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs). A
relatively overlooked component of GAMMs in literature is the ability to use nonlinear interactions via
smoothing covariates with any levels of factors.
Via broad simulations designs, we investigated the simultaneous estimation of the variance parameters,
fixed effects, and functions of smoothed covariates’ interactions via factor smooths for conditionally serially
correlated AR(1) Poisson count models with random effects for both unbalanced and balanced longitudinal
structures via standard performance metrics. We relied exclusively on penalized quasi-likelihood estimation
(PQL) for parameter estimations in all cases. Additionally, we further parsed parameter performances given
situations of stationary vs. non-stationary temporal, AR(1) correlation structures with the inclusion of timeindependent vs. time-dependent (time-varying) covariates. Regarding the smooths functions, we simulated
the true curve to take on a complex polynomial structure as well as a strictly linear one. We varied parameters
ranging from the subject/cluster size, the number of observations per subject, and realistic magnitudes of
the variance associated with a random effect (Gaussian distributed random intercept) and the parameter
corresponding to a temporal, autocorrelation AR(1) model. In all simulation designs, we decided to keep
constant the fixed effect associated with one level of the parametric model portion constant in all simulation
designs. In all cases of the simulation designs of conditionally serially correlated AR(1) Poisson counts for
longitudinal structures, the generalized additive mixed models seems to recover the variance parameters very
well in addition to the fixed effect. Regarding the thin plate regression splines’ approximation to the true
polynomial and linear functions we simulated, we note that these optimal, low rank, isotropic smoothers
performs well in terms of approximation and shape recovery. Even in the misspecified cases in which we
manually set either the variance of the random intercept or the AR(1) parameter to zero, our GAMMs
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were basically able to appropriately identify and estimate those cases for both unbalanced and balanced
considerations.
In a continuing application, we fit Poisson GAMMs with AR(1) temporal correlation structure given the
random effect in order to assess any lingering effect of the prior promotional period campaign type on visits
relative to the cross-section baseline’s visit in second non-promotional period (NP2) with arguably tenuous
results. While the parametric parameter estimates seem reasonable as well as the partial dependence factor
smooth fits, there was a bit of an issue in terms of computing approximately normal 95% confidence intervals
for the variance parameters, indicating model misspecification. After taking into account the phenomenon
of overdispersion using an extra parameter relative to the Poisson utilizing the negative binomial, we
re-compute our GAMMs with confidence in these results. The NB GAMM AR(1) model captures the
random effects’ variance as well as the estimate for the AR(1) parameter and their respective approximately
normal confidence intervals. This model seems to completely remove the autocorrelation in the normalized
residuals. Overall, we were able to utilize the factor smooths to quantify the lingering exposure effects from
a prior promotional period’s campaign on visits relative to the individual baseline. The results convincingly
suggest that the personalized campaigns stimulate households’ visits relative to the baseline for four weeks
after immediately outside the first promotional period with a nonlinear attenuation, whereas the targeted
campaigns attenuate strictly linear with an increased stimulation of visits of thirteen weeks relative to the
baseline.
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Appendix
Simulation Designs I. and II. - means, variance, and correlations for conditionally
serially correlated AR(1) DGPs for stationary and non-stationary correlation
structures
For a stationary correlation structure, the properties, following [54], [47], are:
Mean: E[Yij ] = µ̆i
Variance: Var[Yij ] = µ̆i .
(Conditional) Correlation: Corr[Yi(j≠1) , Yij |‹i ] = ﬂ¸ , where ¸ = 1, ..., j ≠ 1 corresponds to a unit time-period
lag.

For a non-stationary correlation structure, the following properties hold:
Mean: E[Yij ] = µij
Variance: Var[Yij ] = µij .

41
µih 2
(Conditional) Correlation: Corr[Yih , Yij |‹i ] = ﬂ
(where h < j, and j > 2, ...)
µij
As obviated by the forms, note that the statistical parameters for a stationary, AR(1) correlation structure
j≠h

3

are completely time independent and its correlation simply depends upon a prior lag ¸. In the case of a
non-stationary AR(1) structure, clearly there is time dependence for the mean, variance, and correlation.

Binomial Thinning Process
Following [55], [56], we briefly highlight the binomial thinning process. This is a method employed to ensure
the integer discreteness of the process of first-ordered serially autocorrelated Poisson counts. The thinning
methods employed are a stochastic operations performed independently of each other with a given probability
distribution. Note, also, that yi(j≠1) and is independent of qij .
The term ﬂ ¶ (yi(j≠1) ) denotes a “binomial-thinning” parameter. In essence, ﬂ ¶ (yi(j≠1) ) =

yi(j≠1)

q

ul (ﬂ)

l=1

where ul (ﬂ) is a ﬂ-dependent, iid sequence of {0, 1} Bernoulli random variables with P (ul (ﬂ) = 1) = ﬂ. Thus,
ul (ﬂ) ≥ Bern(ﬂ) with ﬂ œ [0, 1).

The sum of iid Bernoulli random variables is the Binomial distribution which easily follows from employing

the probability generation function of a Bernoulli random variable.
Let X ≥ Bern(ﬂ). Thus, the probability generating function of X is

X (s)

= (1 ≠ ﬂ) + ﬂs

0ÆsÆ1

where s is a dummy placeholder and X = 0 with probability 1 ≠ ﬂ and X = 1 with probability ﬂ. The
probability generating function for the sum of n trials is
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(

n
n
X (s)) = ((1 ≠ ﬂ) + ﬂs)) =

n 3 4
ÿ
n

x=0

x

(ﬂs)x (1 ≠ ﬂ)n≠x

resulting in the probability generating function for the Binomial distribution (thus, the sum is Binomial).

Simulation Designs I. and II. (Unbalanced Cases)
Here are our cases that corresponds to the unbalanced designs where 25 Æ ni Æ 40 with R = 500. The results

seem to mimic the balanced cases in all instances, particulary for the fixed effects and variance parameter
biases and MSEs. However, it is noticeable that the polynomial AMSEs are highest for the stationary
estimated smooth functions for the polynomial for the correctly specified case for Simulation Design I.
Table 3.10: Simulation Results I - Unbalanced Stationary Panel
Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0.50
ﬂ = 0.50

Case 1:
Polynomial
Linear
Bias
MSE
Bias
0.01581 0.01161 0.04939
0.04328 0.01580 0.02214
0.00116 0.00002 -0.05216

MSE
0.00944
0.01781
0.00302

Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0
ﬂ = 0.50

Case 2:
Polynomial
Linear
Bias
MSE
Bias
-0.03504 0.02844 -0.00489
.084439
.067378 -0.00517
-0.03146 0.00104 0.006630

MSE
0.00221
0.00056
0.00041

Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0.50
ﬂ=0

Case 3:
Polynomial
Linear
Bias
MSE
Bias
0.07226
0.01143 0.05148
0.05213
0.02218 0.00106
-0.01042 0.00211 -0.02801

MSE
0.00646
0.00002
0.00623

Table 3.11: Unbalanced Stationary Estimated Smooth Functions - Performance (Case 1)
Polynomial
Linear

Factor Smooth: Level (0), (x2)x1:(0)
Average Mean Squared Error (AMSEf )
0.07163
0.040867

Factor Smooth - Level (1), (x2)x1:(1)
Average Mean Squared Error (AMSEf )
0.09663
0.039652

Table 3.12: Simulation Results II - Unbalanced Non-Stationary Panel
Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0.25
ﬂ = 0.25

Case 1:
Polynomial
Linear
Bias
MSE
Bias
-0.00198 0.00555 0.03525
0.00505
0.00032 0.03691
0.04020
0.00168 0.02952

MSE
0.01629
0.00201
0.000989274

Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0
ﬂ = 0.25

Polynomial
Bias
0.0424790
.00017e-10
0.02523171

Case 2:
MSE
0.0094501
0.0030e-20
0.00075018

Linear
Bias
0.09960
0.00037
0.02994

MSE
0.01122
0.00201
0.00102

Parameter
Values
—1 = 1
‡‹2 = 0.25
ﬂ=0

Case 3:
Polynomial
Linear
Bias
MSE
Bias
0.00019
0.00275 0.01329
-0.02107 0.00144 -0.01005
-0.01345 0.00021 -0.01143

Table 3.13: Unbalanced Non-Stationary Estimated Smooth Functions - Performance (Case 1)
Polynomial
Linear

Factor Smooth: Level (0), (x2)x1:(0)
Average Mean Squared Error (AMSEf )
0.034214
0.02675854

Factor Smooth - Level (1), (x2)x1:(1)
Average Mean Squared Error (AMSEf )
0.043898
0.0303986
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MSE
0.00322
0.00130
0.00031

CHAPTER 4

Forecasting Out-of-Sample Inflation Gaps: A
Penalized Quantile Combination Approach
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Abstract
The idea is to utilize an existing penalization procedure to minimize the effects of weak forecasting models
on the out-of-sample prediction capability of monthly annualized inflation gaps across multiple horizons
framed in a forecasting combination problem. As the optimal combination forecast solution of the GrangerRamanathan regression form under quadratic loss is the conditional mean, we seek to extend the literature
using an approximation to the conditional mean by additively combining of conditional quantiles that discards
underlying, useless forecasters via an L1-penalization quantile forecast combination procedure at various,
equally-spaced deciles of our monthly annualized inflation gap. The proposed L1PQFC forecast combination
solution based on this soundly outperforms an equal weight benchmark model as well as other existing
combination models on a variety of performance metrics.
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4.1

Introduction

Over the last half-century, the methodology of combination forecasting has been shown to be an indispensable
method for enhancing forecasting accuracy.

Combination forecasting can be defined as the resulting

combination of multiple, individual forecasts from a selection of forecasts, which are then unified to produce
a single, pooled forecast ([1]). The combination methodology has been utilized in various research domains
including, but not limited to logistics ([2], [3]), power systems ([4]), statistics, management science, and
psychology ([5]). Unanimously considered in the literature as the genesis of the theory development and the
practical utility of combination forecasting, [6] first posited that a linear combination of multiple forecasts can
yield a greater degree of forecast accuracy when independent and relevant information is taken into account.
The principal method presented in the seminal work suggests computing multiplicative linear constants, or
linear “weights”, such that the error variance of the final combination is minimized under the assumption of
unbiased, individual forecasts. The vital conclusion is that a composite set of independent forecasts can yield
lower mean square error (MSE) than a single forecast. Another invaluable benefit from a linear forecasting
combination is that the combined solution utilizing different underlying forecasting models is more robust
or can be relatively unaffected by the misspecification biases that may plague the data generating process
from which the individual forecasts were constructed ([7]).
As the practical utility of combination forecasting has been illuminated, the theory related to this
technique is both well-explored and ever-evolving in the literature with the linear formulation being a
recurring focal point. Established methods inspired by the linear weight solution proposed by [6] include the
simple average method, the outperformance method ([8]), the discounted mean squared error (MSE) method
([9]), the shrinkage weight method ([10]), the time-varying parameter weighted method ([11]), and various
adaptive extensions1 .
Additionally, beyond utilizing a forecasting combination to predict a traditional univariate time-series
response or forecasting target, a variety of forecasting combination schemes have been studied and outlined
for conditional variances, conditional densities, interval forecasts, and discrete random variables ([13]). A
recent work presents a thorough overview of theoretical results of the linear forecasting combination problem
under two closely related goals of the forecasting combination methodology: combination for adaptation
(given a set of individual forecasts, the final combination is chosen such that it equivalently performs as well
as the singular best forecasting individual model) and combination for improvement (given a set of individual
forecasts, the constrained linear combination of all forecasts is chosen) under a variety of theoretical scenarios
([13]). This literature shows their algorithm, AFTER, is an effective tool when the primary objective is
combination for adaptation. Additionally, [14] provides a brief, yet comprehensive overview of well-founded
combination forecasting techniques derived from a standard, linear forecasting form including equal weight
1 One proposed extension is an “independent” assumption of the associated covariance matrix associated with the constructed
linear weight such that the covariance matrix is a pure diagonal matrix of individual forecast error variances. Another proposed
extension bounds the linear weights to lie within the interval [0,1] ([12]).
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forecasting combination, optimal minimum variance forecasting combination, outperformance probabilities,
as well as forecasting combinations from both unconstrained and constrained ordinary least squares (OLS).
Certain avenues have explored, with positive combination results for inflation, forecasting combinations
from univariate, dynamic factor, and an amalgam of VAR and Bayesian VAR models2 , which mostly
outperform their univariate counterparts based on lower forecast error ([17]).

Another work uses

performance-based forecast comparative combination methods for European inflation to hedge against
univariate forecasting models that perform poorly in times of prevalent volatility ([18]). Another unique
approach explores a model selection method for individual forecasting models used in a forecasting
combination where the five “best” models are chosen through a sequential cointegration/encompassing
procedure where forecast accuracy is increased ([19]). This last work leads into the criticisms surrounding the
forecasting combination problem. Despite the various methods proposed for estimating weights are vast and
numerous, there is no agreeable, single best technique that is guaranteed to consistently produce uniformly
optimal accuracy. More severely, although a combination solution can be considered generally robust, the
inclusion of estimation errors that pervade combination weights diminish forecasting performance. The likely
cause of such performance distortion can be attributed to the inclusion of underlying “weak” forecasts that
have virtually no relevance in forecasting any response of interest.
Arguably the most beneficial and lauded extensions of [6] beyond those cited previously is [20]3 . These
authors explored an ordinary least squares solution for the estimation of weights. Under the quadratic
(MSE) loss function and utilizing individual forecasting models as regressors in a standard ordinary least
square regression in addition to a constant, leads to an optimal forecast solution, which does not require that
the unbiasedness of the forecasts4 . Thus, under the MSE loss function, the optimal forecast solution is the
conditional mean. This popularized “linear-in-weights” combination form in conjunction with the notion that
the conditional mean under the MSE loss function can be approximated by the combination of conditional
quantiles ([21],[22], [23],[24]) leads to an uninvestigated avenue of potential increased out-of-sample (OOS)
forecasting performance involving a penalized approach for discarding models that can contaminate linear
weights. The focus of this chapter is to employ a technique for accurate model discrimination in a linear
combination solution that both discards all underlying forecasting models that do not contribute positively
to out-of-sample (OOS) forecasting gains while retaining such models that only partially contributes to
OOS forecasting gains at certain “segments” of a forecasting target. To our knowledge, this is a completely
unexplored approach to extricate weak forecasting models’ ability to contaminate accuracy. Our central
focus is the development of such a criterion, or penalty, that is dually capable of nullifying underlying
forecasting models in a linear, composite combination model that contributes null to OOS forecasting gains
while retaining underlying forecasting models that, at certain quantiles of our target, contributes positively
2 A VAR (vector autoregressive) model is simply a direct, straightforward extension of standard univariate autoregressive
models which demonstrates how values of variables at time t depends linearly upon previous time points such as t ≠ 1. The
Bayesian VAR simply refers to estimation of standard VAR parameters where prior probabilities are assigned to the parameters
to be estimated wherein the parameters themselves are considered random variables ([15], [16]).
3 As the Granger-Ramanathan form is germane to our analysis, we provide a brief, yet explicit, overview in Chapter 1.
4 Unbiasedness of the individual forecasts are not required as any bias can be adjusted through the intercept.
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to OOS forecasting gains. This precisely corresponds to the novelty to the forecasting literature reflected in
this chapter. As the optimal forecasting combination solution under MSE loss can be approximated by the
aggregation of conditional quantiles from [20], we utilize a penalization procedure via a LASSO5 quantile
regression method that discriminates useless or partially useless forecasting models that aid in marginal or
no utility in forecasting our target of interest. We deem this solution to be the “L1-penalized” quantile
forecast combination L1PQFC.
This proposed method utilizes a penalty to classify the presence of “weak”, “partially weak”, and “strong”
underlying forecasting models. Weak forecasting models are defined to be the underlying forecasters in the
combination solution that predict no quantiles of our response at the forecast horizon t + h. Partially weak
forecasters represent underlying forecasters that predict some, but not all quantiles of the forecasting target
at the forecasting horizon t + h; strong forecasters are those such forecasters that help forecast all quantiles
of the target. As we take particular interest in conditional quantiles in our combination solution due to
its protection against estimation errors relative to the competitive standard ordinary least squares (SOLS)
estimator’s solution, we first select statistically significant forecasting models at the 5% level corresponding
to the quantile functions, and then employ penalized quantile regressions on the selected forecasting models
which results in L1-penalized quantile estimators. We combine these L1-penalized quantiles to obtain a point
forecast of the target of interest resulting in the L1PQFC solution.
Thus, the resulting forecasting classification of weak, partially weak, and strong forecasters in the
L1PQFC solution are chosen via the selection procedure for the using the penalized quantile regression
technique proposed by [26] for quick and efficient dimensionality reduction in a high-dimensional, sparse
modeling context. This has been applied successfully towards forecasting a one-period ahead forecast of
equity premium by [24] as a variable selection tool. Building from this framework, we emphasize our novel,
primary contribution highlighting that while the combination of quantile forecasts will lead to a prediction
equation that has a conditional mean interpretation as in [20], the coefficients of such prediction equation
now reflects the presence of strong, partially weak and weak forecasting models.
Following [27], we apply our proposed forecasting approach to monthly annualized inflation gaps. The
choice of inflation gaps is due to the well-known, omnipresent trend component that can be observed by
measuring inflation over time (particularly spiking during The Great Inflation period). This trend is “slowvarying” and controls for a low-frequency component central to inflation measurement in recent past, and
prior literature recommends accounting for this phenomenon, particularly for forecasting inflation in the long
run. Therefore, our target of interest represents the deviation of the actual monthly annualized inflation
rate and its corresponding trend. The breadth of this application essentially involves a two-part, composite
forecasting analysis that expands on previous literature by contributing to the forecasting combination
problem with model selection via the LASSO (L1) penalization procedure. We use this penalty as a powerful,
intuitive model selection procedure for our combination solution. First, we utilize ten linear, univariate
5 LASSO is an acronym representing “Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection operator” re-popularized by [25] in a traditional
regression context.
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forecasting models to construct out-of-sample forecasts of the monthly annualized inflation gap across six
forecasting horizons: h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}. Next, we treat these forecasts, per each horizon, as covariates in
the linear Granger-Ramanathan form for a forecasting combination model.

We show that the proposed L1PQFC method results in superior out-of-sample (OOS) forecast accuracy
over an equal weight combination benchmark as well as other competing combination considerations.
Additionally, we test and verify the robustness and success of our proposed L1PQFC models over our six
horizons h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}. The empirical results show that, at varying horizons h, the model selections
ultimately utilized in the L1PQFC considerations vary considerably across three notable levels: 1.) the
underlying chosen models via the penalty at a specified quantile, 2.) the frequency of models selected via the
penalty at a specified quantile, and 3.) the time at which a model is chosen for the span of 48 months chosen
in our out-of-sample data per each considered horizon h. We measure the success of OOS forecast accuracy
by the R2OS statistic via statistical significance of the Clark and West and Diebold-Mariano tests for all our
horizons; additionally, we also show a decomposition of the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) into two
additive terms in order to assess the contribution of each step of the L1PQFC approach for our combination
solution following [24]. Our results indicate that the additional loss is overwhelmingly attributable to the
efficiency loss from the presence of partially weak models in the population.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 4.2 briefly reviews the methodology of
forecast combination problem as well as prior works’ results regarding the optimal forecast weights under
both a general and MSE loss functions as well as the data generating process (DGP) coinciding with our
forecasting combination problem. Section 4.3 presents the penalization procedure, the methodology regarding
the competing forecast combinations models, and our weighting scheme for LASSO-chosen quantile forecasts.
Section 4.4 presents the univariate models used to compute the forecasts used in quantile combination
considerations in addition to our principal evaluative metric. Section 4.5 presents all combination results.
Section 4.6 concludes our analyses.

4.2

The Forecast Combination Problem

Following previous literature ([28], [29]), we review the forecasting combination problem. We begin by
outlining [30] who uses a traditional diversification problem as a preamble. Suppose, for instance, we want
to forecast a response variable y with two available and separate point forecasts, ŷ1 and ŷ2 . Let g1 and
g2 be two arbitrary functions that takes inputs to create point forecasts of interest. The first forecast is
estimated from two independent explanatory covariates, x1 and x2 , as ŷ1 = g1 (x1 , x2 ), whereas the second
forecast is produced with three other independent covariates as ŷ2 = g2 (x3 , x4 , x5 ). Assuming all covariates
are not perfectly collineated and are all observed, a natural step would be to produce a forecast of all
available covariates ŷ3 = g3 (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 ). For a combination consideration, let gc indicate a function
that combines two forecasts. If only the point forecasts themselves are available ({ŷ1 , ŷ2 }), and the underlying
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covariates are obfuscated from a practitioner (perhaps due to input privatization), then two, non-exhaustive
options for a forecasting combination model would be a combination solution of form ŷ = gc (ŷ1 , ŷ2 ) or
even the estimation the quantile function ŷ = qy (· ) = gc (ŷ1 , ŷ2 ). The forecaster user’s information set may
comprise k individual forecasts,

= (ŷ1 , ..., ŷk ), where

is often a much smaller subset of the union of the
tk
information sets underlying the each of the individual forecasts, i=1 i ([7]).

Further expounding on the overall perspectives of forecasting combinations methods stated in the

introduction, we highlight advantages and disadvantages of defined and outlined from previous literature.
Point forecasts may be very differently affected by “structural breaks” caused, for example, by technological
developments. Some forecasting models can quickly adapt may and will only temporarily be affected by
breaks in the structure of a time series, while others have parameters that only adjust marginally to new
data proceeding a structural break ([31], [11], [32]). Therefore, a combination of forecasts from models
of varying adaptability from structural breaks can yield the best forecasting performance relative to any
individual models. Perhaps the most important utility offered by the forecast combination problem is the
relative “protection” offered by a combination’s solution comprised from point forecasts that are produced
by models that are inherently misspecified due to unknown reasons ([1], [7], [33]). Traditionally, as data
generating processes are likely much more complex for a univariate, stationary series, it is likely that this
phenomenon would be beyond the scope of econometric models available in a forecaster’s arsenal. Thus,
the forecast combination procedure, as a method, produces a solution such that the final combination is
essentially impervious to misspecification biases and measurement errors. Lastly, the point forecasts that
comprise a vector of forecasts used for a final combination may employ varying loss functions given the same
information set, which can allow for the simultaneity of greater forecast accuracy and less significant forecast
errors that can contaminate the optimal weights for the final combination. Regarding forecasting combination
disadvantages, we emphasize the potential for overfitting when estimating forecasts in a regression scenario
where the sample size is small relative to the number of coefficients to be estimated given our training
set ([10], [28]). Additionally, if a forecast practitioner does actually observe the union of information sets
tk
underlying each individual forecasts, i=1 i , then prior literature ([34], [10]) have suggested the notion of

“combining information” as opposed to “combining forecasts” (e.g. a “super” model construction) which
nests all of this information into one forecasting model rather than the combination strategy in hopes that
this aggregation tactic could lead to decreased forecast errors at the expense of increased forecast bias.
Lastly, the forecasting combination procedure is disadvantaged relative to any single forecast model as it can
introduce parameter estimation errors in instances in which combination weights must be estimated. This
is such a foundational issue that simple combination schemes, such as the simple averaging scheme (equal
weights), have been notably superior relative to “optimal” combination schemes in the absence of parameter
estimation ([32]).
For our application, we are interested in forecasting the future value of a stationary, univariate time series
{yt+h }Œ
h=1 based on a k-vector of point forecast of this variable ŷt+h,t which possibly includes a constant
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determined ex-ante. This is also adapted into the information set

t

(whereas yt+h is not, prohibiting cases

i
i
in which there exists a ŷt+h,t
such that ŷt+h,t
= yt+h [perfect prediction] and where i indexes an individual

forecaster). The goal is to seek an aggregator that transforms the information in ŷt+h,t œ Rk to a summary

measure C(ŷt+h,t , “ i ) œ Ri µ Rk . The term “ i is a parameter vector corresponding to the combination and
depends on both a loss function and an unknown forecast error distribution. Additionally, we define Ft+h,t
to be the conditional distribution of yt+h , given the information set

t.

As ubiquitous as the combination

forecasting problem has been in the literature, it is imperative to note that the point forecasts themselves
may generally provide insufficient information for a decision maker who may be interested in the degree of
uncertainty surrounding the forecast. For our application, however, point forecasts will suffice.
We have the conditional model used in our forecasting combination problem following the general form
presented as

Õ

Õ

yt+h = ŷt+h,t — + (ŷt+h,t „)÷t+h

÷t+h |

t

(4.1)

≥ F÷,h (0, 1)

where F÷,h (0, 1) is a defined distribution function with zero mean and a variance of unity, which does
not depend on

t,

but depends on h, ŷt+h,t œ

t

is a k ◊ 1 vector of point forecasts/models for an arbitrary

forecast horizon h observable at time t6 , — and „ are k ◊ 1 parameter vectors including the intercepts:
—0 and „0 . The location-scale model form implies the conditional mean and conditional quantile functions

will be affected by the vector of point forecasts ŷt+h,t (as the point forecasts affect the location and scale
of the conditional distribution of yt+h ). Specifically, this conditional model form is very convenient as it
can naturally be investigated through the lens of a quantile regression framework with linear conditional
quantiles, which is precisely a benefit we will exploit in our application ([29]). Notably, no parametric
structured is assumed for F÷,h which is indicative of a general loss function for the error process. This model
form subsumes an extensive class of models including ARCH as well as stochastic volatility models such as
SABR, GARCH, and Heston models.
We briefly review optimal weight estimation results as it relates to combination forecast methodology.
Following seminal literature ([20], [35] [36], [29]), we begin by outlining a necessary assumption regarding
i
the loss function. An optimal forecast solution ŷt+h
is the minimizer of the expected value of a general loss

function Li . Thus, we begin with our first primary assumption.
6 Note, as our vector of predictors in our application will correspond to point forecasts from univariate models across specified
forecast horizons, we use the terms “point forecasts” and “models” synonymously.
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Assumption 1 (Loss Function): The loss function, Li , i œ (0, 1) is a homogeneous function solely of

the forecast error et+h © yt+h ≠ ŷt+h,t . That is, Li = Li (et+h,t ) and L(ae) = g(a)L(e), a ”= 0, for some
positive function g 7 .

The superscript i associated with the loss function L is indicative of a stream of loss functions that
satisfies Assumption 1.8
Proposition 1. Under the DGP in (4.1) and Assumption 1, the optimal forecast combination will be
k≠1
i
1
ŷt+h,t
= ŷt+h,t — + (ŷt+h,t „)„ih = “i,0 + “i,1 ŷt+h,t
+ ... + “i,k≠1 ŷt+h,t
Õ

Õ

(4.2)

where “i,0 = (—0 + „0 „ih ), “i,1 = (—1 + „1 „ih ), “i,k≠1 = (—k≠1 + „k≠1 „ih ), where „ih is a constant that is
dependent upon the forecast horizon h, distribution function Fn,h (0, 1) and the loss function Li . The proof
for Proposition 1 can be found in the appendix.
From Proposition 1, an essential corollary is immediate:
Corollary 1. Under (4.1), the optimal forecast combination under the quadratic loss function (MSE) is
i
ŷt+h,t
= E[yt+h |

where E[yt+h |

t]

t]

k≠1
1
= ŷt+h,t — = —0 + —1 ŷt+h,t
+ ... + —k≠1 ŷt+h,t
Õ

is the conditional mean of yt+h . Here, „ih = 0 as E[÷t+h |

weights are fixed at “i,j = (—j + E[„j ú

„ih ])

t]

(4.3)

= 0. Thus, the optimal

9

= —j , j = 0, ..., k ≠ 1.

This solution is the least squares estimator for the conditional mean of yt+h from the GrangerRamanathan combination method [20].

4.3

Estimation

Under MSE Loss, Corollary 1 shows that the optimal combination solution corresponds directly to the
conditional mean of the response yt+h . The sample analogs of the weights presented under Corrollary 1 is
the least squares estimator on a constant and a vector of forecasts ([20]). From Proposition 1 and utilizing
the conditional model in (4.1), utilizing a general loss function, we clearly see that the optimal forecast
solution differs from the solution proposed by [20] under MSE loss. Utilizing the conditional model in (4.1),
with dynamics for both the mean and variance, and invoking the fact that the conditional distribution of a
random variable given a k-vector of covariates/forecasts (with available data from their joint distribution)
can be equivalently characterized by either the conditional distribution function or the conditional quantile
function ([37],[38]), we can utilize a method following [29] for estimating optimal combination forecasting
7 Homogeneity of a loss function is a crucial property for an optimal forecast solution since the optimal forecast will itself
be invariant for different values of g(a).
8 There are many loss functions that satisfies Assumption 1 such as MSE, EKT, MAE, lin-lin, and a host of other asymmetric
quadratic losses.
9 Note, we omit the solution of the optimal weights derived under the complete lack of scale effects „ = ... = „
1
k≠1 = 0
under the given conditional model. The results can be found in ([29], [14]).
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weights that is appropriate under a homogeneous loss function. Given the optimal forecast solution in (4.2)
and, then the conditional distribution of yt+h can be employed as

i
i
Ft+h,t (ŷt+h,t
) = P(yt+h < ŷt+h,t
| t)
3
Õ
Õ
Õ
Õ
= P ŷt+h,t — + (ŷt+h,t „)÷t+h < ŷt+h,t — + (ŷt+h,t „)„ih |
3
4
Õ
Õ
= P (ŷt+h,t „)÷t+h < (ŷt+h,t „)„ih | t

= P(÷t+h < „ih |

t)

t

4

= F÷,h („ih )

= ·i œ (0, 1)
≠1
i
i
Clearly, ŷt+h,t
= Ft+h,t
(·i ), which means that the optimal forecast combination ŷt+h,t
corresponds to the

conditional quantile function of yt+h given level ·i , as

i
ŷt+h,t
= Qyt+h (·i |

t)

k≠1
1
= “i,0 + “i,1 ŷt+h,t
+ ... + “i,k≠1 ŷt+h,t

(4.4)

for some ·i œ (0, 1)
where Qyt+h (·i |

t)

is the conditional quantile of yt+h at level ·i and weights are estimated as in (4.2),

≠1
≠1
explicitly represented as “i,j = (—j + „j F÷,h
(·i )), j = 0, ..., k ≠ 1. Note, „ih = F÷,h
(·i ) is the unconditional

quantile corresponding to a future horizon t + h of the error process, ÷t+h , for the loss function Li .

We can employ a quantile regression of yt+h on a constant and a vector of forecasts to find the optimal
weights under the general loss function Li and F÷,h (0, 1).10
We invoke Assumption 1 under a singular, asymmetric absolute loss function, ﬂ· 11 , corresponding to
conditional quantile function (necessarily dropping the previous subscript i). For convenience, given our
vector of point forecasts representing our known information set, ŷt+h,t , we re-write equation (4.4) as
Õ

Qyt+h (· |ŷt+h,t ) = —0 (· ) + ŷt+h,t —1 (· )

(4.5)

≠1
≠1
with —0 (· ) = —0 + „0 F÷,h
(· ), —1 (· ) = — + „F÷,h
(· )12 , with an associated vector of size (k ≠ 1) ◊ 1 point

k≠1
1
forecasts ŷt+h,t = (ŷt+h,t
, ..., ŷt+h,t
) utilized as explanatory covariates in the linear combination for the
Õ

proposed combination solution. Given this form, we highlight the result of combination forecast optimality
10 If

F÷,h („ih ) = ·i ,
11 This asymmetric

≠1
then it’s clear that „ih = F÷,h
(·i ).
absolute loss function, ﬂ· , is explicitly defined as ﬂ· = [· ≠ 1(u < 0)]u. This is a continuous, piecewise
linear function that is non-differentiable at u = 0. In this case, u is tantamount to a “regression error”, and ﬂ· can be thought
of as the loss associated with the error.
12 Clearly, — © (— , ..., —
1
k≠1 ) and „ © („1 , ...„k≠1 ).
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of a forecasting target partitioned into two individual, additive components: the conditional mean and a
measure of bias.
Proposition 2. Under Equation (4.5) utilizing the singular, asymmetric loss function, the optimal
forecast combination solution is:

ŷt+h = Qyt+h (· |ŷt+h,t )
= E(yt+h |ŷt+h,t ) + ◊·
Õ

≠1
where ◊· = ŷt+h,t „F÷,h
(· ) is an additional bias relative to the conditional mean function that is

dependent upon the associated vector of point forecasts associated with some arbitrary forecast horizon,
ŷt+h,t , the distribution function F÷,h and the loss function L.
We use the approach for obtaining robust mean squared prediction error (MSPE) forecasts of monthly
annualized inflation gaps following [24]. That is, in the presence of outlying observations, an approach to
obtaining MSPE forecasts of our response is through combining quantile forecasts. Let · = (·1 , ..., ·m ) be a
set of strictly increasing quantiles. Therefore, we have:

·m
ÿ

· =·1

w· Qyt+h (· |ŷt+h,t ) = E(yt+h |ŷt+h,t ) +

·m
ÿ

w· ◊·

· =·1
Õ

= E(yt+h |ŷt+h,t ) + ŷt+h,t „

·m
ÿ

· =·1

≠1
w· F÷,h
(· )

with w· being the weight attributed to the conditional quantile Qyt+h (· |ŷt+h,t ), The weights themselves

are quantile dependent as their purpose is directed at estimating/approximating the mean of ÷t+h which,

by assumption, is 0. A notable result for integrating the quantile function over its entire domain in a
univariate setting results in the sample mean ([39],[24]). Given that the error ÷t+h is independently and
s 1 ≠1
≠1
identically distributed, with F÷,h
(· ) = Q· (÷t+h ), immediately implies E(÷t+h ) = 0 F÷,h
(t)dt = 0. We
can utilize this result and apply it to a sample for conditional mean approximation utilizing a set of
arbitrary quantiles. With a quantile grid (e.g. · = ·1 ,...,·m ) in a sample set of data, we can approximate
·m
s 1 ≠1
q
≠1
E(÷t+h ) = 0 F÷,h
(t)dt by
w· F÷,h
(· ). The assigned weight w· reflects the heavy tails/kurtosis
· =·1

or potential asymmetry of the conditional distribution function of ÷t+h , which is F÷,h . When F÷,h is

symmetric, equal weight assignment to the grid quantiles in the vicinity of the median (· = 0.5) guarantees
·m
q
w· Qyt+h (· |ŷt+h,t ) = E(yt+h |ŷt+h,t )13 . By utilizing the quantile regression estimator, this approach is
· =·1

essentially impervious to extreme observations of a response. As the lower and higher ends of the quantiles
13 The brief, theoretical justification of the approximation of the combination of quantiles to the conditional mean (which is
our optimal forecast combination solution) (e.g. [21],[40]) follows directly from [24] and can be applied indiscriminately with
no additional justification for the extension to a forecasting combination solution.
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specified in our quantile grid produce downwardly and upwardly, respectively, biases of the conditional mean
·m
q
of a response, the combination approach results in the point forecast
w· Qyt+h (· |ŷt+h,t ) and combines
· =·1

opposing biased predictions which nullify each other and remove the aggregation bias ([41]).

As the conditional model is unknown (4.1), the forecasting model based on combining conditional
quantiles with fixed (standard) point forecasts, may potentially be misspecified, particularly when ineffective
or weak. The penalization procedure that follows will address the problem of eliminating its adverse effects
in our combination of conditional quantiles to yield an optimal forecasting combination solution.

4.3.1

The L1-Penalized Quantile Forecast Combination Method

Following [26], identifiability of weak forecasting models by using a lasso-based penalty to the model weights
is of principle interest. Utilizing equation (4.5), the resulting LASSO quantile regression estimator solves
the following objective function
min

—0 ,—1

ÿ
t

Õ

ﬂ· (yt+h ≠ —0 (· ) ≠ ŷt+h,t —1 (· )) + ⁄



· (1 ≠ · )
Î—1 (· )ÎL1
N

(4.6)

where ﬂ· is the asymmetric absolute deviation function (or “check” function) defined for any scalar a as
ﬂ· (a) © (· ≠ (a Æ 0))a with (·) as the indicator function, N is the estimation (sample) size, Î · ÎL1 denotes
k≠1
q
k≠1 Õ 14
1
the L1-norm, Î—1 ÎL1 =
|— 1i |, and yt+h,t = (ŷt+h|t
, ..., ŷt+h|t
) . Therefore, the full objective function
i=1

in (4.6) is the sum of a quantile
 regression estimator and a scaled penalty of —1 (· ) based on the L1-norm;
· (1 ≠ · )
The level of penalization, ⁄
, depends on each quantile · where ⁄ on the set of specified quantile
N
indices of interest · . Details can be found in the appendix. The L1-norm is a well-studied regularization
technique that performs “feature selection” that shrinks the weights associated with the least important or
weak individual forecasts ([42]). Following [26] and [43], this LASSO method will first select the individual
forecasting models from the information in ŷt+h,t based on the conditional models for each specified quantile
at each time period t.
Next, we employ a quantile regression post-penalty generation for the selected point forecasts in yt+h,t
Õ

·
ú
for the L1-penalized quantile forecast of the reponse at t + h defined as qt+h,t
= —0 (· ) + yt+h|t
—(· ). The
Õ

ú
matrix yt+h,t
now corresponds to the L1-penalized quantile forecasts (L1PQF) forecast at time t for various
Õ

horizons of h by the LASSO selection at the – = 5% level of significance. This procedure is repeated to
obtain L1PQFs for the discrete quantiles of · = (·1 , ..., ·m ). Finally, we add these quantile forecasts after
m
q
·j
LASSO selection to obtain the L1 penalized quantile forecast combination (L1PQFC) ŷt+h =
w·j qt+h,t
,
j=1

resulting in the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) point forecast of the target at future time t + h.
14 Note,

the subscripts t + h, t and t + h|t are synonymous.
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4.3.2

L1PQFC Forecast: Example

1
2
3
The L1PQFC forecast can be represented simply as an equation. Let ŷt+h,t = (1, ŷt+h,t
ŷt+h,t
ŷt+h,t
)Õ be

a vector of point forecasts available at time t (forecasting an arbitrary horizon h) with a discrete set of
quantiles · œ (·1 , ..., ·5 ). Given ŷt+h,t and · , we can obtain the L1-penalized quantile forecasts (L1PQF) a
j
forecasting target for t + h as qt+h,t
, j = 1, .., 5. Thus, we have

·

Q
R Q
·1
qt+h,t
— (· ) —1 (·1 ) 0
c
d c 0 1
c ·2 d c
cqt+h,t d c—0 (·2 ) —1 (·2 ) 0
c
d c
c ·3 d c
cqt+h,t d = c—0 (·3 ) —1 (·3 ) 0
c
d c
c ·4 d c
cqt+h,t d c—0 (·4 )
0
0
a
b a
·5
qt+h,t
—0 (·5 )
0
0

R
Q
R
—3 (·1 )
d
1
d
d
—3 (·2 )d c
d
1
d c
c
ŷ
d c t+h,t d
d
◊
d
—3 (·3 )
d
2
d c
d
ŷt+h,t
d c
a
b
—3 (·4 )d
3
b
ŷt+h,t
—3 (·5 )

3
2
Here, the model ŷt+h,t
is “strong” in the population since it predicts all quantiles, yet ŷt+h,t
is considered
1
“fully weak” as it does not predict any quantile. The point forecasts represented by ŷt+h,t
is deemed “partially

weak” as it aids in predicting some (·1 , ·2 , and ·3 ) but not all (·4 and ·5 ) quantiles. Thus, the L1PQFC
forecast for estimating the target is produced as

ŷt+h =

5
ÿ

w·j —0 (·j ) +

j=1

3
ÿ

1
w·j —1 (·j )ŷt+h,t
+

j=1

5
q

j=1

w·j —0 (·j ), —1 =

3
q

j=1

3
w·j —3 (·j )ŷt+h,t

(4.7)

j=1

1
3
= —0 + —1 ŷt+h,t
+ —3 ŷt+h,t

with —0 =

5
ÿ

w·j —1 (·j ), and —3 =

5
q

j=1

w·j —3 (·j ).

The purpose of using the L1-penalized quantile regression is to determine the individual models that
has the most utility for predicting the response variable yt+h amongst all candidate, underlying forecasting
models. In the example given above, the L1PQFC procedure completely excludes the fully weak model
2
1
3
ŷt+h,t
from the linear equation, yet ŷt+h,t
and ŷt+h,t
are included for their partial and complete predictive
1
utility, respectively, to ŷt+h . Additionally, as observed from the example above, since the utility of ŷt+h,t
·4
·5
in predicting (qt+h,t
, qt+h,t
) is partially weak (as the respective coefficients —1 (·4 ) and —1 (·5 ) are zero),

the forecasting combination penalization procedure completely omits —1 (·4 ) and —1 (·5 ) in the prediction
equation (4.7), while still retaining.
In terms of the weight selection for the L1PQFC models, we consider two simple, time-invariant weight
schemes following [24].

The notion of time-invariance here arises from the fact that we consider the

importance of quantiles in the determination of the optimal combination forecasts to be constant throughout
the entire out-of-sample forecasting period for each forecast horizon h. Thus, the proposed L1-penalized
quantile forecast combination method seeks to approximate the point (MSPE) forecast by assigning equal
weights to a discrete set of conditional quantiles. Considering a discrete list of quantiles in the vector
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· = (·1 , ..., ·m ) with a specified equal weight, w· © w, we have our proposed penalized combination,
L1PQFC, under two distinct sets of quantiles and equal weight considerations:
L1PQFC1 =

L1PQFC2 =

1 0.3
1
1
q
+ q 0.5 + q 0.7 ,
3 t+h,t 3 t+h,t 3 t+h,t

w=

1
3

1 0.3
1
1
1
1
q
+ q 0.4 + q 0.5 + q 0.6 + q 0.7 ,
5 t+h,t 5 t+h,t 5 t+h,t 5 t+h,t 5 t+h,t

w=

1
5

where L1PQFC1 and L1PQFC2 are simple mean aggregates.

4.3.3

Combination Model Comparisons

For comparison, we will separately include standard nested cases that can arise which likely results in
inefficiency given the omitted impact of the inclusion of partially weak forecasting models.
Case 1: Standard Quantile Regression (SQR): Firstly, we can estimate linear quantile regression models
with the selected forecasters (serving as predictors) given · = (·1 , ..., ·m ) to obtain a standard quantile
regression (SQR) forecast as:
1
3
ŷt+h = b0 + b1 ŷt+h,t
+ b3 ŷt+h,t

with b0 =

5
q

j=1

w·j —0 (·j ), b1 =

5
q

j=1

w·j —1 (·j ), and b3 =

5
q

j=1

(4.8)

w·j —3 (·j ).

The SQR forecasts are based on the linear quantile estimator with a set · on the selected models
1
3
ŷt+h,t
, ŷt+h,t

and unity (intercept). In this prediction equation above, we have 3 discrete quantiles · =

(·1 , ..., ·3 ). We also, for comparison, consider the 5 quantile specification as a separate model given · =
(·1 , ..., ·5 ), resulting in forecast combination models: SFQR1 and SFQR2 , respectively.
Case 2: Standard Ordinary Least Squares (SOLS). Here, we simply employ ordinary least squares to
obtain a fixed linear regression forecast on equation (4.8) with yt+h on the selected underlying forecasters
given identical sets of discrete quantiles as in Case 1 resulting in models SOLS1 and SOLS2 .
Note, for Case 2, in addition to it sharing the primary disadvantage of not utilizing the predictive utility
of partially weak predictors in a given population as in Case 1, there is also efficiency loss resulting from the
fact that the linear estimator will not be impervious to outliers’ influence on estimation.
Following the idea of [44], we also further partition the difference between SOLS and L1PQFC forecasts
into two elements. To show the relative importance of for including the presence of partially weak forecasting
models, we have the following equation:
MSPESOLS ≠ MSPEL1PQFC = [MSPESOLS ≠ MSPESQR ] + [MSPESQR ≠ MSPEL1PQFC ]

(4.9)

The first term on the right-hand side of (4.9) yields the additional loss of the SOLS forecast given the
linear estimator’s lack of robustness to the errors in estimation, while the second represents extra loss or
inefficiency due to partially weak forecasting models’ presence.
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Case 3: Egalitarian LASSO (EL). Here, for comparison, we augment the standard LASSO15 penalized
estimation problem to the Egalitarian LASSO procedure where the weights we shrink are the deviations
from equal weights toward zero. In terms of the implementation into software, the Egalitarian LASSO
construction is tantamount to performing the standard LASSO selection on a transformed response where
i
yt+h is centered by subtracting the average forecasts across all time periods t. Let ŷt+h,t
represent the vector

of point forecasts for model i available at time t. Thus, the objective function for the method is
EL = arg min
—

3ÿ3
t

yt+h ≠

ÿ

i
—i ŷt+h,t

i=1

42

+⁄

-4
K ÿ
-—i ≠ 1 Ki=1

with —i representing the coefficients or weights associated with each of the forecasts from the conditional
models, and ⁄ is the penalty term which is that chosen such that the minimum mean cross-validated error is
obtained16 . Note, in our estimation, we do utilize the cross-validation procedure where the number of folds
are arbitrarily set to 10 folds. Also, we will show the relationship of this method’s objective function to the
standard LASSO for software usage in the Appendix.
Case 4: Robust Forecast Combination (RFC). As our final comparison to our L1PQFC proposed
method, we will utilize an adjusted version of [40] which is just an average point forecasts obtained from the
aforementioned considerations. The idea is that this model can potentially be less sensitive to the sample
j
split for the recursive estimation. Let r̂t+h,t
represent the point forecasts from our combination models

L1PQFC1, L1PQFC1, SQR1, SQR2, SOLS1, SOLS2, and EL, j = 1, ..., 7, across a specified forecast horizon
h. The Robust Forecast Combination (RFC) is defined as:
RFC =

M
1 ÿ j
r̂
M j=1 t+h,t

with M = 7, and h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}.

4.4

The Forecasting Procedures: Forecasting the Monthly Inflation Gap

The Consumer Price Index, or CPI, represents goods and services purchased for consumption by a reference
population and is often employed as a gauge of effectiveness of certain economic policies. It is the most
commonly used method to measure inflation after seasonal adjustments. Thus, a seasonally adjusted CPI
serves as the basis to compute our principle target of interest: inflation. Inflation rate is the rate in which
goods and/or services increases over time for a given nation. Intuitively, this increased rate of inflation
15 Note, the standard LASSO’s objective function involves the selection to and shrinkage of weights toward 0. That is, the
objective function given for standard LASSO lacks the “K ≠1 ” in the second (additive) term in absolute value.
16 If there exists such a situation as to the minimum penalty for ⁄ selects exactly 0 models, then and only then will we adjust
the penalization parameter to be ⁄.1SE instead of min(⁄i )
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directly corresponds to decreased purchasing power of currency. A voluminous amount of previous research
has been proposed in the econometrics literature regarding forecasting inflation in a variety of contexts. An
important, perhaps seminal survey of forecasting inflation reviews state-of-the-art procedures in forecasting
([27]). In this work, the authors utilize a well-established, robust roundup of forecasting models17 based on
four principles with differences in forecasting evaluated by the root mean squared prediction error (RMSPE).
Another piece of literature that solely focuses on the effectiveness of the Phillips-Curve (PC) model’s utility
in forecasting inflation. Primary interest surrounds how the covariates composing the PC model that
uses alternative, aggregate macroeconomic indicators, aside from unemployment, ultimately contributes
to smaller mean-squared prediction errors (MSPE) with additional statistically significant forecasting gains
([45]). Another significant, recent analysis ([46]) narrows its focus to extending the literature for inflation
forecasting in the context of emerging forecasting economies (EMEs) by focusing on the utility gained from
using a traditional variant of the random walk model (RW-AO) with incorporation of subjective intuition
for mitigating structural time series shifts. Though the focus of the previously cited literature presents
efficacious results regarding success of forecasting inflation through the use of comparison of various model
performance metrics, the utility from the theory of combination models to forecast inflation is clear and will
be demonstrated in the proceeding analyses. Below, we will apply the L1PQFC model and other combination
model comparisons described in subsections 4.3.1-4.3.3 to the problem of forecasting a function of inflation
rate: the inflation gap.

4.4.1

Part I. Production of the out-of-sample (OOS) forecasts

We assume that there are economic institutions that use different econometric models to make forecasts
and pretend where only the point forecasts from each institution are observed. These point forecasts are
represented by the conditional mean of each model. We first estimate these 9 conditional models for
the forecasting target: annualized monthly inflation gap. We principally follow the idea and modeling
considerations of ([27], [29]) with a key difference in terms of the response variable. All models that will
be considered here will be focused on forecasting monthly annualized inflation “gaps”. Contrasting from
previous literature, we employ the annualization transformation on the inflation rate response, which is
simply a process of adjusting the inflation rate to reflect the amount inflation would have changed over a
year’s time given that it had constantly grown at the given rate. Thus, the time series of the annual inflation
rate is the growth rate with respect to the corresponding month of the previous year. We denote monthly
annualized inflation as ﬁt , which is ﬁt = log(Pt /Pt≠12 ) ú 100% where Pt is defined as the consumer price

index (CPI) at time t. We define ·t as the corresponding inflation trend. The inflation trend is computed
as a moving average process based on the previous 12 months of the observed real time monthly annualized
17 The

roundup of forecasting models presented in this literature are quite varied which includes (but not limited to)
recursive autoregression (RAR), a Phillips-Curve (PC), unobserved component stochastic volatility (UCSV), and Bayesian
Model Averaging (BMA) on quarterly inflation “gaps” (computed as the difference between quarterly inflation rates and a
quarterly trend measure)
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inflation (·t =

1
12

12
q

ﬁt≠i ). Thus, we can compute our response of monthly annualized inflation gap as

i=1

gt = ﬁt ≠ ·t . We seek to compute the out-of-sample (OOS) forecasts over the six forecasting horizons:
h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}.

We estimate these conditional models to the annualized inflation gap which are then used to compute

forecasts for the given forecast horizons of interest. A general setup for monthly annualized inflation gap is
presented for the conditional model of interest as follows
yt+h © gt+h = ﬁt+h ≠ ·t+h =

Õ

t+h,t –

+ Át+h

(4.10)

2
Át+h ≥ N(0, ‡t+h
)

where gt+h represents the monthly annualized inflation gap at some future time t + h, ﬁt+h represents the
annualized inflation rate at some future time period t + h, ·t+h represents the annualized 12-month inflation
trend, and

t+h,t

is a vector of covariates that the linear out-of-sample forecast production whose values

are known at time t. We present the format of the 10 econometric models (8 of which follow [29]), with an
additional consideration for the historical average as point forecasts of our response. Finally, we consider
the equal weight forecast combination18 .
• Model 1. First Order Autoregressive Model (AR(1)): Equation (4.10) with

Õ

t+h,t

• Model 2. Second-Order Autoregressive Model (AR(2)): Equation (4.10) with

= gt with – = 0.46
Õ

t+h,t

= (1, gt , gt≠1 )

with – = (–0 , –1 , –2 ) .
Õ

• Model 3. RW-AO: Variation of a pure random walk with equation (4.10) as

Õ

t+h,t

=

– = 1 [47].

1
4

4
q

gt≠j+1 and

j=1

• Model 4. PC (Backward Looking): This model is the Phillips Curve, which has a very established
history of inflation forecasting as it relates the unemployment rate or, some other measure of aggregate
macroeconomic activity, to inflation rate via an equation. Equation (4.10) with

Õ

t+h,t

= (1, gt , ut )

and – = (–0 , –1 , –2 ) with ut as the monthly annualized unemployment rate.
Õ

• Model 5. PC (Backward Looking, Extended): This is the same as Model 4, but with

Õ

=

PC-hybrid (Backward and Forward Looking): This is equation (4.10) with

Õ

=

t+h,t

(1, gt , gt≠1 , ut , ut≠1 ) and – = (–0 , –1 , –2 , –3 , –4 ) .
Õ

• Model 6.

t+h,t

(1, gt+h,t , gt , ut ) and – = (–0 , –1 , –2 , –3 ) , with gt+h,t is the market expectation of annualized inflation
Õ

18 Although we do have the covariates underlying our forecasts that will ultimately be used for our combination model
considerations in the subsequent section, we will assume immediately, that these “inputs” are indeed privatized or unknown
to avoid the computation of a likely inefficient “super model” that constructs a (quantile) forecast that utilizes all available
inputs/covariates.
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rate. The data here comes from Aruoba Term Structure of Inflation Expectations (ATSIX) published
by the Philadelphia FED.
• Model 7. PC-hybrid 2 (Backward and Forward Looking, Extending): This is the equation (4.10) with
Õ

t+h,t

= (1, gt+h,t , gt , ut , ut ) and – = (–0 , –1 , –2 , –3 , –4 ) .
Õ

• Model 8 Survey-Based Forecasts: This is the equation (4.10) with

Õ

t+h,t

• Model 9. Historical Average: This is simply the equation (4.10) with

Õ

= gt+h,t and – = 1.

t+h,t

= gt+h,t =

and – = 1.

1
N

N
q

gt≠j+1

j=1

i
• Model 10. Equal Weight Combination Model. Let ŷt+h,t
represent the out of sample (OOS) forecast
M
q
l
ŷt+h,t
l=1
from each of Models l = 1, ..., 9. The Equal Weight Combination Model given as: ȳt+h,t =
M
with M = 919

Figure 4.1 shows the Monthly annualized inflation gap from 1998:M1-2018:M8. The monthly annualized
inflation gap demonstrably exhibits volatility between 2008 until 2012 perhaps attributable to the mortgage
crisis in the United States. Via the Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test, the annualized inflation gap is a confirmed
stationary process as the null hypothesis of a unit root is rejected with a p-value less than 0.01 given – = 0.05.
The starting point for the estimation sample is always 1998:M1. The actual forecasts themselves are
generated strictly with a recursive scheme (e.g. sample size expansion). Choosing the recursive scheme as
opposed to another (such as the moving window scheme) is advantageous as all the data for each scenario
available at a point in time are utilized and the precision of our forecasts sharpens further over time. Here,
the individual models are estimated using a sample that starts at 1998:M1 and ends at (2002:M4)-h

Figure 4.1: U.S. Annualized Monthly Inflation Gap (1998:M1 - 2018:M8)
19 From previous literature ([32]), this equal weight combination model is a natural benchmark as it has a degree of optimality
when forecast errors from individual models have identical correlations (pairwise) and homogeneous variances.
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(conditional on the forecast horizon h) and continuing into the last observation in the out-of-sample
period. The full forecast evaluation runs from 2002:M4 until 2018:M8. The entire out-of-sample period
results in 197 observations of monthly annualized inflation gap. Thus, the resulting point forecasts for these
i
models are represented as ŷt+h,t
with j = 1, ..., 10 for all forecast horizons h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}. In terms of

assessing the out-of-sample performance of models 1-10 from this procedure, we superimpose the empirical
point forecasts for all 10 models against the OOS monthly annualized inflation gap across these forecast
horizons shown in Figure 4.2.
In addition to the graphical display for assessing our point forecasts performance across all horizons, one
important OOS accuracy metric that is a trustworthy measure of decent forecast performance is the Theil’s
U statistic. This statistic is an accuracy measure that emphasizes the importance of large errors (as in MSE)
as well as providing a relative basis for comparison with naı̈ve forecasting methods [48]. In addition to the
visualizations of forecasting provided previously, we utilize this statistic to quantify forecast quality. The
Theil’s U statistic is computed (model i and forecast horizon h dependent) for all 10 models for all 6 horizons
as
4
ı̂ n≠1 3 i
ı q ŷt+h,t ≠ yt+h 2
ı
ı t=1
yt
Ui = ı
42
ı n≠1 3
q
Ù
yt+h ≠ yt
yt
t=1

i = 1, ..., 10

h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12

The Theil’s U -statistic can be interpreted as dividing the RMSE of the proposed model by the RMSE
of a naı̈ve model. The naive model is simply defined to be the most recently observed forecast value of y.
If U > 1, the proposed forecasting model is worse than the predictive performance of a naı̈ve model. If
U < 1, the proposed forecasting model (the smaller, the better), then our forecasting models produces more
accurate point forecasts for the conditional mean of our response variable.
In Table 4.1, we report the results for this metric across all models. As can be seen, for each horizon, the
majority of the models yield a value less than 1, which indicates decent forecast qualities for these models’
predictions. Eight out of the 10 models for h = {1, 3, 12} outperform a naı̈ve model. The models PC-EXT,
PC-BF, SBF, and Hist Avg yield more accurate forecasts relative to the naı̈ve model which may be indicative

of their utility in our subsequent combination considerations. The RW-AO model consistently performs the
worst across all horizons. In the appendix, we have a table that also shows various OOS accuracy metrics
as well for the holdout sample of monthly annualized inflation gap.
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Figure 4.2: OOS Forecasts, h=1,2,3,4,8,12
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Table 4.1: Out-of-Sample Accuracy Measure: Theil’s U

Theil’s U
Models
AR(1)
AR(2)
RW-AO
PC
PC-Ext
PC-BF
PC-BF ext
SBF
Hist Avg
Combo EW

4.4.2

h=1

h=2

h=3

h=4

h=8

h=12

0.99563163
0.894149079
1.259741076
1.011746001
0.957415681
0.97724463
0.981050529
0.967864618
0.991624443
0.992521848

1.04446822
1.3365389
1.42021203
1.01563066
0.96458131
0.98342343
0.98904299
0.96720252
0.99160316
1.05412882

0.99362701
0.69367738
1.66193752
1.0148535
0.96244906
0.98422837
0.99080679
0.9658693
0.99037785
0.9973427

1.02355381
1.5152365
1.91229286
1.02199768
0.96792295
0.99503159
0.99947757
0.96547471
0.99022862
1.12342914

0.98132999
1.19190884
1.26715396
1.01848879
0.97188511
0.99897814
1.00236475
0.95350275
0.97515881
0.93639027

0.97681607
1.0136447
3.40767187
0.99605634
0.982221
0.98386463
0.99213601
0.96750843
0.98781436
0.74131405

Part II: Forecasting Combination Procedures

We produce 197 point forecasts using an out-of-sample recursive scheme for all horizons h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}
for all 9 conditional models and an equal weight benchmark. This results in six datasets of dimension 197◊10

with rows representing the values of the point forecasts of 10 models (columns) conditional on the six forecast
1
9
horizons. We denote the point forecasts from our conditional models as ŷt+h,t = (1, ŷt+h,t
, ..., ŷt+h,t
) , which
Õ

also includes unity for the intercept. The last model, which is the equal weight combination model, denoted
as ȳt+h,t , will be used as a benchmark for our next step. The equal weight combination model is a reasonable
combination candidate as forecasts constructed from simple averages typically achieve a substantial reduction
in both biases and variances through averaging out the biases from underlying forecasters ([49]). Note, also,
as the last 8 observations do not span a full year, we decide to remove the last 8 months of our datasets
corresponding to 2018 such that, for all h.
In this portion of our analysis highlighting the principle application of the forecasting combination
problem, we use our point forecasts ŷt+h,t , corresponding to six horizons, h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}, to generate

out-of-sample forecasts of monthly annualized inflation gap h-step ahead, yt+h , in the form of 8 models20 :
1.) The L1-penalized quantile forecast combination (L1PQFC) method using the two weighting schemes
presented earlier, 2.) The Standard Quantile Regression (SQR) method, 3.) The Standard Ordinary
Least Squares (SOLS) method, 4.) Egalitarian LASSO method, and 5.) Robust Forecast Combination
Method. If the models forecasting monthly annualized inflation gaps are viable in the covariate vector
1
9
ŷt+h,t = (1, ŷt+h,t
, ..., ŷt+h,t
)Õ for forecasting the out-of-sample portion of monthly annualized inflation gap,

yt+h , then the point forecasts in ŷt+h,t should outperform the equal weight combination benchmark, ȳt+h,t ,
computed in our previous step, across all forecast horizons h. Our aim here is to assess whether this
penalization procedure in our proposed L1PQFC methods (which accounts for partially weak models/point
forecasts) outperforms: I.) the methods that do not account for the partial nature of our underlying
20 For robustness, we assess whether the proposed L1PQFC method is superior to the other combination procedures when
predicting the next h step ahead forecast of monthly annualized inflation gap, noting that yt+h for h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12} are the
same OOS observations in each scenario.
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forecasting models (SQR, SOLS), II.) the Egalitarian Lasso (EL) model which does entail selection of
covariates as well as weight shrinkage ([50]) and III.) a mean aggregate combination of all of these combination
considerations (RFC).
We use a recursive estimation scheme here as well, dividing the sample into an in-sample and out-ofsample period. The in-sample period consists of 141 observations that ranges from 2002:M4 to 2013:M12 that
expands one month forward periodically for all horizons. The out-of-sample period consists of 48 observations
that ranges from 2014:M1 to 2017:M12. One evaluation statistic that we use is R2OS , which compares the
i
combination forecast models’ predictive ability from our conditional models, denoted as r̂t+h,t
, to our equal

weight combination benchmark’s, ȳt+h,t , predictive ability for all horizons. We can compute this evaluative
metric for all of our proposed combination models in our six horizons as follows
R2OSi,h = 1 ≠
i
where MSPEr̂t+h,t
=

1
T¶

i
MSPEr̂t+h,t

(4.11)

Var(yt+h )

q
i
(yt+h ≠ r̂t+h,t
)2 , i = 1, ..., 8 and Var(yt+h ) =
t

1
T¶

q
(yt+h ≠ ȳt+h,t )2 , h =
t

{1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}, and T ¶ is the number of forecasts in our out-of-sample forecast epoch. The competing
forecast combinations superiority to the benchmark model is clear if R2OSi,h Ø 0. In addition to the R2OSi,h

metric, we employ both the Diebold-Mariano (DM) test which tests the null of equal forecast predictive
accuracy, on average, relative to our benchmark, and the (adjusted) Clark and West test under the null
R2OSi,h Æ 0. This test can be viewed as a test for equal MSE of non-nested forecasts. Details can be found
in the appendix.

4.5

Forecasting Combination Results

Figures 4.3-4.8 show the bivariate relationship between the cumulative squared prediction error and the
competing combination forecast models compared to the equal weight linear combination benchmark. The
cumulative squared prediction error (cpe) can be defined as the cumulative sum of the difference between the
squared prediction error of the OOS responses and the benchmark forecast and the squared prediction error
between the OOS response and the combination model considerations. Recalling ȳt+h,t represents the equal
i
weight benchmark for a given horizon and that r̂t+h,t
represents the point forecasts from our forecasting

models i = 1, ...8. These panels show the cumulative performance of a given combination forecasting model
compared to the equal weight combination over time. When the curve for each panel displays an upward
trend, we note that the combination model of interest outperforms the benchmark, whereas if the line trend
is downward, the benchmark is the outperforming model. Additionally, a downward trend in these panels for
Figures 4.3-4.8 indicate indicates that the MSPE for each competing combination model is higher than the
benchmark across the 48 month OOS period. Therefore, for every panel representing the cumulative squared
prediction error, these combination models have a lower MSPE across the out-of-sample period relative to
the benchmark
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Figure 4.3: Cumulative squared prediction error for the equal weight benchmark combination minus the
cumulative squared prediction errors for the competing combination forecasting models h=1,
2014:M1 ≠ 2017:M12. The non-negative, increasing line reveals that our proposed forecasting
combination models prevails in OOS predictive ability relative to the equal weight combination
model over time.

Figure 4.4: Cumulative squared prediction error for the equal weight benchmark combination minus the
cumulative squared prediction errors for the competing combination forecasting models h=2,
2014:M1 ≠ 2017:M12. The non-negative, increasing line reveals that our proposed forecasting
combination models prevails in OOS predictive ability relative to the equal weight combination
model over time.
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Figure 4.5: Cumulative squared prediction error for the equal weight benchmark combination minus the
cumulative squared prediction errors for the competing combination forecasting models h=3,
2014:M1 ≠ 2017:M12. The non-negative, increasing line reveals that our proposed forecasting
combination models prevails in OOS predictive ability relative to the equal weight combination
model over time.

Figure 4.6: Cumulative squared prediction error for the equal weight benchmark combination minus the
cumulative squared prediction errors for the competing combination forecasting models h=4,
2014:M1 ≠ 2017:M12. The non-negative, increasing line reveals that our proposed forecasting
combination models prevails in OOS predictive ability relative to the equal weight combination
model over time.
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Figure 4.7: Cumulative squared prediction error for the equal weight benchmark combination minus the
cumulative squared prediction errors for the competing combination forecasting models h=8,
2014:M1 ≠ 2017:M12. The non-negative, increasing line reveals that our proposed forecasting
combination models prevails in OOS predictive ability relative to the equal weight combination
model over time..

Figure 4.8: Cumulative squared prediction error for the equal weight benchmark combination minus the
cumulative squared prediction errors for the competing combination forecasting models h=12,
2014:M1 ≠ 2017:M12. The non-negative, increasing line reveals that our proposed forecasting
combination models prevails in OOS predictive ability relative to the equal weight combination
model over time.
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displaying quite significant out-of-sample gains in comparison. All Figures 4.3-4.8 consistently and clearly
show the superior nature of our proposed L1PQFC1 and L1PQFC2 models in terms of predictive performance
reaching its apex in the latter months (after 2016) of our out-of-sample period which indicates not only
clear superiority (performance-wise) relative to the equal weight benchmark, but also between the other
combination considerations.21
Before 2016, all combination models in Figures 4.3-4.8 seem to show relatively the same upward trajectory
for out-of-sample performance. The sloping line from 2015 until 2016 increases sharply particularly in
all cases.

After 2016, the out-of-sample cumulative squared prediction error seems to relatively level

out without increasing slopes across all models for each horizon. We note that for Figures 4.7 and 4.8,
unsurprisingly, for these combination considerations, the predictive gains relative to the shorter forecast
horizons are significantly lower. Therefore, we can conclude that using point forecasts as covariates with
a further horizon seemingly in terms of predictive performance of the OOS response variable relative to
our combination benchmark computed from a shorter horizon. However, in each panel, the superiority of
the cumulative squared prediction errors in terms of performance for our proposed L1PQFC over the equal
weight benchmark is clear across all horizons.
For direct model combination comparisons and recalling that our proposed combination considerations
L1PQFC1 and L1PQFC2 compared to SQR1, SQR2, SOLS1, and SOLS2 primarily differ through the latter
four models’ inability to include the presence of partially weak predictors given · , we observe the clear
utility for including the partially weak models in Figures 4.3-4.8. Before 2016, both sets of L1PQFC and
SQR models perform equally well; however, after 2016, L1PQFC models clearly outperform the SQR models
which seems to indicate the utility of the inclusion of partially weak predictors for out-of-sample predictive
performance using the point forecasts (predictors) across all horizons.
Also, noting the comparison between the SQR models and SOLS models, we observe similar trajectories
throughout the entire out-of-sample periods across all horizons. As the regression equation is the same
for SQR1, SQR2, SOLS1, and SOLS2, where the only difference is how estimators are constructed via the
difference in the QR estimator and the OLS estimator, then a clear conclusion is that there are hardly
any outliers in the response variable, yt+h (for the chosen underlying models given from the L1 penalty),
indicating the similarity in estimation errors for these methods for the two sets of quantiles considered in · .
This is also reaffirmed by assessing the out-of-sample forecasting performance in Table 4.2. We display
the out-of-sample diagnostics for all combination models considered in this analysis. For our models where
our point forecasts are based on horizons h = {1, 2, 3, 8, 12}, we note that the L1PQFC2 models is the
superior choice based off the models’ predictive performance in our OOS response indicated by R2OS (%), the

Clark and West (CW), and Diebold-Mariano (DM) Test. For both the DM and CW tests, we note that the
alternative hypothesis we specifically test is one-sided; thus, the clear statistical significance of both tests
(– = 0.10) indicates that the models presented have far superior OOS predictive ability relative
21 The dashed (red) lines of demarcation in Figures 4.3-4.8 have no significance other than to highlight the midway point of
out-of-sample periods M1:2014-M12:2015 and M1:2016-M12:2017.
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Table 4.2: OOS Combination Forecasting Diagnostics, 2014:M1-2017:M12, h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}
h=1

Models
L1PQFC1
L1PQFC2
SQR1
SQR2
SOLS1
SOLS2
EL
RFC

h=2

h=3

h=4

h=8

h=12

R2OS (%)

DM

CW

R2OS (%)

DM

CW

R2OS (%)

DM

CW

R2OS (%)

DM

CW

R2OS (%)

DM

CW

R2OS (%)

DM

CW

82.93%
84.19%
68.81%
68.89%
68.88%
68.94%
77.55%
78.11%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

86.44%
86.54%
68.15%
68.13%
67.83%
67.96%
65.99%
76.61%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

82.09%
84.89%
67.58%
67.77%
67.06%
67.31%
60.62%
78.13%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

85.47%
85.21%
65.14%
64.47%
64.63%
64.10%
54.14%
79.42%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

83.28%
83.32%
65.23%
65.39%
63.25%
63.51%
58.94%
79.11%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

79.31%
79.32%
55.72%
55.93%
55.48%
55.44%
31.97%
72.00%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

to the equal weight combination benchmark. Interestingly, for h = 4, we note that the model based on
3 distinct quantiles · = (0.3, 0.5, 0.7) (as opposed to 5) has the superior performance for all models. Also,
noticeable is the stunningly poor performance of the Egalitarian LASSO (EL) model which employs a form
of penalty selection as our proposed L1PQFC models across all horizons h. Specifically, this is evident in
the higher forecast horizons which highlights the stunning degradation of out-of-sample R2OS metric. A few
reasons of the poor performance seem obvious. Firstly, as stated in [50], this is likely due to the Egalitarian
LASSO’s inability to properly select the underlying forecasting models in the correct direction. As evident
in its objective function, the Egalitarian LASSO selects and shrinks towards equal weights rather than the
standard LASSO’s shrinkage towards zero weights, which induces the inevitability of underlying forecasting
models to not actually be nullified when they contribute little towards accurately predicting the response at
our arbitrary levels of · 22 . Lastly, the EL model estimation does not have the built-in protection against
traditional estimation errors resulting from lack of outlier robustness in comparison to our quantile estimator,
which also contributes to its overall inferiority particuarly in relation to the L1PQFC and SQR combination
model considerations.
Table 4.3 highlights the utility of the L1PQFC forecasts via the decomposition in the mean squared
prediction error (MSPE). The decomposition measures the additional MSPE loss of the FOLS forecasts
relative to the L1PQFC forecasts. The term (MSPESQR ≠MSPE L1PQFC ) represents the extra loss caused by

the presence of partially weak forecasting models in the population, while the term (MSPESOLS ≠MSPESQR )

represents the quantile regression estimators’ impervious nature in being resistant to outlying observations.
For the point forecasts forecasting all horizons h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}, we note the dominating impact of the

additional loss resulting from not including partially weak models/covariates (models that help predict some,
but not all quantiles), whereas the OLS lack of robustness has relatively little consequence regarding the
additional loss. Also, for h = 4 only, we measure the additional MSPE loss of SOLS forecasts relative to the
L1PQFC forecast using only 3 quantiles (· = (0.3, 0.5, 0.7)) as opposed to 5 (· = (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7)) as it
is the only case in which L1PQFC1 outperforms L1PQFC2 in terms of out-of-sample predictive performance.
22 The selection of underlying forecasters towards equality of weights rather than zero weights presumes that the underlying
forecasting models essentially belongs to the set to be combined [50].
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Table 4.3: Mean squared prediction error (MSPE) decomposition

MSPESOLS ≠ MSPEL1PQFC =
h

(MSPESOLS ≠ MSPESQR ) +

% of total

1
2
3
4
8
12

0%
0.92%
2.62%
1.75%
9.48%
2.02%

(MSPESQR ≠ MSPEL1PQFC )

% of total

100.00%
99.08%
97.38%
98.25%
90.52%
97.98%

Note: The decomposition measures the additional MSPE loss of FOLS forecasts relative to the L1PQFC forecasts.
The first element (MSPESOLS ≠ MSPESQR ) measures the additional loss from the OLS estimator’s lack of
robustness to estimation errors, while the second element (MSPESQR ≠ MSPEL1PQFC ) represents the extra loss
caused by the presence of partially weak predictors in the population. Note, that the L1PQFC, SQR and SOLS
forecasts correspond to models L1PQFC2, SQR2 and SOLS2 for h = {1, 2, 3, 8, 12} in the paper. However,
L1PQFC, SQR and SOLS forecasts corresponds to models L1PQFC1, SQR1, and SOLS1 for h = 4 in the paper
as L1PQFC1 is superior to L1PQFC2 based off R2OS .

4.5.1

Additional benefits of L1PQFC models

The MSPE of a forecasting model can be split into two parts: the squared forecast bias as well as the
unconditional forecast variance. We recall that in this application, the MSPE of the forecast of monthly
q
i
i
annualized inflation gap compared to our combination models, is MSPEr̂t+h,t
= T1¶ (yt+h ≠ r̂t+h,t
)2 , i =
t

1, ..., 8, h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12} where T ¶ represents the total number of forecasts that spans our out-of-sample

size (which are the 48 months between M1:2014 until M12:2017). The unconditional variance for the forecast
q i
q i
for each horizon, thus, is T1¶ (r̂t+h,t
≠ T1¶
r̂t+h,t )2 , i = 1, ..., 8, h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}, and the squared bias
t

t

is calculated as the difference between the MSPE and the unconditional forecast variance ([51]). The relative

forecast variance (squared bias) is computed as the difference between the forecast variance (squared bias)
of the ith model and the forecast variance (squared bias) of the combination benchmark. This implies that
the value of the relative forecast variance (squared bias) of the EW benchmark is zero. Each point on the
diagonal represents a forecast with the same MSPE as the benchmark. Figures 4.9 - 4.11 represent bivariate
graphical displays for the difference in the squared bias forecast difference (x-axis) and the forecast variance
difference (y-axis) for each of the combination models (measured on the same scale) over the entire OOS
period (2014:M1-2017:M12). If a point exists to the right side of the line, then the corresponding combination
forecasting models are outperformed by the benchmark, whereas points to the left signify the opposite. As we
can see in all Figures 4.9 - 4.11, all combination forecasting models outperform the benchmark. For example,
we note, for h = 3 in Figure 4.10, we see that not only do all of our forecast considerations outperform the
benchmark model, but also that the relationship between the squared bias relationship as it relates to the
forecast variance that highlights the superiority. For the L1PQFC model, a relatively significant decrease in
squared bias of approximately 8% is gained at the expense of a 2.5% increase in forecast variance. Therefore,
the extent to which squared bias can be decreased relative to a marginal increase in unconditional forecast
variance contributes to improved forecast accuracy relative to our equal weight combination benchmark.
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Figure 4.9: Bivariate display of squared bias forecast and unconditional forecast variance relative to the equal
weight benchmark for horizons h = {1, 2}. Each axis represents the difference between the forecast
variance [squared bias] of the proposed combination and the forecast variance [squared bias] of
the equal weight benchmark. A point for our combination consideration that exist on the blue
diagonal represents a combination forecast with the same MSPE as the equal weight combination.

Figure 4.10: Bivariate display of squared bias forecast and unconditional forecast variance relative to the
equal weight benchmark for horizons h = {3, 4}. Each axis represents the difference between the
forecast variance [squared bias] of the proposed combination and the forecast variance [squared
bias] of the equal weight benchmark. A point for our combination consideration that exist on
the blue diagonal represents a combination forecast with the same MSPE as the equal weight
combination.
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Figure 4.11: Bivariate display of squared bias forecast and unconditional forecast variance relative to the
equal weight benchmark for horizons h = {8, 12}. Each axis represents the difference between the
forecast variance [squared bias] of the proposed combination and the forecast variance [squared
bias] of the equal weight benchmark. A point for our combination consideration that exist on
the blue diagonal represents a combination forecast with the same MSPE as the equal weight
combination.

As in [44], any forecasting combination consideration that results in a decrease in squared bias while
mitigating minimally increasing variance will surely lead to improved forecast accuracy of an equal weight
combination. We also report the frequency of models selected over the out-of-sample period of the L1
penalized quantile forecast combination method across all six forecast horizons. Table 4.4 shows the frequency
with which each explanatory model used to compute the L1PLQFC forecast over the OOS period, 2014:M1≠
2017:M12, for h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12} given · . Recalling the L1PLQFC forecast example in Section 4.3.2, we
defined the notion of a “fully weak”, “partially weak”, and “strong” underlying forecasting models in the

population. For a given · œ · , if a forecasting model (the point forecasts of one of the univariate linear

forecasting models) predicts no quantile, it is considered fully weak; yet if a forecasting model helps all
quantiles it is considered “strong”. If a forecasting model helps predicts some, but not all quantiles in · ,
then it is considered “partially weak”. Table 4.4 highlights varied observations regarding the most effective
individual models composed in the L1PLQFC formulation across the different horizons. For all horizons, we
have an assortment of strong, partially weak, and weak predictors across all forecast horizons with varying
degrees of selection frequency. Most interestingly, we have at least one model considered as strong predictors
across all forecast horizons. For completeness, we will explain the notion of the models’ “strength assessment”
for the underlying forecasts for h = 1 of annualized monthly inflation gap used in our L1PLQFC1 model.
The underlying models AR(1), AR(2), RW-AO, PC, and historical average models are considered “fully
weak” as they do help to adequately predict our response variable at any level in · .
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Table 4.4: Frequency of models selected over OOS: January 2014 to December 2017

h=1
·

AR(1)

AR(2)

RW-AO

PC

30th
40th
50th
60th
70th

PC-Ext
31%

PC-BF

PC-BF-Ext

69%

69%
71%
33%
100%
100%

PC-BF

PC-BF-Ext

15%
25%

SBF

Hist-Avg

15%
42%

h=2
·

AR(1)

30th
40th
50th
60th
70th

AR(2)

RW-AO

PC

PC-Ext

100%
83%
69%
71%
65%

2%
8%

17%

SBF

Hist-Avg

SBF

Hist-Avg

29%
29%
27%

h=3
·
30th
40th
50th
60th
70th

AR(1)

AR(2)

8%

RW-AO

PC

13%

44%

PC-Ext

PC-BF

100%
100%
100%
88%
13%

100%

PC-BF-Ext
10%
63%
31%
44%
15%

100%

27%

PC-BF-Ext

SBF

h=4
·

AR(1)

AR(2)

30th
50th
70th
·

RW-AO

PC

30th
40th
50th
60th
70th

AR(2)
100%
100%
100%
81%

RW-AO

PC-BF

100%
100%
100%

8%
AR(1)

PC-Ext

PC

h=8
PC-Ext
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

65%

21%

50%
100%
PC-BF

PC-BF-Ext

25%
58%
19%

8%
100%
100%
79%
92%

PC-BF

PC-BF-Ext

Hist-Avg

SBF

Hist-Avg

SBF

Hist-Avg

h=12
·
30th
40th
50th
60th
70th

AR(1)

AR(2)

RW-AO

17%
10%
13%
79%
85%

35%
17%
63%
4%
10%

6%
6%
83%

PC

58%

PC-Ext
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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94%
83%
21%
58%

35%
29%
69%
94%
88%

However, as PC-ext helps to predict · = 0.30 solely, it is considered to be “partially weak”, yet the
PC-BF and SBF models exhibit partial weakness differently as they help to predict · = (0.4, 0.5, 0.7) and
· = (0.4, 0.5), respectively. The PC-BF-Ext model exhibits its indispensability in our L1PLQFC1 model
as it predicts across every quantile in · (being selected at every month in our OOS epoch for annualized
inflation gap when considering the 6th and 7th decile). For the last three horizons furthest out in time
(h = {4, 8, 12}), the linear model PC-Ext was selected 100% of the time across the set of quantiles in a

given · . As the PC-Ext model is constructed via the use of ‘adaptive expectations’ of monthly annualized
inflation gap and monthly annualized unemployment rate, these two individual variables seem to be extremely
relevant in properly forecasting out-of-sample monthly inflation gap specifically in our penalized quantile
consideration combination. Relative to the other univariate linear models considered in our L1PLQFC
forecast combinations, it seems as if the AR(1), PC, RW-AO, and the SBF models are not quite as useful for
forecasting the OOS monthly annualized inflation gap, being selected quite infrequently in our L1PLQFC
combinations across horizons h. Lastly, regarding the utility of both the inclusion of partially weak models
as well as the sheer breadth of the selection frequency of models, the point forecasts produced by our models
12 months ahead (h = 12) is ranked highest amongst all other horizons considered.
Finally, as a companion to the results presented in Table 4.4, we demonstrate how our proposed L1PQFC
model selection procedure’s temporal effectiveness across the entire OOS period. Figures 4.12-4.17 detail
which models are selected on a month-by-month basis across all relevant quantiles corresponding to the
L1PQFC model. For each chart across all quantiles, we list the relevant models on the vertical axes, and the
months corresponding to the OOS period on the horizontal axes. The indicator + for each chart corresponds
to the model selected at a specified month in time for forecasting each quantile. We will take a look at a
specific case for one horizon. As mentioned previously, the L1PQFC1 model has the superior out-of-sample
performance the point forecasts constructed from the various models for the h = 4 horizon. By observing
Figure 4.15, we see that the PC-ext model has substantial predictive power for forecasting monthly annualized
inflation gap across the entire OOS period 2014:M1 ≠ 2017:M12 for · = 0.3. However, assessing the same
quantile (· = 0.3), we observe that the historical average model has virtually no predictive power until

2016:M5 which lasts until 2016:M11 and only returns to predictive prominence by our selection procedure
for 3 months in 2017. For · = 0.7 given h = 4, we note the predictive power for the PC-Ext and PC-BF-Ext
via the L1-penalized selection procedure in across the entire span of the OOS period; however, the RW-AO
model does have a brief spurt of significant predictive power for four consecutive months in 2015 (2015:M52015:M9). As the RW-AO model for · = 0.7 only exhibits predictive relevance for these specified quantiles
and not the others, its partially weak classification as a forecaster in our L1PQFC2 combination procedure
is clear. The other charts corresponding to covariates based off the remaining horizons for each quantiles
can be interpreted the same way. Therefore, these figures can graphically show the relevance of partially
weak predictors at a specific points in time in our OOS period.
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Figure 4.12: Models Selected: h=1
Models selected by PLQC for quantile levels : · = (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7) over OOS 2014:1â 2017:12. The five charts, one for each
quantile used in the PLQC forecast, display the selected forecasters at each time point t over the out-of-sample period, 2014:M1 2017:M12 for h=1.
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Figure 4.13: Models Selected: h=2

Models selected by PLQC for quantile levels : · = (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7) over OOS 2014:M1 - 2017:M12. The five charts, one for each
quantile used in the L1PQFC2 forecast, display the selected forecasters at each time point t over the out-of-sample period, 2014:M1 2017:M12 for h=2.
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Figure 4.14: Models Selected: h=3

Models selected by PLQC for quantile levels : · = (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7) over OOS 2014:M1 - 2017:M12. The five charts, one for each
quantile used in the L1PQFC2 forecast, display the selected forecasters at each time point t over the out-of-sample period, 2014:M1 2017:M12 for h=3.
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Figure 4.15: Models Selected: h=4

Models selected by PLQC for quantile levels : · = (0.3, 0.5, 0.7) over OOS 2014:M1 - 2017:M12. The three charts, one for each
quantile used in the L1PQFC1 forecast, display the selected forecasters at each time point t over the out-of-sample period, 2014:M1 2017:M12 for h=4.
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Figure 4.16: Models Selected: h=8

Models selected by PLQC for quantile levels : · = (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7) over OOS 2014:M1 - 2017:M12 . The five charts, one for each
quantile used in the L1PQFC2 forecast, display the selected forecasters at each time point t over the out-of-sample period, 2014:M1 2017:M12 for h=8.
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Figure 4.17: Models Selected: h=12

Models selected by PLQC for quantile levels : · = (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7) over OOS 2014:M1 - 2017:M12. The five charts, one for each
quantile used in the L1PQFC2 forecast, display the selected predictor(s) at each time point t over the out-of-sample period, 2014:M1 2017:M12 for h=12.
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4.6

Discussion

Summary: Inspired directly by [20], [26], and [24], we have used fact that the optimal conditional mean
solution from Granger-Ramanathan’s proposed regression, under the MSE loss function, can be approximated
by a combination of discrete quantiles in order to develop an optimal combination solution that now discards
underlying forecasters that add little to any information in forecasting our target response of interest via a
penalty. This chapter offers an in-depth analysis using the proposed forecasting method to study monthly
annualized inflation gap using 248 observations spanning 1998:M1-2017:M12. The analyses consists of two
major parts. In the first part of our analysis, we construct forecasts from nine univariate, linear forecasting
models (in addition to an equal weight benchmark) over six varying horizons h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12} for the

monthly inflation gap at time t+h. In our next step, we construct a two variant, combination model selection
procedures, the L1PQFC models, to assess the OOS forecasting performance of the monthly annualized
inflation gap at time t + h using point forecasts constructed under the previous six scenarios. The model
selection procedure is used to identify strong, partially weak, and weak models which is then used to make
MSPE forecasts based on an averaging process applied to arbitrary quantiles. The L1PQFC method is
compared to various other combination procedures where each resulting combination model is compared
to the previously constructed combination benchmark. The L1PQFC not only soundly outperforms our
benchmark, but it is also super to the other combination procedures relative to the benchmark model
based on various OOS diagnostics. We can attribute the superiority of out-of-sample performance from the
L1PQFC procedure primarily to its ability to utilize partially weak predictors across all quantiles with the
added benefit of circumventing estimation errors caused by outliers. In all cases, the L1PQFC is the top
performer in all cases.
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1
This is similar to that shown by [52],[36], [29], and [14]. We, first, seek to find the form of the optimal
predictor that solves the combination problem below. Given the data generating process in (1) as well as
the homogeneity of the loss function of the h-step ahead prediction/forecast error et+h,t , we have:
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Finding ⁄ for our proposed L1PQFC
Note, the ¸1 -norm is the regularization technique following the principal contribution of [25]. As given in
[26] and [43], where [26] uses this method in dimension reduction for deriving quantile regression estimators
in high-dimensional sparse settings, this LASSO method will first select the individual forecasting models
from our information in ŷt+h,t from our conditional models for each specified quantile at each time period
t. We briefly highlight the method below.
For notational simplicity, let xij represents a covariate in row i for column covariate j. For ⁄ (the
penalty), a random variable is defined as

as

- 5
6- xij (u ≠ 1{uj Æ u}) 
= n sup max -E
1ÆjÆp
‡
ˆ u(1 ≠ u)
uœU

j

where u1 , ..., un are i.i.d. U (0, 1) random variables which are independent and identically distributed from
Ò
the covariates, and ‡
ˆj = En [x2ij ] for the jth covariate . This random variable has a pivotal distribution
conditional on the covariates X = [x1 , ..., xn ]. Setting

⁄ = c · (1 ≠ –|X),
where

(1 ≠ –|X) := (1 ≠ –)-quantile of

proper choice of the penalty ⁄.

conditional on X, with 1 ≠ – = 0.95 and c = 2, we find the

From a programming perspective given [26] and [24], we employ a function that computes the empirical
distribution of a pivotal quantity ( ) for the choice of ⁄ which takes as inputs 1.) a given · , 2.) the matrix
of covariates at time t ≠ 1, and 3.) an arbitrary number of trials. Then, a ⁄ is generated recursively for each
· at each time t to aid in computing the L1-penalized quantile forecasts at time t, resulting in post-LASSO
quantile forecasts based on the selected predictors (e.g. post-LASSO penalization).

Relationship between LASSO and Egalitarian LASSO
We will now show how the Egaliatarian LASSO objective function can be adapted into the R software. Recall
the objective function for the Egaliatarian LASSO utilized in our combination consideration is as follows
EL = arg min
—
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We modify the minimization objection function as follows
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Therefore, Egaliatarian LASSO for model selection is obtained via the EL regression of yt+h on
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) by running a standard LASSO of (yt+h ≠ ȳt ) on (ŷt+h,t
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).

OOS diagnostics
Here is an example of the OOS accuracy diagnostics. We define the accuracy diagnostics as:
• ME (Mean Error): ME =

n
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Table 4.5: Out of Sample Accuracy Metrics
h=1
AR(1)
AR(2)
RW-AO
PC
PC-Ext
PC-BF
PC-BF-Ext
SBF
Hist Avg
Combo EW

h=4

ME

RMSE

MSE

MAE

MPE

MAPE

0.01604678
0.00806693
0.02291933
0.01879566
-0.0056905
0.04468001
0.04117137
-0.0304451
0.0191897
0.01497047

0.71710779
0.43723929
0.88200291
0.50941369
0.44444143
0.51278264
0.51381526
1.16063306
1.16536361
0.58781566

0.51424359
0.1911782
0.77792914
0.25950231
0.19752818
0.26294604
0.26400612
1.3470691
1.35807235
0.34552725

0.50075543
0.30878879
0.59778441
0.34870634
0.30992473
0.35146353
0.35651561
0.8051073
0.81128629
0.40315405

84.440619
25.5722786
163.32664
77.3901767
57.1555905
53.8354805
67.3078574
130.02432
100.490317
84.3936976

111.831847
160.076448
289.865348
155.572991
165.52416
165.572528
170.656421
136.864928
105.521848
130.61807

ME

RMSE

MSE

MAE

MPE

MAPE

0.02270793
0.01734455
0.03280579
0.02058464
-0.0054459
0.04617551
0.0430593
-0.0266961
0.01931303
0.01887208

1.00568916
0.76083449
1.12316014
0.5216185
0.45329173
0.53124557
0.53167738
1.16604366
1.17328591
0.68667771

1.0114107
0.57886912
1.2614887
0.27208586
0.20547339
0.28222185
0.28268083
1.35965781
1.37659982
0.47152628

0.69624867
0.53411631
0.7636045
0.35137872
0.3166534
0.35814696
0.36211069
0.81012235
0.81696973
0.46681696

115.555803
151.312326
195.920995
78.6007245
58.8547531
57.5801551
70.3127566
128.700666
100.835746
106.408214

125.248867
256.908805
362.718803
156.277036
164.054508
166.325065
171.233243
134.939367
106.134499
141.357023

ME

RMSE

MSE

MAE

MPE

MAPE

0.02471601
0.02564158
0.0417721
0.02279033
-0.0039962
0.04768641
0.04531497
-0.0233765
0.01927548
0.02220269

1.11901125
0.97406346
1.31440748
0.52433894
0.45773509
0.53468755
0.53449331
1.17027209
1.17963269
0.7476392

1.25218618
0.94879963
1.72766703
0.27493132
0.20952141
0.28589078
0.28568309
1.36953676
1.39153329
0.55896437

0.77442344
0.67309594
0.89807676
0.3516711
0.31959498
0.35895057
0.36246749
0.81407549
0.82147826
0.50794835

106.368505
88.3762865
186.359873
79.0669856
58.0687467
60.5382316
72.3012116
126.770199
100.4664
97.5907155

116.555272
294.949306
390.483225
156.650643
165.966988
166.15737
170.271823
132.429825
106.320917
154.644268

AR(1)
AR(2)
RW-AO
PC
PC-Ext
PC-BF
PC-BF-Ext
SBF
Hist Avg
Combo EW

ME

RMSE

MSE

MAE

MPE

MAPE

0.02489447
0.03290495
0.04896448
0.02427197
-0.0025703
0.04805436
0.04663519
-0.0204919
0.01905515
0.02463538

1.16334215
1.10130996
1.4697161
0.52544803
0.45977947
0.53526526
0.53481443
1.17352788
1.18444471
0.78704049

1.35336496
1.21288362
2.16006541
0.27609563
0.21139716
0.2865089
0.28602647
1.37716769
1.40290928
0.61943273

0.80579085
0.7369386
1.01022429
0.35241913
0.3228605
0.35847771
0.35995497
0.81730794
0.82513345
0.53507791

105.1253
170.701849
160.509355
79.5074575
60.2728369
63.8500823
75.9600335
124.977759
100.069327
104.552667

107.223695
230.399029
400.357577
155.386357
162.95237
163.422157
166.54673
129.792903
106.385855
139.562823

ME

RMSE

MSE

MAE

MPE

MAPE

0.02260985
0.05075972
0.06366666
0.02189056
-0.0019954
0.037522
0.04007425
-0.0125891
0.01671517
0.02651709

1.19198559
1.24256694
1.86340682
0.52849755
0.4631211
0.54315249
0.5431413
1.17881558
1.19021981
0.8642781

1.42082964
1.54397259
3.47228498
0.27930966
0.21448115
0.29501462
0.29500247
1.38960618
1.41662319
0.74697663

0.83289904
0.87240212
1.31067618
0.35687205
0.3325456
0.36487622
0.36763946
0.82427138
0.83181474
0.60270551

97.1686277
60.7995898
433.08752
79.7042951
61.9854098
70.0442099
82.3013501
119.955654
98.7855201
122.64802

110.183607
171.62149
678.589818
154.26533
166.585027
157.20352
162.519517
121.341529
108.864926
146.344133

ME

RMSE

MSE

MAE

MPE

MAPE

0.01919309
0.05393818
0.06759811
0.01259583
-0.0035937
0.01811138
0.02307068
-0.0089365
0.01289238
0.02165216

1.18265386
1.21854645
1.87970507
0.51539057
0.45859412
0.5278424
0.52926067
1.17261737
1.17843801
0.85330621

1.39867015
1.48485545
3.53329116
0.26562744
0.21030856
0.2786176
0.28011685
1.37503149
1.38871613
0.7281315

0.82837615
0.8705261
1.35170169
0.3510367
0.33412459
0.35911735
0.3636112
0.82128607
0.82485157
0.59975121

92.6187981
95.0719443
423.563881
80.6820918
64.9732883
73.1539322
86.683407
110.127577
92.3048534
124.353308

114.671454
129.410629
733.628309
149.00498
167.874438
149.713756
153.752047
113.05331
114.009534
140.03078

h=2
AR(1)
AR(2)
RW-AO
PC
PC-Ext
PC-BF
PC-BF-Ext
SBF
Hist Avg
Combo EW

h=8
AR(1)
AR(2)
RW-AO
PC
PC-Ext
PC-BF
PC-BF-Ext
SBF
Hist Avg
Combo EW

h=3
AR(1)
AR(2)
RW-AO
PC
PC-Ext
PC-BF
PC-BF-Ext
SBF
Hist Avg
Combo EW

h=12
AR(1)
AR(2)
RW-AO
PC
PC-Ext
PC-BF
PC-BF-Ext
SBF
Hist Avg
Combo EW

Diebold-Mariano (DM) Test: Non-nested models
We follow [53]. Assume two competing point forecasts for two models (indexed by {i, j}) with associated sets

forecast errors (‘i1 , ..., ‘iT ) and (‘j1 , ..., ‘jT ) up to time T ; the forecast quality is evaluated at an arbitrary
loss function h(·) of the error of the forecasts. The null hypothesis for homogeneous predictive accuracy is
H0 : E[dt ] = 0, for all t, with dt = h(‘iT ) ≠ h(‘jT ). Note,

¯
Ôd
‚
ˆ/T

has an limiting Gaussian distribution (e.g.

N ≥ (0, 1)) under H0 under given a set of regularity conditions. Note, d¯ is the sample mean of the loss
Ô
¯
differential series d1 , ...dT , where ‚ˆ is a consistent estimator of the asymptotic variance of T d.

Adjusted Clark and West Test
We follow [54]. Given the forecasts of annualized monthly inflation gap, yt+h and the forecasts from the
equal weight combination benchmark using predictors across all horizons, ȳt+h,t , the predictive combination
i
models using predictors across all horizons, r̂t+h,t
, we can define the adjusted MSPE statistic, for our 6

scenarios/horizons, as

i
i
zt+h = (yt+h ≠ ȳt+h,t )2 ≠ [(yt+h ≠ r̂t+h,t
)2 ≠ (ȳt+h,t ≠ r̂t+h,t
)2 ]

i = 1, ..., 8

h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12}

i
The additional term (ỹt+h,t ≠ r̂t+h,t
)2 is an “adjustment term” that adjusts for the upward bias in MSPE

2
i
by estimating parameters that are necessarily zero under the under H0 : ROS
Æ 0 as [(yt+h ≠ r̂t+h,t
)2 ≠
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i
adjustment] < (yt+h ≠ r̂t+h,t
)2 . Thus, the adjusted MSPE is the t-statistic corresponding to a zero constant

with a one-sided p-value corresponding to the alternative HA : R2OS > 0 is obtained under the standard
normal distribution.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusion
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In concluding my three-chapter dissertation, I will now end by offering various limitations and opportunities
for future avenues of research aligning with my contributions.

Chapter 2: Limitations/Avenues for future research
Although the results presented from our robust, idiosyncratic endogeneity test for nonlinear unbalanced
panels were written exclusively for one endogenous binary covariate, yit2 , these results should be easily
intuitively extendable to a vector of non-continuous endogenous covariates yit2 , provided that one has
appropriate relevant and excluded time-varying and time-varying instrumental variables. There likely would
be no restrictions on the form on any of the endogeneous variables present in yit2 (e.g. a mix of continuous,
binary, or discrete). A direct extension to a multinomial endogenous regressor (or vector of regressors)
could potentially be explored as well. Additionally, although our Monte Carlo simulation designs are very
convincing across all principal metrics of interest, we did not explore a rigorous power analysis as it relates to
manipulating sample size (nor arbitrary levels of –), nor negative values of induced correlation representing
the endogeneity in terms of assessing rejection rates. Regardless, we would expect results in line with
our previous results. Also, there exists some discussion in the previous decade regarding the choice of
simulating instrument strength for the indicator function forming the binary endogenous regressor in terms
of directly specifying “concentration parameters” for the instrument strength versus directly specifying the
total proportion of variance in the indicator function that relates the variance of the instrument vector and
associated coefficients relative to the variance of the idiosyncratic error ([1]). Inspired by the work of [2],[3],
and [4], in assessing endogeneity cross-sectionally for nonlinear conditional mean functions, these authors
opt for a concentration parameter approach as I have for instrument coefficients in their simulations, which
follows through without consequence for nonlinear structural equations. An interesting next step would be to
compare both approaches of instrument strength manipulation in finite sample sizes for tests of endogeneity
in our scenario for panel data.
Regarding our application, although we are comfortable with our choice of instruments, there are other
quantitative avenues that could be explored regarding instrument construction (e.g. aggregated amount of
contemporaneously redeemed coupons in time t). Thus, we do not claim out instrument set is fully exhaustive
regarding the associated idiosyncratic endogeneity test. Also, our nonlinear, IV-GMM solution, as it relates
to choosing endogenous lags of Type A campaign is strongly dependent on the lack of serial correlation
in the time-varying unobservables. An assessment of finite-sample properties of this IV-GMM solution via
simulation can also be a necessary extension. Additionally, and to be clear, the resulting unbalancedness in
our study occurs specifically due to the aggregation scheme for which the designers of the loyalty promotional
program sent campaigns that contain redeemable coupons within a designated period over the two years.
To reiterate, we do not know the exact logic as to why certain households are prone to any exposure nor
why they are exposed for the temporal duration for which they are exposed. To this end, “attrition” is
seemingly at play as the in-store visits and all other quantitative metrics of interest are aggregated and
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directly linked with the time frame for which a campaign is valid. In other words, there is a lower number
of households who were observed, for example, 14 periods as opposed to a higher number of households
that were observed, for instance, for 4 periods. The scope of these households’ observations in certain time
frames in our application is linked to the period covariate which represents any time there was a change in
exposure effect either due to reversions back to “washout states” (‘Type D’), a change in the exposure effect
(‘Type A’ to ‘Type B’), or even any instance in which exposure effects overlap over the same duration of
coupon redeemability (e.g. a household received ‘Type A’ and ‘Type B’ conjointly, over the time frame in
which they were campaign sets contain coupons that are redeemable, resulting in ‘Type AB’). However, we
argue this is not a case of “attrition” in the traditional sense as the resulting unbalancedness is not, at least
in part, heavily due to situations in which our cross-sectional units “drop out” and never return to visit a
store throughout the loyalty promotional campaign. The “attrition” arises due to our aggregation as a result
of campaign/treatment distribution in addition to the selection bias associated with the distribution of the
Type A campaign.
Prior to aggregation, and as a quick check regarding our 1584 households who participated in the loyalty
program, approximately 70% of the 1584 households (1110 households) had at least one transaction (instore visit) that occurred at least three-quaters through the entire duration of the program. However, this
form of truncation for household behavior for which we have no latter promotional information on in-store
visits could be attributed to a variety of different factors that is completely unrelated to any underlying
mechanisms of the promotional program or the treatment distribution process, and may be considered a
MAR process. If there were a large amount of households who only visited in-store, for example, for the first
30 days of the test cycle, then that would be an issue worthy of further investigation.

Chapter 3: Limitations/Avenues for future research
Although we were able to see very favorable results from our simulation designs, we note that we did not
consider any other spline besides other than thin plate regression splines for the interactive nonlinear effects
via the factor smooths. There are other splines that could have been attempted; yet, we opted to use the
most “optimal” spline offered by the mgcv package. However, given this choice and the size of the datasets
in all simulations, all of our design simulations were not necessarily computationally efficient. For example,
each simulation design attempted across varying parameters took approximately 3.3 hours on average to
complete. Positively, however, we did not run into many convergence issue which would require a re-run
as a maximum of 250 iterations seemed to be reasonable. Convergence issues occurred in approximately
10%-12% of the 500 replications in any scenario. Also, in our simulations, we chose a moderate amount
of observations per individual (e.g. ni = 40 and ni = 25 ≠ 40) as there were definitive moderate bias

issues, specifically for ﬂ, when the number of observations were set to be small (ni = 3 ≠ 5). This also
contributes of course to the overall computational inefficiency in terms of estimation in our Monte Carlo

simulations. Also, there could have been more considerations for variance parameter pairs (‡‹2 = 0.75,
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ﬂ = 0.75), chosen functions for f (·) (e.g. more complex polynomials) for robustness of the thin plate
regression approach, and the distribution of our response variable. Summarizing, it would certainly be
interesting to study finite sample bias performance of hierarchical, complex variance structures where the
response could be Gaussian, binary, or follow any other parametric distribution of interest with even more
complex, nonlinear test functions (polynomials) associated with levels exceeding two of the parametric factor
covariate. Additionally, of interest is perhaps the assessment of variance components for conditionally serially
correlated counts for higher-ordered autoregressive specifications beyond the AR(1) processes. Obvious
extensions such as multivariate smooths and tensor products, perhaps even augmented by parametric factor
smooths, would be an interesting avenue as well for finite sample performance in these semi-parametric
mixed model formulations. Also, in our simulations, we relied specifically on the simulation of conditionally
serially correlated Poisson counts from [5], whereas our final chosen model was a negative binomial GAMM
for our application. While there is precedence for simulating both stationary and non-stationary correlation
structures for counts following a negative binomial distribution, the process of estimating the GAMMs via
penalized quasi-likelihood estimation would be extremely inefficient as it would require the shape parameter
to be known for each replication of our model, which would have required an additional 500 models per
scenario to estimate and extract the shape parameter from the gam() function in order to utilize it in
gamm() utilizing the mgcv package.
Regarding our application, we chose to include few covariates (in the parametric portion of the GAMM)
for simplicity as our main focus were the factor smooth interactions and variance components, exclusively.
There also exists avenues to exploit GAMMs in future non-promotional periods (NP3, NP4, etc.) utilizing
these methods to assess nonlinear interactions of campaign types received over time.

Chapter 4: Limitations and avenues for future research
The limitations presented in this chapter are few although we are quite confident in our results. Firstly,
in the first portion of the production of OOS forecasts (prior to any combination), we do have relatively
fewer observations used in the recursive forecasting estimation. That is, the underlying forecasting models
are produced from a training set of 1 : (52 ≠ h)1 , h = {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12} attributed specifically to the limited
data availablity of inflation expectations of the survey based forecasting model across all horizons2 . The

limited data availability is likely reflected in the uninspired results of the Theil’s U statistics in Table
4.1. Secondly, the underlying model constructs we used for our combination considerations, while effective,
are arbitrary. While our forecasters are shown to be logical and effective, there exists an array of other
univariate, linear time series models that exist beyond ours that could be perhaps used to estimate the
monthly annualized inflation gap. Also, the L1 penalty that we used in our proposed L1-penalized quantile
forecast combination procedure is only one penalization procedure that could be used. Future work could
1 M1:1998

2 Inflation

until M4:2002 - h
Expectation from the data source we found begins on M1:1998
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explore different penalization procedures for selecting forecasters. Additionally, following from [6], there
exists an avenue to consider a weighting scheme that is time-varying if there are reasons to believe that
quantiles’ relevance in determining optimal forecasts may be non-constant over time which could be assessed
via a constrained regression technique. We, however, rely exclusively on a time-invariant weight scheme
for L1PQFC1 and L1PQFC2 models. Lastly, it would also be very interesting to observe how well this
forecasting procedure could be applied to multivariate time series along the lines of [7] and [8].
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